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CHAPTER I

AA;A::",: v ‘  ̂ ^:':: '' THTROTCTTSI:• i' ;:;;:/̂;v'.v:vy:';..v' '

The purpose of this study is to discover to 'What ex°*
/!tept\sehtimeutalispi is : presaht., im / the. worksY.of ' - ., '
Ernest Heiaingwayo Hemingway published his first stories 
. shortly after the ©lose of the flrst .World War s and- has had 
, 'Siheethat- tiiiie â :strohg vinf luenee::'W :imerieah literature 0 

Sinee the time of Breiser ̂ tMerleatt literature g es® 
pecially fiction, has entered upon the most fabulous period 
/from the;standpoint of.monetary returns to the authors that 
literature has ever known at any timeo:.This period has been 
:''mrked; by‘ the :■ :beS^nning:; of:the book==of-=th©=month '©lube,'the.:-;; 
best-seller listss the tremendous advertising power Of the 
publishing companies 9 the lucrative Offers for movie rights 
from Hellywood motion picture companies; it has become a' '■ 
©ommonplace for a book to reach a total of three hundred 

. thousand to eight hundred thousand ©opies.. in a year or s© ;; 
after publication. With the advent of such availability of 
books and the tremendous influence of such advertising,.it;
' vis . easier ̂thany if' •hae:':been . heret©f©r©'vf or an'•author to; estab® 
.lish®®and: maintain—=an audience Over which he wields a 
:strong influenced This influenee 'makes him responsible to 
his readers, and. because Of this responsibility an examina- 1 
tibn of his works is justified, In an excellent statement



■Mro Robert Herriek. has suBmarized. this responsibility. of the
.writer:; •■■■■ :.v- - V'’;.:/; ; ■/ - /
: ; All. himaii aetiTitles are' the rightful properties o f >

the ereative artist/from the highest to the lowest/on 
©oniitlon that, he ean endow them with some signifi
cance^ a meaning^! do not say with beauty „ The sun and 
rain beat upon the earthy men and women are born and 

• die g love and hate, hunger and lust; there is;nothing 
■ - either new or important in all that0 It remains for the • 
imagination to take these commonplaces of sensation and 
make out of them something at least arresting--something 
of a-largerr import- than: the :f acts themselves c1 .

That Hemingway has had, and in some ways still has, a defi
nite influenoe is. verified by the constant allusions to him 
vas ;a: leader Sy;. or it iehi/x-Herbert Muller' refers to him When

nature.; of Hemingway* s philosophy-that this study has been

only the externals of the mas 
©ussing ,'the-rise of Hemingway
has smr̂ almost everything Hemingway did0!t
It is in; the light of this influence and the questionable

speaking of the ’hundred ^

. v-y-.i "'Bie' first task, of the investigator was that of elds 
sifying Hemingway as a writers On the basis of evidence 
from the statements of major critics and from the inherent

elpline a:̂ ■ The Southwest Review, X2DCII (Winter, 1917) s; S9o :;

■ ; Robert. Herrick, 48ihat is Birt?ns The Bookmana C 
(Hovember, -1929), 258e :; '■ yy ;V ; . -1 y

2; 'Herbert. /Biller 9 , Modern iietion, pe l?o y ; ;



.̂.//V'SliaEaeSê  been
eiassified as a naturalist c As a background to this classic 
fibation^ ' i briefly the development :. .
of naturalism in American literature c The subject is dis- ' '
cussed more fully in a later chapter„ The mild realism ©f : >
William Bean Howells gave way to 'the early naturalism of • ■
Hamlin Garland and the later social and economic naturalism v • •' 
of Theodore Dreiser- who added the final touch of determinism 

• ' to American naturalism. Dreiser9s influence reached its ;
; height with the publication of An AmerlGan Tragedy in 1925 o ' .::/P:

But hhe- gr^ ; of'writers $ led by Hemingway^ which sprang up ' ' 
■after the war could no longer find an answer to their per- ■ •
■ sonal predicament in the social and; economic determinism of ; 
Dreiser. In addition to the theory of Darwinism and the 
subsequent change in attitude toward nature, the concept of , ■

- scientif ic materialism-has^been^ ■ , ; .
tial force in the thinking of this post-war group. All .

■;. ■'. life is interpreted ih terms of a purely mechanistic. cosmos.
; Life becomes an automatic physical .process in a world with- '

■ out rational direction but driven, blindly by a set of imper- ,v  ̂
sonal laws $ alien to the reason and moral idealism of the •,
. human minds - Sere' was a ready-made system for the "self- ' ■ ■ . ■  ,v: 
expression which these-■.post-war■■’Writers' felt was so neces
sary s an expression which would explain them to the rest of : ■

; the world and, more important, to:themselves. It is.in this



desire for self ̂expression, periiaps 9 ’ that: the major differ-.
•ence between Hemingway9s group and.the traditional type Of 
naturalism llesv 1/here the traditional naturalist hag 
stressed the need for complete objectivityj, the impact of 
war and the subsequent feeling of wlostness?? which appar
ently overwhelmed the post-waf group have caused a shift
• from the objective method of treatment to one more subjective 
. in nature,. This shift is more apparent in Hemingway’s works
perhaps.than in some of the other writers who; followed'. his

• leado, This subjective attitude towards life leads directly • 
. t.o,.Hemingwaŷ a.reoncep reduced to simple action* -
; Since the laws governing man'is fate are cold and impersonal 8 
man9s thinking and hoping are futile gestures, Sinn© he can 
not hope, there is little need for him to plan and build.
The solution is to live a simple life consisting of action 
and having n© need for thinking or reflecting, This3 pro- 
bably« is the simplest function:tô' ihieh ’ life ̂caif be re
duced without .disappearing ehtirelyo, There is some kinship : 
between this simple life of action without reflection or :
.restriction and the retufn-t©-nature theory of the early 
dramatists of sensibility* ■ •
. ■ v:';v ,v::';ln-using;the materials and methods of: the natural- . 
istlc; school, Hemingway seems -to me to identify himself with 
this' grbupi This classif ication has been f or some, time the 
basis of an argument among the - critics of '■ JmerleanVlItera-;
. ture, micolrn Oowley, long an admirer of Hemingway,: speaks



5

of him as an "author often eonfused with the naturalistseR 
Elsewhere 9 Mrs .Cowley refers to Hemingway as one of the 
,?haunted and, nocturnal writers in the tradition of Poe, Mel- 
Tille and Hawhho3?ne,0* These elements are to he found in 
Hemingway’s writings, but they do not seem to this reader to 
eonstitute the major substance of his works There is moment 
:tarily the feeling of hauntedness in his stories, but it is 
something of the haunted feeling Tennyson had during his 
■pessimistie moods when he felt the. moral; foundation, of his 
faith shaking Under the impact, 'of evolution, Hemingway in 
■ a world gone mad with war is. haunted by the belief that the 
old moral code is inadequate. But where Tennyson was able 
to. reconcile the new ideas and the old faith,. Hemingway has 
seized upon the naturalistic principles=-a mechanistic world, 
the insignificance of man, and the'dominance of the sub- 
ratienal”-to create a. new kind of faith, a faith which ex“. ; 
tends morally only to.the individual and embraces the simple 
life of action, in creating his own kind of naturalistic . 
world, 'Hemingway: seems., not only to have drawn apart from - 
his .'cohtemporafiOs,' but to have gone, beyond anything which.
_ Zola had Imagined* . ' .

A Malcolm Cowley, M’Hot Men’ : A Natural History of :
' American Naturalism,” The Kenyon Review, IX (Summer , 1947) $
429, v; :y.- ■ ;;V, ■' \
, ' ■ MalcOlm^Gowley, "EemingWay at Midnight s n The New 
Republic, 0X1 (August 14% 1944), '190,-



In' the Inability of Brett and her frlends in The Sun 
Also Rises. to do anything that wonld prevent their unhappi
ness lies the same denial of free will as that evident in 
the life Of Clyde Griffith of An Amerlean Tragedy or of 
donpeau and Gervalse' in L?Assommolr 9 - Indieation that: Hem- , 
Ingway considers his writings hatnralistie is given at in
frequent intervals In one of his long; non-fiction books,
■ Death in the Af ternoonQ He makes a statemehts and; then adds« '■ 
”1 say this as a naturalist, not to be romantic0M Again he 
states 3 S!A naturalist to obtain accuracy of observation may 
conf ine h i m s e l f ; t. to one limited period»" llsewhere he 
remarks^In my musings as. a naturalist 0 . =98.' Finally,
as .evidence of Hemingway9s naturalism^ the critical state- v;- 
ment of. Br»"ifalter: fa^ ::V' 1

■ The work of Hemingways slight as it is„ represents a 
:• new departure9 a distinct set of qualities9 in natural-

: istie fiction* The author tends, first of all, to
reduce life to its simplest bases In physical sensation 

v : and emotion, .His:GharaGterh Seldom reflect or imagine $
% .' and never 9: properly speaking9;, rehson:,, They spend their

time in enjoying the basic'.physical satisf actions of 
outdoor sportsr eating and drinkings or the emotional 
satisfaction of adventure and f r i e n d s h i p *9

.  ̂Ernest Hemingway9 Death in the'Afternoon, p0 122o
'■■■ ^ Ihid,l pl'137=.:/::. . . . . : ; ■’ ■

'■::r 0
< Walter Tuller Taylor, A History of;American Letters„

P-o • H O  9 . ' ■ ■ i.



Oti the basis of suoh' evidence ,• it seems necessary to iden=
■tify Hemingway with the naturalistic school, of writers * with 
one major difference» Zola hoped that his findings might 
help to eliminate some of • the vevils.''̂f•̂ \abclety■v̂ ;V;Therê ■ie■■':;■' 

v■l2i Crane, Garlands .ahd Norris s as in Zola some hope of the 
nltimate .salvation of man\, It is in this matter of hope. .
/that; Hemingway departs from the traditional schools : He _ /'/.'
adopts the eoneepts of naturalism to create the structure of 
his world and uses the.forces of the naturalist to drive his 

: people0  ̂But there is not the implied hope for man®S' future/;; 
In his last published'work a For % o m  the Bell Tolls9 there •; 
is to be found a suggestion of the desire to return to this. 
hope o / But the death of Jordan and the non-isolation theme .. 
of the book are worked out under such controversial condi
tions that the question of the author rs intent and serious^/ 
ness in this direction is open to.debate0 
y /:/' hJrj Cowley has defended his grouping of Hemingway 
with Poe$ Melville; and Hawthorne■on .the ground .that Heming
way is seeking some fbrii ̂ ofeschpe:«, ■: His acts of battle/ 
seX;:and adventure are presented almost in the forms of 1 
ritess and "rituals are forms of escape0" This observation 
is probably true, and' certainly, the. over-all/readlng about ; 
Hemingway-8 s heroes from Nick Adams of In Our Time to Robert 
Iordan in For Ihom the Bell Tolls gives many impressions of 
escapism/ But it is the realization of the futility of their



$

: fat6 drives these people to seek escapec Living as
they do in a deterministic worlds they find that the moral 

V of the masses can no longer satisfy the needs of
the' individual persono . fhey’ discover that evil exists as a' 
commonplace rather than goody and their fate is to "be uncer~

■ tain:or to be one of suffering„ 1 Thus the life of future 
hope is replaced by one of. immediate pleasure„ This plea=

• sure ©an best be found ip" actions which exist only for the 
momentg and- for which there need be no planning nor reflect^

' -Ihge These actions become the rites of which Mr® Gowley /;':vvt' 
speais-. . ' ; : . -
. • One is tempted to say that s in, the complete with- 

drawal of Hemingway from any moral standard except that of 
the: indiyidmal man9 and in■the" emphasis on individual action 

\ without reflection9 he has carried naturalistic fiction to 
its utmost extreme. Turgenev, perhaps, in his picture of

• the nihilist 5, Bazarov,j. in Fathers and Sons „ predicted this
':' extremei But Bazarov only,went ■ so far as to destroy the .
■' : institutions of'.society o Whenhe found himself unable to- . 

'."replace- those institutionss. he: was in turn doomed^ Heming- 
way is able to substitute something for that which he has ;. 

: t forsakeno He creates a new world and peoples it to suit . • "
himself0 His people operate in a naturalistic world, but
their significance now is no longer that of people who re
act blindly; rather they embrace these purposeless actions .



' and repeat them again and again for the pare pain dr. lustful 
pleasure to be derived from the acts0 It is this type of 
dha.raeteriza.tion which Dr0 Taylor apparently has in mind in 

:V: ' h i s critical summ.ary0 It is in the nature of this departure ,
. from the traditional type of naturalism that Hemingwayg
though using the tenets of naturaiisa9 becomes the senti«

I':!
The next task of the investigator was the establish^ .. 

ing of a working definition of sentimentalisme Forming this 
: definition proved to be difficulty There have been many at^
■ ' tempts to define the term^ and 'not all of - them agree o The
. .consensus of opinion among major critics has: been adopted as 
• the standard definition of the word in its modern sense0
V'ŷ /̂'liThen:̂  definition of naturalism and a short history of its '
1': / ezistence-' in hmerica: were ..set upo The major difference in ■ •
. opinion here among the critics seemed to be not on what

y naturalistic fiction consists ofs but on what writers belong
to that school» 1'' -I ; t-vl yy-:.:: : ,v...y;

i 'I- : The final Step in the study was an application of the
' ; : definition of sentimentalism and naturalism to the works of

tEemingway:i • It ■fas thought that the best approach for this, y 
type of study was through a study of a representative se~ 

y lection of his short stories with the purpose of exploring
his intentions in these shorter works s and then using the 

l y f indings here as a guide to the study of his yiong works 9, .



10

} both f iction and B.on=f ietiona In sorae respects the study 
• is not an.exhaustive one® Only four of his short stories 

are'presented $ although all of the available ones have been 
n e a d : Only: representative oharaoters have been selected.

' especially those who^ it was felt, specifically illustrate
the authorfs doncepts e Many of the characters in Hemingway §

■: ■ it was discovered, exist only as 'background» All of the
• longer works have been discussed with one exception9 The
' ' Torrents of Spring, an early novel which is no longer in 
■ print® The;;T3hiyersity 1^ made numerous efforts to ob-

■ . ;: tain a copy, but none was available0 Those books which were
ayailable are: The Bun Also Rises, A Farewell to Arms,
Death in the Afternoons Green Hills.of Africa, To Have and 

- - Save.Hot , and For Whom the Bell Tolls, The short stories 
. it ' selected here are: "The Undefeated,?? "Soldierls Home/5 . .

.. "My Old mh, “ and ,6The Killers 0 55 r ■ ■ "  ’ : , ■
*. ' Oyer the years there has been ■much criticism of Hem- 

■ ,ingway0 Hot only has he been strongly^'influential on other
i;: ;t 1 •:witersg hut "he/̂; been the central figure in a stormy

: battle among the critics® Bor those who entered the battle, 
there seems to have been no middle course; a critic is
-either or he: -has a:. vie- - : :

■'I'y';-."'-:' lent dislike for him® There is, however, a general agree-
1. , . ment that the major emphasis in Hemingway^ s work is emo

tional, though only in a very few cases, is the direct charge



of sentimentality hurled at him. Hemingway is .eonsidered, a 
major writer8 and his influence as such has been felt not v 
only by his readers, but also by other writers* He pos=- 
sesses a concept of life 9 and he has- used his writings to 
convey this concept, The validity of his concept may be 
tested.by;an examination of the structure which.he builds 
for the purpose of projecting this concept0



. HISTOEY AKD DEFINITIOH OF MTUEALISM ; ^

z: v/;: Vv- /;It 'ig' to the nineteenth cent nr y: in France that one 
: imist turn for the beginnings of modern naturalisme Early 
innomtors of the movement which Zola was later to crystal»

; lize into a definite ' school" were writers smoh as Honor 
Balzac= His attention to documentary detail and technical 
■aeenraey #as the forerunner of what later came to he known :: ■ 
as the scientifie method0 Oustave Flaubert pointed up the 
.'tragedy in man8 s life through his . portrayal of the slow .
1 degradation of • char act er • ■under the: pressure of environmental 
forces«, Stendahlfs work in psychology had a tremendous ef
fect on the movement o 'Claude Bernard ' s work in experimental 
: medicine with, his emphasis on physiology gave Zola thestruc
ture on which to build his scientific literature0 .

This literary philosophy held that all life is sub
ject to forces over which there, is no possible control« '
Thus, the imaglnat1on of the writer must be guided solely 
by the findings of science« In order to portray life accu
rately^ the writer of naturallstio fiction must have a com- 
pletely::.':iipersonal>:a towards the Object being x:: .f:,
studied^ giving only the iexact record pf what is revealed by 
that studya By definition and intent s naturalism was in re
volt against several of the older traditional attitudes .



towards life 0 In.the denial ©f free will8 the naturalist ■ : 
was adopting ■a\'kihd/'0!f/fat̂ lism̂ whiehy-yiia'S different from 
that practiced by the Greek dramatists. The Greeks held to 
a belief in an impiied. ;free will wherein a man ? though he . 
knew that certain eiril events were, foreordained s was at 
liberty to make choices between events in an effort to avoid 
the inevitable endThere was in this belief a more morale 
istic tone than In the fatalism of the modern naturalists0 • 
According to the naturalist 1 Is man free to make
choices of any kind = Hialcolm Gowley has given an excellent: 
sumiiary of 'Amerieah naturalism in this ■respects " i : ; '

The Naturalistic writers Were all determinists in 
that they believed., in the omnipoteneê  of abstract .

; v' :forces» . They were pessimists so;:far as^they believed 
that men and women'were absolutely incapable of shaping 

: their own destinies 0 . 0 <> They felt that, he;jfthe in= .
dividua^ could not achieve happiness by any conscious 
decision and that he received no earthly or heavenly 
reward for acting morally l ;;' 0. ol---

.v ■ french. nafuralism first came to. America . through the ■
work of/Stephen Gran© and Frank Norris, ■ Crane*8 :early book. 
■Maggie„ A Girl of the Street a reflected clearly the influ
ence of gola, The book proved too grim in its realism for 
the publishers until after Crane had won some recognition 
with his later and more famous work. The Red Badge of Gour-

^ ■ /, Morris5 early work s fandover and the Beast 3 though . .

Ihlcolm Cowley j n ?Mot Men9 ? A Natural History of 
American Maturalism$ M The Kenyon Review, IX (Summer., 1947),
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immature, showed this same influence,o . His later work,- 
MoTeague, though it contained many imperfections, gained a 
foothold for naturalism in America0 One of the reasons why 
naturalism had so much difficulty in achieving a following 
in America was the influence of William Dean Howells 0 He 
was the chief exponent of realism, a literary concept of 
which naturalism is a violent aspect» Concerning the begins 
nings of realism in America, Alfred'Kazin has saidt

Realism came to America from everywhere and nowhere 
("no one invented it," said Howells, "it came")-and it 
had no center, no unifying principles, no philosophy, 
no joy in its coming, no climate of experiment62

A struggle developed between these two schools of literary
thoughto Realism did not go far enough below the surface of
life; it left for the most part the violent internal forces
untouchedo

'While Morris and Crane struggled to implant the 
French brand of naturalism in America, there were others 
who were finding source material for their work at home, 
Hamlin Garland published his Crumbling Idols in 1890, and 
followed it one year later with his. Main-fravelled Roads 0 
Garland swung slightly away from the basic naturalistic doc
trine in that he fastened his attention, not on the injus
tice of natural laws, but on the imperfection of the laws 
of man» His was the type of violent realism that Kazin

 ̂Alfred Kazin, On Mative Grounds, p0 16=



has described as that which
; poured sullently out of agrarian bitterness, the class/ 
hatreds of the...eighties and th'eVniBeties 9 the bleakness 
'Of small "town life ? ; the mockery Of the nouveaux riches ̂ _ 
and the bitterness in the great new proletarian.cities63

fhough the- story of naturalism runs cont inuously from the 
^realism of Howell9 s h Modern Instance in 1882: through i:! ,
Crane? s work and that of Horris •. and Garland g." there is still 
present some instinctive feeling for-the dignity and hope of 
; mahl'Strangely ';enough> ; these ':|arly'-expressions of natural
ism in America lack complete negation, the abandonment of 
faith in the salvation of man. fhese early writers appar
e n t l y  werenot yet ready to embrace that last but very im= ' 
portant tenet of the .naturalistI the denial of man8s free 
Will, and; the implied inability to improve 6, . Crane watched ■. 
;mah in the midst of wair, and yet retained a vision of manss 
dignity, Norris watched the reactions and struggles of a 
Mefeague,: and found in those primitive, struggles promise of 
man9s ability to improve, He watched Annexter die, and saw 
in that death a promise: . ; . . ■

.Annexter dies, but in a distant corner of the world 
■ , a thousand lives are saved,. The larger view -always 

and through all/sham,-, ail wickednesses discovers the 
truth that will in the end prevail04



. ̂ sooial iawSo, ' Implied in this attack was the thought that 9 
since the'laws were conceived by mans man could perfect themo 
' ; Wtitint publication of Dreiser^s Sister Carrie
in 1900 does the purely pessimistic attitude of the complete 
naturalist appear * With this work9 the stage was set for a 
, complete:abandonment of everything that had gone beforeo. Tt ■ 
was but a short step from Dreiser of 1900 to the literature 
of the post-war period» The grim implications of material
ism and industrialisms the violently destructive impact of 
the war s, and the final crushing blow of the financial crash 
of ;1929==all of these were source material with; which to . 
feed the fires of the naturalist0 : Out of this were to come 
the economic novels 9 the sociological novels of men such as 
;St eihbeck jVfarrell^ Oaldwell, faulkner, Dos; Pass os 9 'Dreiser. , . 
of 19^51 and 'the war novels of Ernest Hemingv/ay0 'It Is . ’
significant:; I think; In the light Of this studys that Hem- : 

.f ' ingways whq underwent the same experiences during the ;'war:. ,:p 
as most of these other writers did, has chosen to remain . 
within the, realm of war« or within the scope of actions 
which engender. the same type of violence and destruction ' that; 
are so much a part of wary It is an indication of his own 
: extreme emotionalisms a factor which 9 in the light of the 
evidehce of his? work; has caused•Hemingway to carry natural- ; 
ism to an extreme that brings him well within the domain



A/HISWRT i$m DEFIHIfldr OF SENTIMSKTALISM

' . Sinee. Hemingway seems to me to be a sentimental nat- -
Taralists, it is necessary to inqmire into the meaning of the 
term sent imehtal i em, The defining, of sentimental ism would ■ 
appear to have 'been“a faTorite oeeupatidn among the students 
of-this particular literary movement* It can be called a 
movement because it seems to be complete with all the re- . 
gulrements: first, a revolt against current attitudes;
second, a philosophy; third, a technique and exeeution; and 
lasts an audience * lany definitions; are available, several 
of which parallel one another, and some of which differ in 

’ certain; respects - but in all of them the common character™ 
istie of oyer •“indulgence, in an emotion aroused by an object 

; or incideht often of factitious nature seems to be present 6 
. Perhaps the most discouraging effect on the reader 

. of eritieism about sentimentality -is• that caused by the con- 
fusion of terms. . Such words as Msensibility,n "sentiment,,f 
"sentimental," "sensation” are given distinctive meanings 
at times, and: then at other times are used as interchange- 
able * ; One critic will discuss Murence Sterne as having 

' sensibility, and Richardson as. possessing sentimentalismo 
- ', Then in the work of- another.oritic, one' will f ind the/pro- 
• cedure reversed. There is, one: .saying fact, however, and



£3ais ..is that: both words seem to stem from the same hat in ; 
■r©6t wordj Msentires ” meaning to pereeive or to feel? Accord 
Inglya- ”senseM .seems to be the English root word for the 
/vanlens' ,der!%tlo^ the related Latin stem,
"sensus o11 Then it begins to appear that such phrases as 
Mrama of sensibility89 and ^sentimental novel” are terms 
coined by various students to describe literature of any 
sort that makes a conscious and deliberate appeal to the emo= 
tions of the reader ? ' '

i At this point a brief history.of the literature of 
feeling or«, 'as Ernest Berbaum has called it 9 • the literature ; 
of ■ sensibility',, is in order <> The literature Of sensibility 
developed but of a revolt against the orthodox view of life, 
the concept of the dual nature of man, the. good and the evil- 
always struggling and the evil too often winning out? The 
; revolters found a ready source. of inspiration in the phil
osophy of Lord Shaftesbury? • Shaftesbwy9 s concept incor
porated the beliefs that God and nature were one, and that 
man': is by hature basically.goodA : vA

This type of literature appeared in the seventeenth 
century in England'» ■ from the presentation of Colley Cibberf s 
play, ^Lovels East Shift,M in 1696s the literature of feel
ing grew rapidly in popularity„ Concerning this beginning

^ Ernest Bernbaum, The Drama of Sensibility, p0 116«
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v'■'v, ;' v :;'..y:;-;". /. . v;.:
The drajBa of sensibility, .which includes sentimental 

comedy and domestic tragedy, . was from its. birth a pro-* 
test against the orthodox view of life and against those 
literary conventions which served that view. It implied
■ that.human nature when not as in some cases already 
perfect, was perfectible by ah appeal to the emotion . ..
= o. In domestib tragedy it showed goodhearted persons 
In the ordinary walks,of life overwhelmed by catastro
phes for which they were morally not responsible.2 ,

Hoxie Heale Ealrohild has;written;
The taproot of Sentimentalism’is: belief in the 

natural goodness Of the human emotione. If man’s feel-
■ ings are good then the more he feels about the more 
things, and the more he externalizes feeling, the .
better.3 :■ % ■ : if;; '• ' . -  ; ... i '

llsewhere., Mr. Pair child adds ? - wThe basic attitude of the 
sentimentalist, is a sense of inward virtue and freedom which. 
must somehow find eorroboration in the nature of the uni
verse. ” in Mr. Bernbaum’s summary can be found the phil«
■osophy ©n which this literary movement was based, and' in the
perfectibility of man lay its purpose.

> , oca 4 -f* Tb za ‘f-Tno’f* -{" In A o 4-Vv
ture' of f ' a c e  was
justified -u UM ^ vu w o J-JVAW VSJ.AW. v v.o cm cujy uSal t O
the mild sentiments or feelings; of man. for the purpose of

Poets , Woi.. i, ;p,;

2 ibid.; P. IQ. ;
^ Hoxie Heale Pairchildg

4 Ibid., p. 546.
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; iaaproviB-g him soon changed to something else, Concerning 
(: %-the. term: ,9sentiment?. and the emotions, it'deseribeSp Professor
■ 'William Heilson has made the following statement s

■ /̂ ;̂̂ ê-wprd̂ ..'̂ sentimentw; is'.;employeC';ia. a-eonsiderable;-;... 
variety of senses; butin epnnection with literature and ' •

'v;'; y; art .it .has a fairly definitê  ^  It is used for
. ;the milder ranges of emotions^ for emotion associated ' ;

- with thought and evoked by ideas, as opposed to passion ; 
and to emotion more direotly depehdent on sensation„5

■ As examples of this mild range» MT6 Neilson. lists friendship, ■ •; :: ; 
< Jloye of ;home and;;country^• sense of honor? kindness, and '

others Which he includes in the term .’’humanitarian«,18 Ihen 
these exist without great intensity, they are sentiments^, fv 
And these were the emotions to Which the early dramatists ;X ‘
made their appeal. In these, emotions there is a certain, 
amount of pleasure, even when sadness dominates.; the . situa- . 
tion® In this sense of pleasure;, he cording, to Dr, Neilson,: 
lies the.dahger® After experiencing the emotion aroused in. 
a situation and savoring this pleasure 9 the experimenter be- 

. comes susceptible to the thrill and,,may go back again and - !; ;■ 
again to the same scene, or will create a similar one for 
yihê ŝ expefienoihg the emotional thrill once
■ mores In this change of purposes, is contained the essence
of sentimentalismo 'W Neilson adds:

‘ Sentimentalism Is the cultiyation of emotion for the
sake of the thfill^ of the subjective experience ® It

. 5 william Allen Neilson, Essentials of Poetry, pp,
204-2D1®V. ^



is distinguished from sentiment, which is spontaneous and 
'-:"1. i n n o c u o u s . because the pleasure ■ the latter affords comes  ̂r unsought.8 ■ : , V : ; ' ■ ! / \ 'T

. '. Sentimentalism. then9 involves the deliberate seeking of the- '
.r emotion.6 This danger is the one which always threatens the . v;

‘ : writer' of literature of sensibility, and is ■ the pitfall into f
: ; . which some of the later English writers f ell. It was this

; i degraded form which American literary men inherited from i ;
'England; \ \ - 'v ' : : ' -

■ The danger here to the writer’s integrity lies not
/ In the emotion9, but in; the nature of the stimulus he uses

to arouse the emotion* In seeking for the situation which
will:arouse the desired response$ the writer is likely to •

\ : blind himself to the factitious nature of the situation or:' ' ' ’ Y
: ; object involved * If his ' base is false, then the emotion it- c v'

self becomes falseo The sentimentalist is capable of spend-
: : lug as much time on the finite as the infinite, on the. , Y :: : • ■
. trivial as On the important» He may for.a moment be eon-. •

cerned with a situation or an object of universal value»
v But ev;en here he is not neeessarily dwelling on the implica- - 'Y. t/Y

. tions : 0r meanings of the facts under eonslderation; they: ; Y ■
have for him a value only in proportion to the extent that

Y they can arouse the desired emotion * f ; l": .■ "t.fY ' ■ t. :
•':’"'YY'Yff;:f :Yff Ihis deliberate seehing for emotion9 then, can be .

f'f Y - 6 Ibid. Y PPo 208-209* Yf'f- ' ;Y:'-ff hf- ■ Y ' v-tY'



listed as '©lie of the chief charaoteristies of the seatimem- 
talist 0 It should also be pointed out that this con.centra- . 
, tloh 1W  the emotion might derive equally .well ffom the ;
author’s' personal interest in the emotion or from his desire 
to hold his reader’s attention. One feels that the latter 
ease ls the one .whioh prevails more often, especially in the 

: earlier writers. The emotional appeal was used to hold the 
reader ’ s :attention while: a s®vmon was. being preached«, The 
facts intolred did not particularly matter as' long as the 
good points were, stressed6 . Richardson exemplified this ten
dency during the eighteenth century. From his example 1 : ; 
writers again learned that,the easiest way to a reader’s 
interest: was through his heart„ This trick of appeal was 
Used. to;.great success hy his followers 3 and was finally 
taken up by the writers in America* That these writers 
found/ are still finding, a willing audience ;in America ; 
is attested to by the observation of Floyd Stovall? ,

Americans have an'almost, insatiable appetite for 
sentiment and sensation, . either , or both .at: once, but ■ .: 
they are qnlekiy: surfeited with fatalism* They some
times debauch themselves with fatalism as they do with 
alcphoi, but the more they are debauched, the more they become:sentijmental,7 . .

. r‘:l:'i:'The:';,sentime^ the ' purpose' :
of soliciting the desired emotions from the reader» Of

7,Floyd StoVali, American. Idealism, p0 137,
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’ course, selection of events which logically develop the plot 
is a right reserved to all writers / but the:distinction here 
vis in the selection or deliberate' introduction; into the '
story of events which are not necessary to the plot but 
which do carry an emotional appeal = Even when these event's 
are necessarys the sentimentalist;is likely to emphasize the 
emotional value of the scene to an extent greater than its 
natural weight whrrunts 6 To cite two examples of this type 
of unnecessary development, the ease of Clarissa in Eichard- 
son8 s Clarissa Earlowe and that of Harley in MaoEenzie6s 
The Man of Eeeling can be|useh» Hichardson developed his / 
story to the point where Clarissa m s  at the verge of deathe 
The author could have saved •; herfrom )death:„ or if It were 

: pertinent that She. die, he could have killed her in consid
erably less time than he did.. But:the- fervent pleas of his 

'audience to kill her quickly or to save her from an unneces
sary death fell on deaf ears, or on ears that sensed the 
emotional possibilities of the situation = Hichardson wrung 
from his readers, the last possible emotional reaction, 
ifeeEenzie killed Harley at the end of his story, not be- - ; 
cause of the necessity of his death, but because it was an 
opportunity to show the all-consuming fire of Harleyfs great 

' , love for the girle Here was a man who had loved silently 
and without much chahce. Cnee he had heard the girl confess • 
that she returned his love, the thrill burned through him
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with a brilliant fire/; and he died happy 0 The knowledge 
thethhie: 'love. wae\ retuhmed;^^^ enough, Cdnsuni"
mation of that love, according to MaoKenzie’s, version, would 
' have heen aiiticlimatic»' z; v. ■;iv: v" , ■ : /

A Word might, he added concerning coincidencec This '.
element is of course avoided as far as possible by serious 
writers. Its use in developing a plot was frowned on by the 
naturalists in their revolt against the romanticists 0 ' Goin<=* : -.
' eidehce; is' used, often in situations in- which no emotion is 
aroused deliberatelyj but even here its use is questionable. ; 
"'%hen .used to' .make; the story turn out right in the: end, as is 
usually the purpose, it has an influence on the over-all 
emotional effect of the storyo -This technique ;was used;, of- 
ten hy the early sentimentalists in their "rewards and just 
deserts" formula.., .I i V ' .  .1 ; ’. ■ : ■ I'v: ■;

• In illustration of this tinkerihg: with the plot to 
gain a desired ending, Eenry Mackenzie's The Ifen of the 
iiorld will Serve in part. There is the. usual story of a - 
girl who is violated by the villain. She returns home to 
have her baby I Later, ■ shortly after hearing that her'baby V; 
has drowned, the unwed mother; dies. Her brother has been : 
tricked̂  by the; same m n  in order to clear the path to the 
girl. The brother has been banished from' the eountry and •
presumed lostv. in the • latter part of the book the villain 
is again seen making advances to another girl. This girl,



mknovm t q the evil man /is his daughter by the first girl. 
Mow tĥ e stage is set and the events rush on to the elimaxe 
:l2a.va/ terEihleZseene, in which a strange soldier intervenes 3 
the irillain is mortally wounded» , But ‘before he dies j the 
girl is revealedAth •him as. his own daughter; and the soldier 
who is;responsihle for:his death turns Out to be the brother 
of the girl he rarishedo The yillain dies repentant« By 
this coincidence the •brother is able to serve justice by 
revenging himself oh'the man' who caused his sister *s death 
hnd.his own banishmento It must have taken a great deal of 
vjugglihg:fhy^HaeEenzie to get all these people into the right 
spot at the right time j but he proved to be very adept at 
that particularvfeato At any rate" his work serves at this 
point as an example of what is meant by plot arrangement to 
bring about desired results„ It is obvious that each of 
these eyentS : carried its o w  emotibnal weight : : ;

This:sort of selection of plot;events is associated 
with ah indiff erence on the part of .the writer towards the \ 
original purpose that .the earlier dramatists of sensibility 
had in mind0 The'sentimehtaiist is no longer trying to 
teach :or. 10 . improye 9 and' :OOhseqhently.-he does not need to . 
keep in mind the.concept.of the innate goodness of mani It 
does not matter'to him whether man is good or evil, or is 
simply a combination of both. He is concerned with this 
theory pnly insofar as the traditional struggle between



the seelaments #111 'allow him t© play on the emotions of the' 
•'reader*;. In the process of developing their technique the v 
sentimentalists have adopted something in the way of . stan
dard characters$ designed to portray or elieit emotion»
Listed among these types are the much=wonged but patient 
wife or husband who is rewarded in the end for the suffering 
endured: the servant lass whose virtue is often threatened9 
but whose defense thereof is usually rewarded by a marriage, 
to a person of higher social rank; the tear"bringing orphan . 
child; the erring son banished from home for a sin for 
which he is not responsible and finally accepted again by 
his family, because he is really good at heart0. Societys 
not he, is.guilty» These.types were originally developed by 
the dramatists of sensibility, but the sentimentalist has 
hohnd them easily adapted to his purposes also0 i

. There is one more definition of sentimentalism which ' 
should be added here because it illustrates a little more 
clearly,, the uspeets. of ; sentimentalism as ih h^ been de- . ' 
yeloped in current usage„ It.is closer perhaps than any 
other to the sense in which the term has been applied to the 
work' of '. heW.n#my « : ' B the term a's; v/' ;
follows: . "..V'. v/;' . ••'•> . .:v - ' " i
; The sentimental is that which takes the immaterial
'' ,• to •be 'real ft ■ ,
•. sense)9 and ascribes more importance to the feeling than 

.to the fact which Is supposed to arouse the feeling »
<, !a: Thus sentimenta.lism is only another, name for fal-v 

... sity0 .Where it occurs there is. no correspondence 9



■ taking the generality ©f human feeling as a norm, t>e~ : : 
tween emotion and fact; the first is not of neeessity in exoess ; of_ the second8 it is b e s i d e  it0 8

. in the ehange from sentiment to sentimentalism^ the t
writer has allowed the emotion itself to become the object 
of chief interest 0 .In developing his appeal to the emo
tions 9 the writer has designed certain “type" characters % 
chosen for their value to the general.theme = ■ In making the 
most of the situations which will arouse the desired re
sponses, he .selects at .will, and without regard to relation
ship of 'event to plot, those'incidents or objects which 
best serve his purpose0 It is the apparent presence of many 
Of ■these' same' trd work which has led to
the suggestion that Hemingway, though he is definitely
aligned with the naturalists through his use of the tenets 
of naturalism, is really at heart, a sentimentalist0



CHAPTER XT

' : , AN ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATIVE SHORT STORIES
:: - /-':': \: : ;>v: -z

/ ,y.■ : xhtr(b h c t±oe ; .■ y - , y . '

It Is now time to test the works of Hemingway in the 
light of these definitions of naturalism and: sentimentalism0 
Any study of Ernest Hemingway. would have to begin with his 
short worhSo Out of these short.sketches came the ideas 
which he later developed into his longer novels0 In this 
manner A Farewell to Arms developed out of: the short storys 
,?A Very Short Story3 ” contained in his first collection, In ' 
Cur' Timeo In the short story, ^Soldier's Home.” there is., 
the same attitude which is held;by the people in the novel, 
The Sun Also Rises„ Krebs„ the.soldier returned from war, .
whas aeg,uired the nausea in regard- to experience that is the 

- : v V '7 7::. ŷ77' ',- 7' .v'-'.y7 l,': ■ y ' - ■ - . ,
result of untruth or exaggerationoM This nausea has de
veloped in him the feeling that he no longer wants "any con
sequence ever agalni" This is the same cut-loose-from-all- 
eonsequenees attitude which motivates Brett and Jake and 
their crowd of post-war. friends in Europe = In much the same 
manner, the germ of the Idea of For Whom the Bell tolls is

y.:7" Ernest Hemingway, "Soldier?s Home," The Short ■.
Stories of Ernest Hemingway, p0 2AAe : - "" 1 :: . " '
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: eontained in the short plays "Fifth Golimn." Hemingway9s 
attitude towards womeh? as expressed in his writings, is to 

, he found in its emhyr$niG stages in.several short sketches. ■
"fhe Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber9" in whleh the hero 
has to eseape his wife in order to regain his manhood* car
ries the implied belief that woman hinders man in developing 
his talents-e This same belief is expressed with ah even 

, greater degree of clarity in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro*"
: where the man explieifly blames the woman and her vzealth for
; having destroyed his ambition to write* ;

The progress of the reader through the short stories 
: ; and' into the., longer novels permits him to follow the defi= ': ' 
nite development of Hemingway8s concepts* Especially impor
tant in this respect are the short stories* for it becomes 
.evident in reading them'that it wasthe purposes Hemingway •
• had in mind when writing them that were to betray him and : 
to weaken his entire effect, in his longer works „ - . .•

■ ' ' Hemingway9 s work in many ■respects has been autobio- 
: graphical* with his writing coinciding roughly, with his de
velopment o -This development might' be summarized broadly as 
including the period of his youth* of his disillusionment 
(the war period)* of his exile from society, and of his re-, 
turn to that society* . in brief. 1 in Our Time would repre-

'• . ' . • / ,  '■ - 1 ■' >■„ Ctsssswo ■ • «x*esfa>ie»ss=>' .es»«iibesw*eaati " , : :

• sent his youth* The Sun Also Elses would represent the : 
period of disillusionmentA Earewell to Arms being a r.eebri
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of the eveaats which destroyed his illusions „ His exile is '
nopnosentea by Death in the AfSefnoon and Gneen Hills of.:
Africa a For Whom the Bell Tolls records Hemingway^ s attempt - .
to re=-embface society. Some stories do not fit into this 
scheme chronologically0 If one might take a certain liberty* .
it would be possible to outline the simple plot of Heming- 
way^S life. itself in order to show how: it fits into his 
writingso Beginning with his boyhood in the Michigan woods. 
Hemingway experienced the many exquisite pleasures afforded 
by life to the dweller in'nature & .Then just on the edge of
manhood he was plunged into the horrors of war0 Looking at
the death and destruction around him. he found reasons for 
believing the illusions of the peaceful life to have been \
falsoi. '^merging-:from:'the holocaust of. war* smarting under ■' 
the impact of his own emotional; disillusionment* he remained 
in Europe with the roiatiyely small group Of people who had 
emerged from the war with the ' same reactions <, He put these - .  ? 
reactibns into his writings; by writing them doWn* he could •;;
in a sense get rid of them, • In; order to emphasize what he ' ; ■'
had to say* he used the system of alternate scenes found in 
his first collect ion. In Owl'imeo Here'a pleasant and ex
tremely satisfying fishing trip into the woods in boyhood 
is 'i painful experience. under=- .
gone during the war, This sort ofthing continues until it i ' 
finally becomes clear; that the.youthful Hick Adams has.



to mse ■ the words of Alfred Eazins' 1?oontf i¥ed to give the
violence of the Michigan woods and the vlolenee of war an
@q.ual value in the reader ’ s mindo ”. . : Alh of the adventures ■
in the Miehigah woods had not been of the pleasant varietye
The brutality of the war becomes* through emotionalized rea=
soningg a continuation of the cruelty experienced at times.
in the lovely woods of EiGhigan., . Thus, in this frame of .
mind ̂ Hemingway began his writing 0 To quote W?B Kaain again s

. > The,Hemingway archtype had begun by contrasting life ;
• and warp.devaluating one in terms of the other„ Now . •
. ' lif e; became only a manif estatioh, of war; the Hemingway :' 
world is in a state of perpetual war ^ \ ,

In this mood' eertain re jeetions were possible6 It was pos
sible to throw off many of the old ideas which were no longer 
eompatible;with this hew attitudeo A kind of fatalism de= 
yeloped which was to' influenc.e all of: his writing 0 . Imphasis 
was placed on what was left after rejaction: ■ courageand • . 
a fierce pride in this courage. Life had proved itself to 
be without hope— empty^ and therefore futile, With these 
Impressions fized firmly in minda; Hemingway moved into the 
third phase of his own Story-^his exile» He turned his back 
bn society, which in his mind had given him that set of 
false' illus ions * Hrom this,point on, his writing became .

■y-Alfred Kazin, On Native Grounds, p0 328,
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M s  defense against what' tie cozisiiered a false life. He was • 
motiTated toy the d need to select from this life inci
dents which could afftordia basis for his stand, and to^write 
these incidents down in order to convince his readers, and; 
■himself also, 1’or HOmingwayV; Eazih eonolnded', ’Writing ■ 
;WS; not1 a recreation^ it was a way of life," Hemingway’s ■ v;f .■ 
fourth and final phase, his return to that societyj, came 
.:when he apparently discovered, in the shattering, impact of , - vv • 
eiyii war in Spain and the terrifying aspect of amOther : iv 
Vorld Wars that the solitary life of the individual did not 
contain the answer he was seeking. His last book under^ ̂  ̂;i
scores his belief now in the concerted action of Society, y/ g'
In his creation of a world driven toy external forces over
Which his people h a W  :no- control and in his ' denial of any 
"hope to these people through the intervention of these forces 
or that of , .chance 9 Hemingway has adopted the tools of the ' 
'.naturalist,-:' But; in his subjective exploration of his .ma= 
terial and his subseq.uent presentation of his findings9 he 
has used many of the characteristic techniques of the senti-

f :' ■

In search of material to illustrate his concept of

■ : 5 iMa-. p. ?27.: ■' :; ' r



life s HeMn^ay has found many subjects in his study of bull= 
fighting in Spain,,. Manuel ? the hero of the story "The Unde
feated $" exemplifies his- notion of pride, and at the same 
timeserves as an example of the futility of life* v

■ The simple story of Manuel is that of a fighter who 
has grown: old , and who has heen def eated in a f ight * He re- - 
turns determined to redeem himselfi- He suceeeds finally in 
gaining another ehanee to fight* He fails miserahly, and 
leaves the ring with the jeers of the crowd ringing in his '• 
eafSo It is: a toueh of irony: in that the fight is obviously 
a failure, though Manuel’kllls the bull * He is mortally . 
wouhded himself* y ' . ' '

Hor a while the feelings of the old man pleading for 
a ehanee to prove himself and the terrible moments in the 
ring seem real* .tee knows too well the agony of being denied 
the one more ehanee needed to prove oneself, especially when 

' it is - a ' quest ion of courage *' ' Hut ; the reader soon' r e a l i z e s ; 
as Manuel eurses the crowd for their jeers,, that his redemp
tion is a necessity only forIhls oteIsake* "What has been
mistaken for courage turhs out to be a superficial pride*

ivtece this'd^ Manuel is clear , then the picture; of :fhe.; '
gallant old matador Who will not admit.defeat degenerates .

1 into one of a sentimental .old fool* who can not let Weil' '' ' •• 
enough alone * This int erpretat ion ,of Manuel*s character 
may sound harshl: but after all,' he has the advice of two
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; experts ifl the biasitiess to tell him that he is threiagho 
Eetana, the manager of the ring, influenced somewhat hy the 
thonght thht iMannel will not are# very well at the hex of« 
flee; asks,- mMij don9t you get a job and go to work?" . .
• Manuel8s .reply is a disdainful one: "1 don’t want to work0
1 am a hull fighter^" The extent, to will eh his pride has %-
driven him is indieated in his answer to Retana9 who'voices
' ; ... • : ' ' .. i.;/- 7
• his doubt about the crowds "They ’d come to see me get it 018 
^he second expertand one whose opinion should. have carried 
eonsiderable weight; is Zurito.s. the picador with the huge 
hands and a life-time of experience„.-Zurito has already

.- given up. much of h too old« He
asks &nuel; "What do you keep dm doing it for?" And 
Manuel'8s answer is a vagues "I don’t know," ’i' /
\'? .\: ':̂ he:'.final' fight scenes bring- the reader as close per

haps as he is ever to :get to diie'.-bathos in Hemingway, They 
are remindful of the actions of that other warrior who went 
blindly about charging windmills and old cows 9 but who was 
driven by a loftier purpose«^one “Which existed outside him- 
■ self« Hemingway builds., up his story slowly to the point 
.■:'vwhich"ds the climax of all bullfights, the death stroke,

•f ’ v -d .̂ Ernest Hemingway.; , "The Undefeated;" The Short v • .-i
Stories: of ::lrnest ;Hemingways. :pih'33io.;' ./■.7 : vf ' . -

' 7 Ibid, . Po 335,
; 8 Ibide; P, 341. f -



The Wll is ready$ and the ©Id matador is set to drive him
self and his sword straight to the vital spot, The thrust 
is made, but something happens; the sword is turned and 
twisted from his hand & The Made has struck bonev Then Hem
ingway proceeds to have a good time relating the events as 
the doughty old warrior attempts to kill the btill.„ Mot once . 
but five times the deatMstroke is made, and only with the -. 
fifth does ■success come <> ' The suspense, mounts with each ef
fort for, as attempt after attempt,■ fails, in desperation the 
bull fighter enters more undtmofe ihtof the terrain of the 
bull, closer and ■:eloser'''tb:''':;thpse;':h,uge. horns a ; The scene : 
dissolves into an emotional fiesta for both the reader and : . 
the author» In Hemingway8 s refusal to allow the death to / 
come to either Manuel or the buli until after Manuel has 
somehow managed to strike bone four times, he illustrates a ; 
strong desire to develop the emotional1value of the scene« 
-Sine'e-.Manuel is motivated by a false:,sense of pride rather 
■than by necessity, the emotional appeal of the event is 
seriously weakened» - The Scene is used to projeet Hemingway rs 
attitude toward courage in the face of deathManuel - exists , 
for the moment■as the symbol of that attitude0 He has,re
turned from the. very yerge of death to demand another Ghance 
. to prove himself, even though that chance means faeing death 
again, This certainly .is a kind of courage, but it 'is not 
in Manuel® s ease courage founded on wisdom, nor can it be
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said to have been born of necessity; it is rather the cour=- 
■ ■ age of'-,the''i$haS"beenM who is more sentimental than wise.®.;
■ There is no.valid reason why Manuel should demand:another

■ ehahCe ® Consequently^ there is no reason why he should place . :
: - >himself in a position in which he faces death0 The emotion- i ■ 

al reaction which'Hemingway attempts to elicit for him, then/ ,
. is an appeal based on false f acts:. Manuel is an early ex=-. •

.:' 'ample; of ^  heedless,, ih'eadstrong - character which Hemingway
creates so often, and for whose actions it is difficult to 
find a reason based on necessity, -

t t v ' , ■; V:-

; / V . MSoldier 5 s Homelf is perhaps one of the most enlight^ : '
;V:.y .ening . sketches ;• ih HemingwayTs collection*Here, is the typ-»,v:..V:' ::': :'V: 

ical Hemingway char act er in distilled form. In studying • .
V Erebs and understanding something of his trouble, one feels
:: something : of .what ails most of the people he meets in Hem-'

ingway% stories® Krebs has gone from.a Methodist college •. 
directly into the war® He is not prepared to cope with the 
'•experiences.: of:war. V- Now that he has. returned to that so- v • V̂ VV,/ 
ciety, he finds he can no longer accept the people responsi- • . ;
ble for his exile nor the values they represent. In this •

: v antagonistic attitude of the prodigal son towards his re- 'i '
deGmers ̂ Hemingway has added soriething of a new twist . . This
twist is essential to Hemingway5 s. purpose 9 for by means of v



: V;--: ■ ■ :: : : : ^ :

it his characters swing away from the oldjtried-and-found- 
want ing vaines qThis twiating; away ihtd a solitary role 
heightehs somewhat the appeal to the sympathy of the readero 
Here is a man subjected to experiences hot of his own choos
ing and. experiences for which he definitely has not been pre
pared by a truthful education6 As a result he has lost his 
Contact with normalcy; he can not:,, even though his family and 
his friends welcome him with love and kindness^ completely 
return homef What/better device with Which to play on the 
emotions of the reader while issuing a bitter indictmeht of 
society? . Krebs has "acquired the nausea in regard to ex
perience that is .the; result of untruth or. exagger at ionV” ■
This nausea is. his reaction to his own lying about his war 
experiences, which he begins to, do simply because- everyone 
■ else is doing the same. In a deeper sense» the.reaction.' 
reaches all-the way back through the preceding generations 
and.lays the guilt for Krebs5 present state of mind at so
ciety’s doors . . i;,'
■ As a pathological case, Krebs might be acceptable =
But as: a typical examplehe falls short of being convincing 
because hisireasohing is not sounds Most of his unhappiness 
comes as a result of;judgments made ;on the basis of this . 
reasoning. True, the impact of war on a mind which had been

-. j:-1. 9 ̂ Hemingway, ^Sbldier?h ; Home$ op. cite $ p0 244.
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: •' cultivated at a Methodist college must have been terrific0
.:AssUEaiiig "that his war experiences are to blame for his att 1 = h- 

. ■ - tude» he makes the mistake of denying the one thing.that the
war should have taught him— that life for man has always : w

. been complicatedo: The religious; emphasis which eame from 
his . studied must have -carried s along with the positive ef=>

■ ■ fects of good* the implied existence of evil0 Life exists ; ::
i mainly through relationships» Krebs has found reason now,
after the war* to deny all that has gone beforeo He wants 
a life that would 18go smoothlyoM After an argument with his

' / mother, he .reveals that he i$had tried so to keep his .life ’
, ..K ; ; Xih '1 - •10..'': .i--; ;,y ;l '

from .being . eomplicatedo ” It is: this .desire which has
• ’ ■ denied, to him the friendship of girls, because it took talk-
xi. ing and these conversations always led.to.complications0

fEe wduld like to have one of them „ „ , «, But' he would not
-'h:: v: : ' .i .::: 1: - /■, go through all; that talking oV This withdrawal from the . ;

■ one thing that might have made life meaningful again for
' him— associaiion— finally leads him to a denial of his

' ' '' mother’s love „ ' He resolves his ■problem in a ■manner later to ■:':''
become typical in Hemingway by running away , f rom it . He .

. goes to Kansas Gity to get a job, neither Krebs nor Homing-
' . ; • way seems, to realize that life in Kansas City will be just



as eoiiplipatei asv is in Krebs' home tovm.,o .: . - .
v: Krebs8 reasons for not being able to reinstate himself
in the affairs of his home are not too clearly stated as be- , 
ing the direct result of the warv His main reason for not 

: trying to reestablish himself in soeiety seems to be largely ; 
that he "did not feel the energy dr the courage to. break 
Into i t C e r t a i n l y '  his war experiences do not warrant 

;ihis :4ehlai of, his love for his motherHe reacts violently 
to the suggestion that he get a job and•settle down, as 
other returned soldiers were doing0 Then he deeides to go 
:to Kansas City to do the very thing he:has refused to do—
; get a jobo A job in Kansas City among strangers will be no 
smoother than a job at home among friends» This inconsist- 

v ency ihlK^ebs is/an:Ihdieation that his attitudeis a pose, 
based largely on the fact that he somehow feels that he 
needs'one o'" ■ ■" '1-1;:

Krebs can not be accepted as;an object for:sincerO 
sympathy5 for;he is'more concerned with his own predicament 
than he is; with the cause and cure f or it. He is;not really 
a man driven by cross' currents which he can hot control; 
neither does he Seem to be in the grasp of some unseen force 6 
He isa man who has apparently limitedthe range of the 
world ■ to; the extent: ;of ; his' own grief *. •; He ■ is - like Constance •'
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in Qliakespeare ’s King John, who forgets everything else in 
her desire to indulge her grief over her son to the point 
where.' she earns the severe; rebnhe from King Phillip. "Yon ;. .

-/v--,.r;are. as fond of. grief as of your c h i l d , K r e b s  is more 
fond of his dilemma than he is of any cure0

. " :;;- ' y r . ":' ■.} y y ’■■■•■/y y .
7 The eharaeter of little Joe in'the story nMj ©Id Man# 

is;; evidence; .of. Hemingway’s ability :;t©;.;plant a figure 'in his 
plot ■which is calculated to wring from his reader that 
amount of emotional response necessary to give credence to • 
fhê 'st'orjra; Thdt : this-7c 'v7;;;''
does not seem to matter particularlye The purpose of arous= 
ing the emotion has been achieved9 and now the object is no 
Ibnger of ahy importance, Without little Joe the story of 
Butler9 the father who us not above crooked work9 would be 
just another glimpseof the familiar figures who follow the •
horses o' But the pitiable boy. who is blind to his f ather ’ s ;
weaknesses, who seems at times to stumble on the truth but 
■whose ; love always rises at the right,, moment to keep him 7 
blind, is a character nicely calculated to arouse emotions.
The Imeriean public has always had a soft spot in its heart
for;;llttle-boy' stories.,':/ - : ' 7;7. - 7 ■ ; : . 7 . ■ f  - ,"7'i-' ";:

f3 William Shakespeare i, ’’The life and Death of :
.King;John,f7III,/ iv, 77. 7i' ; i ' f f 7 y \ ' 7 f < 7 ^ ; ^ 7  '777:' f  7,7'



; story ls. another, vehicle to . carry Hemiigway es' ,
indietment of society will oh has caused the los s of his gen= : ■ 
efationis'idealsc "Seems like when they get.started they ' 
don’t leave a guy nothing»” This is the finalsentenee of 
the story9 and it is significant that little Joe expresses 
itv ::;But aside from carrying, in its deeper sense, Heming
way 9s charge3 the.statement reveals an intrinsic weakness 
in the character Of little Joe6 ' With this statement from 
the hoy oomee the realization that it has been the reader 
who .has been blind throughout the story, not the boy.. The ■ 
sympathy of the reader . has been aroused by the, illusion that 
the boy does not realize his- idoi:$ ;Ĉ father> has feet of 
•clayy Through the skilful handilng' of dialogue and thought 
by. Hemingwayj this illusion is constantly built up fn the 
reader’s mindo ...There is abundant evidence of the boy’s 
love for his father: "Say, it was a treat to watch my old
man skip rope* ” And, "When' 1 ’ d sit Watching him working out
in the hot sun 1 sure felt fond'of him." Then when his
father is kilied, the boy is.:brbken up; in a manner which
does r each the he art: laid down beside my old man , ,
and hung onto the stretcher and ; cried and cried, and he

d;..Ernest Hemingway„' "My• Old Iant n :The ::Short Stories'~ 
of Ernest: Hemingway, pe: 290* : ■

. 15 Ibid. , p» 290^
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V ' . , : ■' 16 :
looked so" tiiitie-- atid; gone and so .awfully dead o „ V  ot! ■. ■
Tfeere is evidenee to support the eontention tliat. the toy at 
times .seems to lialf>»rea.lize the truth about his father but ; ‘'
is blind to the real's.igniflea.nce' of the facts 0 He listens 
to a quarrel his father has with two men before leaving , - '
Italy? and he wonders about what he'; hears» He hears his '
fathef . slandered and is puzzled by the fact that the slan~ ;; ;
derer gets away with his accusations 0 later in Paris he :

: ' hears George Gardner give' hi s father a tip that a face on V’: -t: . V ' 
a 'certain day is fixed <, He thinks it is strange at the time«
• When he does realize what. has happened, he lashes Out at .
: mfdner^^  ̂ \

■ thought s 1: wish X were a Jockey and haye rode - 
him instead of that son of a b And that was funny8 ,
thinking of George Gardner as a son of a bj because 

.. l6d always liked him and besideshe had: given us’ a win- ,
. ner but I guess that's what he is, all righto17

The strange thing, here is :fhe fact that the boy is capable
of realizing'that Gardner has done something terribly wrong,j
but fails to-see his father in the true light« This is the' • -
illusion which Hemingway apparently wants, but it is not
logical ft'The boy's father is apparently exonerated .from :
blame, His withholding knowledge of :the "fix" from the
authorities and his betting on the race seemingly hold no ■

16 Ibidi, Po 302o / ’ : '' :
: p=. 299/ ■ ; ' : : - ■ ■■



impertanee for., the boy. Then the end of the story comes in 
such a way that all illusion is dispelled, Gardner is com
forting Joe:after his fatherJs; death,' They overhear a ehanee 
remark concerning Joe *8 father from a bystander: ,fHe had it
:. ' . .■ • . ■ - ■ , ■ , ■ ig ■. _ ■ ■ : . .
.. eomihg to him for the stuff he 's pulled, ” Gardner at- .
tempts to soften Joe9s reaction," l.ittle Joe listens, and 
then closes the story with the remark, "But I don't know. 
Seems like when they get started they don't leave a guy

• ;  V '  ::: 19 : ■ ■ ,  . ’ -  ■nothing,?' ,  ̂ ■„
i/hat Joe means , here is that now those who: did not 

like .his father are not even going to leave Joe his pretty 
little memories of his dad. The feacfion to the chance re
mark seems .to destroy; the. reader9 s illusion that Joe has 
been blind all the time to his father's shortcomings. If • 
he were let. alone j he would continue to cherish his ideals .
but it is apparent that society does not intend to'let him,
; In one sense the story.of'Joe represents that sense 1
of the futility of life which.Hemingway reveals so strongly
in his ’.work. The old. man keeps, promising his son that when 
they make theif stake:,,; they will return to the United States, 
But it is apparent from the beginning that this plan will 
never materialize because Butler can not throw off the
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forees whieii h©ld him to his kind, of life. The little boyffs 
ekances are completely. nil,, because his hopes are all bound

ilarren Beaeh. iaas fdimd mueii in this story to ' / r

a—
; ■: , This is a tale of great beautjo, . .I- eannpt- imagine a .

more touching ebBizmBtary ̂ ̂  elinging aTfeetioh of v
■ i' - father and son6 : . That the father was a crook makes it no: / \

: ■ less poignahtj oi that in the end the boy should come to h 
V, :.. toew this.2° '

- Mea Beach has based his observation on what he teras Heming-
K. / :.myis:. indirect approach0 Certainly Mr0- Hemingway has :’Vv,. :".V' ■■

achieved effects without obvious devices of rhetoric s but the ;
facts of the story do not carve for the emotion they arouse r \

- v' ahperManen^ in: the:: reader %  mindo The emotion is a ' 'Z - ■
temporary one aroused for the purpose of aiding the author
to project a personal attitude«, Coming at an early stage ■

; in Hemingway9s.writing career, this story Indicates his
: willinghess to use an emotional appeal in order to. convey
; his own concepts9 even when the facts used/to. induce the emo- . .

; : tloh are not always cohsistent* /

- ■■■ ■ ■ ■

: Here is ah example of the kind of emotional writing
at which ‘ Hemingway is most adept:s the writ ing . which calls ; ’

: 20 Joseph.Warren Beachj American Fiction 1920=1940„



f or- tmderstatement«, The story is a well-lmit thriller „ full 
of suspense, short and. clear-cut0 There ■ is no bloodsiied, ho 
.aotusl violenee„ but over all lie s the grim shadow of death 6 
The horrible pieture of a man lying in bed, stoically await
ing the ■fate that;has:, f with him, is mahy
times more sueeessful in. aohi-eYing its purpose than ah ae- 
tual scene in which death is meted, out would haye been6 
' From the time one hears the two killers state their
f- ' ' ' . '': v' ■■ 21 ■ . : : /purpose, "We«re going to kill a Swede,” until Hick is .
... hoard; .tell ihg the hunted man the., awful. news,. the reader ex- 
peets to hear bullets flying0 •This, seemingly, would be 
thrill enough, but then comes the terrifying pronouncement
of: Ole after he hears Nick® s' news s "There isn81 anything I

' '■ , :..::22: .^ . - .. : ■: : can do' about it e8® iater he gives his reason for this
hopeless attitude; 1fI through with all that , running > 
aroundef The reader feels that he has reached the ulti
mate in horrible suspense„ Here is.a.man who knows that 
death waits outside his door,, and he will do nothing until 
he decides to go outsideB His only reason for going .outside 
will be to receive this death waiting for him0 ,

of Ernest Hemingwdyi pB 3Ble v:.:.;:,;/..: •,. ... % -
22 Ibid,, po 385o ■ . . -
■'23 LoCo elf o



toere is ho condemnation of the killers 9 nor of the 
man who will.not fight against theme -There is simply the 
statement thaf.they were there seeking him and that he mere
ly reconciled himself to his fate. Actually no reasons 
' x^ichhrould' explain the killers8- miss,ion or Ole9 s reaction ■ 
are given. There Is no attempt to justify either side; the 
story is just a reporter9s record of the events that took ■ 
place. This record is made with ah economy of wordss :with' 
a careful eye tothe emotional value of every word. The 
emotional reaction of the reader> gained hy forcing.him to 
supply his bin details, seems to ' he the goal of the author.-: : 

. - When this story is studied in the light of Hemingway9s 
later development, it reveals certain aspects of his attitude 
which have' already crystallized by the time he wrote this 
story, he has; passed completely'from the mild stages of . ; 
sehtIment and has. achieved the full emotional stateof the - 
■ sentimentalisto His.early'refleotions on death and his con- 
sequent preoccupation with the idea of death3 which has led 
him into his vision of life as consisting of the hunter, the 
huntedj and death, is now driving him to find cases which ' '
will proye hi This proof would seem as necessary
to Hemihgway as it does for the reader.' Ole. Mdreson is 
what Fredefle - Henry might have become when his last strug= 
gle against death .ends' with the loss of Catherine. Andre- 
son9 s refusal to struggle any longer is, in a sense, the
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same attitude that Jake. Barnes might well develop when the . 
opiate of Brett’s exquisitely; palhf ill attract ion no loriger \ 
gives him a chanae to indulge his sense of frustration=

The enitieism offered here can in no way detract from 
the fact that from the standpoint of .pure craftsmanship "The 
Killers" is a masterpieceV Brevity of plot and economy of. . 
words have been employed as skilfully as Heminway is capable 
of doingo But the direct appeal;of the story is straight to 
the emotions of the reader> The masterful method of under- 
statement and suggestion is ealcuiated to heighten this ap
peal e In this senses the story is an Isolated study intended 
to set forth the author’s attitude = Inasmuch as this atti- . 
thde -is , the result of/̂ extreme em̂  ̂ the story be- v;'
comes a sentimental. prQiection of that concept <,

In an excelient, essay on Hemingway in which the im
portance of a rigid discipline is emphasizeds John Peale 
Bishop makes the following remark:

; And yet $ 'what Hemingway was doing in the summer, of 
1922 s lying on a bed in a room .where the old Verlaine ;.

- had .once had lodging,', was f irst remembering that he had 
been moved, and then trying to find out what had hap
pened to cause the emotion, It .is the bare happening • 
that is set down o 0 » that must arouse in the reader 
whatever emotion he is capable of according to his ;

. 'i.:natiu?e,. pityg horfor iv

^  John Peale . Bishop, "Homage to Hemingway s ,} The Hew 
Republic, IPDCIIS (Hovember lltt- 1936L 41o . .



r; V: This,ws. the period in which Hemingway was attempting t© : ;
sort ©ut the experiences he had Bjidergone during the war9 ah# v ;
• it wa.s; the period out of which came the first short stories/ - ^

: ; y %  -reealle# that; he/ h ^  emotionally 3 . and then .
■ tried to analyze the eiements in•the scene or act which had
' eansed the reaction« One of the most influential discoveries

■ ’ made through this analysis was the fact that the. dream-like .. ■ •-:• V'''
life of his boyhood held the■ same brutality that war ex= .; ■
hiblted«, from this beginning. Hemingway seems to advance • ' -

’i rapidly .to;' a: ■ belief that all' lif e- is built of this same bru«= t
tality and destruction^ Out of this reasoning grows his • . ,
senSe;,of the futility: of: lifea This, futility is expressed ■ :
in a brilliant passage from A Farewell to Arms: ■  ̂ '

'. As it O- log commenced to burn, the ants swarmed out ■ 
and went firsftoward the center where the fire was; .. . r\ 

, then turned back and: ran toward. the endy:,.;i?herê there::
’:V..: were enough :on ■ the- .end; they fell' off' into the fireo

gome got out, their bodies burnt and flattened, and 
went off not knowing where ’ they were, going0:: But- most of 

;. them went toward the fire and then back toward the end
and swarmed on th^ fell off into ■

; : ;the;,f iret̂ S':' r-’i:;;, „ '•■ ' • .  " ; " :' . t : i ■'-• " ;• ■ - • ■;'''■
Fredefic Henry has seen in the memory of ants oh a burning
log the entire scope of lifeo . ■,. .

; Hemingway8 s reflections on life spurred by the bitter
experiences of war appear to have . driven him into: a. state of

■, mind . in ,which he is acutely. aware; of deathe This : awareness - • t ;, /'

• ^5’ Ernest Hemingway, • A Fareweil to Arms„ p0 ,3.51» .



develops into a sort of hatreds and through that hatred, 
bred of fear he is drawn, into a peculiar preoccupation with 
deathi He finds that death is the central motivating force 
in all of his emotional reactions» It is sighifioant that. • - 
;his writing begins with, his short storiesfor. these sketekes 
represent his attempt to. isolate the single fact and the mo-* 
tion whldh result; In ah 'emotions It is his prolonged inter- 
est in these isoiated emotional reactions and his extremely :< 
personal interpretations of them which lead to the prepon-* ; 
derance of 1 emotion in life as Hemingway conceives it— an 
overbalancing which:for the most part weakens his Structure % 
and so. infiltrates his eharaeters as to render them senti
mental externalizations of his own emotional preoccupation= 
;In'' t his - Cohhe c t Ipn: lie Bi shop'' writ es % ■ • v' : .1'''

: ' Wounded in the 'War , Hemingway was a very apprehensiye
; young man= indeed, his imagination could hardly be said 
to exist apart from his apprehensiomi I should not call 
this fear» And yet he could hardly hear of something 
untoward happening'to another that.he did not instantly, 
and without thought, attach this event to h i m s e l f 26 ■

It is for those reasons that the four short stories discussed
have been selected0 They illustrate several of the basic : '
eonelusions which Hemingway apparently has derived from his
period of reflection mentioned by W 6 Bishop6 In this
sense "The Undefeated" represents that courage which is
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necessary in the face of certain defeat0 ^Soldier$s Home" :
;'::villustrates..,the . impossibility of returning to a society 
whose values are no lohger valid for the mind of the Indi
vidual deeply inflnenced by new experiences, especially those 
of war o "The 'Killers# is an expression of the futility of 
struggle against what seems to be an inevitable fate V This 

'' futility is greatly enhanced by the fact that that fate is 
so often a brutal oneo Here? perhaps more brilliantly.than 
elsewhere in his short stories9 Hemingway has expressed his 

• idea that in life.there are only the. hunter and the hunted«
In "Iffy' Old Man." Hemingway seems to have given way to a 
romentlc ; Ibnging ,f or: life as - It 'Should be 9 but as it is not 
and. seemingly never can be. In the boy?s dogged loyalty to 
his father.lies the desperate need for some kind of faithg 
and yet he realizes' ih the. end. that there is nothing in 
which he rcan have faitho ‘ •; '



> : Mf ANALYSIS OE THE NOVELS' AMD NON-FICTION

, V. : '  " '-N introduction 1 ;' " ’ , ; : X ■;' :

In this study all of the longer works of Hemingway • 
eXeejjt the Oh© novel$ The Torrents of Spring, have been ex- ■ 
aminedo No copy of this book could be found„ These books 
represent Hemingway5 s:attempt to expand the single emotional 
attitudes stressed in his short stories into a larger and 
more complex study of lifei The fact that:most of the novels 
grew out of ideas first expressed inshort stories substan
tiates this statement» ' ' -’"i v V
:V■ The list of books examined includes The Sun Also 
Rises, A Farewell to Arms, Death. In ■the Afternoon, Green 
Hill's of Africa, To Have- and Have Not9 and For Whom the Bell ' 
Tolls o . The books, appeared in print in the. order listed» .
All:are: fiction except Death in the Afternoon and Green Hills 
■'Of''AfricaI;:r ■ ■ ■-■. ■■p..;- :■ ■ ..■.■': ■ :. \ -x'/t'

■ ■ / . ' THH s m  Ais.o RisFS : / ;

■ x The Sun Also Rises is Hemingway$ s first published 
novel. Set in Paris and Spain in the years shortly after 
the ' f irst 'World: War; it: is the story of a group of Americans 
and. Englishmen as they move . about in an eff ort to find some



sort'Qf pleasure in life. The plot consists simply of a 
series:- of incidents which happen. as they drift from place to 
place in their search® • This search •seems to center largely 
around drinkiHg s making loves.attending bullfightss with a 
fishing trip: in ̂ between. The Mood of the story is one of'v 

r despondencys lightened only when a.character finds an ac
tivity 'from .whieh-ihe::.:;:is; able to elicit pleasure® But in • : : 
almost every ease this pleasure is certain to be followed 
by greater despair or suffering;® - i r.:-,i-;.

The .selection of incidents which further the plot is 
made with emphasis on the commonplace® These;incidents turn 

; out to be. ohly :;the happenings that, such a group of people . - ': 
as. appear in the story could have experienced® Instead of 
being a study of the life of any group9 the story becomes 
rather the study of a selected group/ carefully screened for 
the- defects-^physical and raental==which will permit them to ; 
act only in accordance with a preconceived ideai Biettr ; i 
Ashley is the motivating force behind the storys and her de= 
.feet. Is- not one which comes as .a. result of war, this war or 
any other wsr serving only perhaps as an occasion rather 
than a cause 6 Robert :Gohn is eursed with an inferiority : ■
complex which. is the result of centhr'ies of racial persecu
tion; the. war can not be blamed for .his being .Jewish®
Michael $ - Brett $.Ŝ second, husband-to-be, . is a good-natured no- 
account who can be found in. any society anywhere®- It may be



said that his,- kind is more obvious in the aftermath of wars' • 
hut wâr̂ is definitely not the originator of his trouble»
Jahe Barnes is the only person in the book: who' may be said 
to be suffering from a state of mind directly traceable to' , 
the war» Bis wound$ received ;in the -war 3 is Of a ghastly 
nature, renderihg him serually; i m p o t e n t , ■
’ " ail iti all, it is a group well designed for the pur-' 
pose the author has in: mind,: Mliek ih. to picturê  the "epoch 
which followed the war".: and the people who live in it “.“the . 
lost generation * hr0 Henry Seidel 'Ganby has summed it . up 
hicely; ' ' : , . ' , ;

It is not necessary to read the quotations from Ser- 
. trude Stein and Ecclesiastes with which "The Sun Also 
.Rises® begins in order to guess early at the unifying .
^vprineiple at the book. It IS, stated crudely, a lost 

generation which he describes a war-wounded, • war»
: distra.eted generation to whom events seem a meaningless 
round of iUsignifloanGe, a generation hurt in its nerves 
and then atrophied by' being pulled, loose from all sup~ 
ports of f aith and. hope»1 I,': ;

One can not help agreeing with to?0: Oanby that the generation
iimaediately following the war was '.weary, distracted, and in
many ways disillusioned* But Hemingway1s portrait of that
generation is not a true representation— not by some one
hundred, and thirty millions of people or more. Even if one
could read Intothe novel the implication that Hemingway
"longs for stabilities, for things to trust in® that.

Ernest HemingWay, The Bun Also Rises, pa via
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Mi?» Canby and others.1 seem, able to find, still there is, the 
eiridenee of Qarefully-ehosen characters to be reckoned witho ■ 
If MrJEemihgvmy is longing for stability3 why does ' he 
. examine only one phase' of the soelety in which he lives $ and.
; that phase a miner one? If:the accusation that the whole bf 
society lacks stability and faith and hope could be substan
tiated, then Gharacters could be selected at random; to 11= ! 
lustrate that lack. Here, perhaps, is the first large-scale 
indication of .where Hemingway8s reflections on his. personal 
'war experiences .haw hime,̂^̂  ̂ f^ experiencesf appar«
ehtly have led him into a revolt against society0 Because ; 
that society did not.prepare him for.such experiences..the. 
values of that society must have been false Ones„ 'in indi» . 
cation of Hemingway's thinking in respect to society is the 
fact 'that' he left the. Hnited States and went back .to -Europe 
The people in this novel of post-war society are designed to 
illustrate the eompletely shattering impact of war on human, 
beings vlM; his emot lonalixed' thihhing # ‘Hemingway deli be r- 1" 
ately turns away from what stability there was to be found 
ih societyo That there was stability.in the society on 
which he turned his back goes without; sayingt There are 
many people who belonged to that generation who today spend 
money.to buy Hemiagway’s'booksi Perhaps because of his own 
• apprehensive nature .and his • extreme emot ionalism, Hemingway 
made the mistake of distorting the meaning of his war
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exrg)erieiioes;.iirti© what he eotisiiaered a full«seale meaning of - 
the whole of life* ' : ; 7 .

•: vShe hd^el The-Sm':4ls!a'Bises» gives ef idehee- to sup° ■ 
port this suggestiono It is not a true picture of the whole 
of post-war life; although it does touch on some of the 
aspects of man;fs mind—=fear 9 death  ̂and destruction--'Still 
• if does not tend to relate these aspects to the larger mean* 
.ring: Of life. If is; rather a hleiiding of Hemingway8s „ temper- 
ament with his post =war attitude. Hemingway tells us else* 7' 

;:;whefe. that: the good lif e is one redtieed to its simplest . . 
form*•■•action6 -In his. stofy he peoples his post-war world 
with characters who io his bidding „ Concerning this control 
Br. Geismar says: / - v . .

It is the writer’s beliefs which very subtly control 
his people e s; whieh •dominate his setting and, using it 
as the peffeet •projection of his feeling, carry it be* '
yond his private convictions: into the realm of universal ...connotations<,2 • : • : •

:Hemingway has used the;;Warsituation to give expression to • ;;V' 
his Own revolt against societyf If there are elements in ' 
the book which. have uniyersial eonnotations it would seem to 
be more of a matter of reading into the book what one wants 
to'find than of the author's Including such elementse 
inasmuch.as war and love are- universal in meaning to man, V . ' 
perhaps there is that much claim for . universality in the

^ fexwell Geismr9 Wlters' in Oriais, p* 52.



toobkV Bwb the pregettee of %]iese elements alone v is not 
enough.*: : The extent to which ttiey hecome1 universal , depends 
On the author f s ability to inf use them with meaning 0 Except 
'for lake ̂ perhaps 'the,, war can n said to have touched
any of the characters6 And as for love, the meaning of the 
:tjprm,in.: this, move 1' is the■ same as itsmeaning- :t©; Riehafdson/s 
Iro ,B;:; and Loyelace» ' •: V -. "v - - / . , .
: Perhaps a short discussion here will • serve- to. clarify . 
What has’been said about charaeters who bah react only ac-; ■ 
eordingto apreeoneeived idea, Brett appears tothereader. 
in all her -glory as a. woman® There is only one dark spot in 
her; life that the reader is aware of and this is. the. cruelty 
of her first husband, whom she is now divorcing0 The pas« 
sion that Is her dominant•trait is )something she has - always 
had® ' her affairs, with men have been many® It is only log
ical .that 0ohni being a bomparatiye neweomer to the group•. 
should attract her® Yet out of this- situation which de<=> 
velops from something within her character grows most of the 
bitterness and unhappiness Of the- book® It: is responsible 
for the fight between lake and Cohn, between Cohn and Mike®
It is the cause of. all of Cohn’s suffering® It is indirect
ly the cause of Biettis need to go off with Romero, the 
young bullfighter® In explaining-this actioh to.lake,
Brett says, "I’ve got to do something I really want to do®



Xsve lost - my self-respect;M.. Then she.reveals that’Cohn Is 
: -the reashh I or this ':idss:j,' 1’:Wat;: do youthinkit6 s meant to ,; 
have that damned Jew about, and Mike • the way • he * s acted?ff 
.later Brett gives more evidence:of how important her affair 
with Romero Is to hero AfterRomero has gone and Jake comes;
; afterhers she remarks9 "I’m all right.again» HeJs wiped ; 
oat that damned Jew0n ■ All of these developments would seem 
logical enough were it not for the fact that actually they . 
/stem from two' things which .erlst before the story begins, or 
the war either: Brettes inability to deny her passion and
the fact that Cohn is Jewish.' ■ .Evidence of this is to be . 
found in Mike,s statement to Jake $/ "Brett8s gone off with 
men; But they weren’t ever Jews/and they didn't come and 
hang about; afterward o1’ So through his selection of a woman 
' with unbridled passion and a JeWj. Hemingway sets up a pat ;/ 
situation which can serve his .purpose«;'. Being Jewish, Cohn 
has been-denied that which he desires/most: the feeling of
being Wanted* . ;it .Is logical;that after Brett has once given 
him this feeling, he can not give up hope of winning her 

:. again....i/.it:;' is an illustration Of a . choice of character’'well ./;

3 Hemingway,/o£« .cit., P* i90«
4 ' M ^ .

: 5 Ibia,, p. 254., ; ■ ' .
6-Ibid../. 148/



: ■'v - "■ ■ 5* ; " ;

designed to increase the.opportunity for emotional reaction. - :; 
and to intensify its effect o ; ■:

There is a close parallel" here to the plot device used 
’ by the writers of sentimental comedy and domestic tragedy, 
to make the story go according.to preconceived plans. There 
;is ,one maior; difference 0 '■ i/i/here the: earlier ’writers often 
adopted the device: to point some carefully-def ined moral, •' 
Hemingway never.' doe s« .V .

Perhaps the one" character who. can be said to repre
sent a degeneration of mind through war is lake, in first ' 
dis covering the ext ent of 'his > Wtindi;one real1zes in a 
" bllhdlngiflash^af.. ;feVeiation the truth about the destructive ■ 
nature of war: Jake$ s wound multiplied enough times could
remove mankindfs ability to procreate. For the moment there , 
iS. nothing sentimental or comical about the situation Jake : ■ 
is in. There:is only genuine sympathy for the man. This 
sympathy is increased.when he gives a momentary glimpse of • ' 
how’ his mind must̂  W  workings ”1 have a rotten habit of ■ - 
picturing the bedroom scenes of my friends.n But from then 
on One begins to vronder about the motive behind having Jake ': 
crippled in such a manner . The attraction between Jake and : : 
Brett is; an obvious one. They are found in kissing scenes, . 
in close physical contact while riding'in cabs; they visit

■ 7 i£ia.,:p. 1 3 . 7 7 / 7 .'- . ■■■■ ; :



1b, bedrooms. The same wonderment led Er „ Max G-elsmar to

1'Ih.y must these modern lovers eontinually nourish the 
passion whlell Is denied them? 0 e - Brett, Is the per= : 
feet woman who has turned to marble,, for Jake at .least* 
but why must Jake continue moulding this marble?8 ■ • ■

fhe answer seems to be that the author, having .once depleted 
the horror of the original 'diseovery,; can not resist repeat
ing,the seen e again and again In an effort to elieit all the 
emotional reaction possible, George 11% hohdon-
Merchant, repeats the acts of stealing by Barnwell, .again'and 
again, with no more apparent justification for the repeti
tion =- /in each case, as,with Hemingway, his purpose seems to 
be; the,, eame^rt d cause: e^rerne ; emotional react loh on the part 
of the reader, . ,v: ;

There are curious s imilarlties: to. be found in these . 
two stories, Milo Vs The London Merchant and Hemingway* s' f / 
The Sun.Also Msea, The play by Lillo is generally accepted 
as a typical sentimental;playo, Lillo derived his idea from; ■ 
an earlier ballad 'which: ■presented the hero, George •Barnwell, 
in a much harsher /light than does Lillo in his- version of 
the story. Lillo fashioned the character to suithis own. 
designs , presenting him in such /a ,'syinpathetic manner as to 
make him the hero Of a tragedy^ : ■ ; ' ■

■ Geismar, opa clt/, p. $21 ■ i '



Speaking of 'bhe ■ play9 ivir0 Raymond D0 Havens says ?
But ike point is that Barnwell ought not tohave been 

presented:so sympathetieally that he becomes, as he does; 
"the hero of a tragedy0" Mho Bernbaum8s description of 
the play is just? the emphasis on Barnwell8s sins, the 
woyk leaves the audience feeling that "the tragic con- '
'elusion, seemls ) an accident to virtue = "9 '

In the sense that life has been stripped of all meaning for
the people in the story and that their every'effort to find
■ a meanlngf is self'”def eatlhg:g,vthe : story by^Hemingway ;ie ’
; tragedy;. In as far as these people reflect the beliefs of
the authorhe presents them as sympathetically as he can/

v 'lhat 'these/people .db̂  : judged by a normal code of morals}
would be wrong, But they can not be judged by that standard
according to the mood of the books They are the yictims of
an aceid-e.nt which has cost them the virtue that . a normal -
code would have -given them,, The loss, of that code was not

;.:thelr fault BiScussing'̂ Bariawell f u r t h e r h
"One might go further and maintain that lust,. robbery and
murder are the•stepping-stones On which the ’hero8 rises to :

; h i/ 10 r::<-;/-i,ii'/i/: ■■■ W:'v:-tender things*," Barnwell said s "I find a power within that
bears my soul above the fears of death, and spight, of con
scious shame and guilt gives me a taste of pleasure more 
than mortals" ' Brett has her moment of renunciation/and

9 Raymond B«,/ Havens"The • :SentlmehtaiiSm of ̂ The 
London Merchants" ELH,.. A Journal of. English Literary History, 

: XII (September , 19Wf» lĝ — -—  ̂
i':. 10 Ibid.,■ h;J.,;/;,: .;; h ; h , , ;:

George Lillo, The London Merchant„ V, iii»
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xsonfessioai though she is capable of expressing it muoh more ' 
briefly than Barnwell, • f,I ■ feel' rather goods you know, : I 
feel rather set up 0’? like Barnwell P who refused to. stoop ;
' to robbery, after he had murdered•his uncle* Brett: has refused ■: 
to keep Romero after she has seduced him. It becomes evi-. 
dent in the course;Of both;stories that if there is.any : ■
judgment to be made.of the characterss it is to be made on 
the basis of how the author feels about them and not on the 
basis' of ..what1 they do.,. Barnwell has his Millwood to betray .' 
him; Brett and her friends have false society which permits 
wars a : ':\'v 1 ". .. 1'f— : Z:' . .

v. To quote again from Mr. Havens on; a point which is v;- 
pertinent here: t

- Herein, lies-, the sentimentalism of. the play; it is 
this that makes The London .Merchant a typical growth •

■ of one of the two maiU roo’ts of that many-branching upas 
tree from which Sentimentality. springs: the separation,

-in our moral code of action from feeling* together with 
: "the yaluing. of'̂ f eeling 'apart ;:;fr©m;:,uud abo ve aetion 013
It is in this, same separation that the sentimentalism of The 1
Bun Also Rises 1 ies« ■- - The eharacters involved reduce their
concept of life to action, Binding that the action results -I■
in an intensified feeling which pleases* they repeat the
raction-pWrAiid over.;::in,}order'vto>,rê experienee the f eeling,'

■ ,; , 12 HemingT(Vays O£0 cit, , p0 254*
13 Havenst opo cits, p. 184,;I.:'
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As Ŵ 'ItelreBS' point s out^reallsm and act ion are the two
greatest enemies of sentimentalism; emotionalism and confused
thinking are its allies. To Hemingway the action becomes
an obsession and is sought by his people hot as an outlet in .
itself, but rather, as a .well-spring for emotionalism.

: ' After, making;' allowances for the definite contribution
to style and technique that Hemingway has made in this
story,,.in the final analysis one must agree with Dr. Herbert '
J. Muller. He says: . t /:-' A - 'i,' : •

. He |Hemingway| makes lostness"picturesque, beautiful, ■
' or.dramatie^-eyen dazzling. He enabled his forlorn 
fellows to be sentimental while feeling very hardboiled. 
He enabled them to cry in their beer while feeling very 
virile and noble and tragic.14 '

. .. ; The.'eharacter of Brett, Lady' Ashley, in this book was • 
Hemingway’s first major attempt, at sustained female charac
terization. ffor this, reason she ..is an important personage 
tin this discussion of his works.. ;

Around the person of Brett reyolves the plot of the 
book. Prom her to a large extent stem the motivations that 
are responsible for moshmf . the.i-.majorthnpleasahtness.''of the 
:novel. In her Hemingway has; not created a new type of liter
ary charactero She reminds one of Flaubert1s Madame Bpvary, 
and again of Holats 'Hana. After: :one 'reads her history, as 

: Hemingway has given it, she also appears to be a female

' ii;'. ■ Herbert I. Muller, Modern 'Fiction, p. 395.



'''/Wrsloa -'Of. Gibber rs Loveless in Love11 s Last Shift' and she ! v'V 
! has some of the ©haraetefisties of Hi ©hards on? s - or :
: LOTelaee« The mao or. differ ene@ lies in the fact that she 
has willing vietims for her advances„

' The fact that Hemingway: gives her a maj or, place in ;
•the world of his. "lost generation” is a significant onec
She provides; the necessary love interest in this world, for .
it is a commonplace that every world must have its love « v 
But as far as her being a member of the "lost generation" as 
a result of: the; debasing effect of the'war, or her having 
her young innocence bruised by the false psychology of her
immediate ancestors are' concerneds there is no evidence given:

- to maintain such a stand. If she has certain similar char
acteristics it is because she already possesses them and

; the '"war; therefore Is merely an occasion $ and hot a cause 1 ■ I 
She tells us that she was in school in laris in 1905 $ and by

■ the time she meets Romero she is thinty«fOuro,. Homero is ;;
, -nineteen or twentyj, and was born in 1905 = This evidence, 
slight though it is;, places the. story sometime around-1924 . 
or 1925» Brett’s birth date.then would have beenapproxi- , 
mately 1S90S and she would haye'been some fifteen years old 
when she was in school, in Paris., 1 This, would have made her 
some twenty-sir years old by the time the war took place in 

: Europe 5 1 If Brett had been a.goody , sound moral"woman to be- 
gin withy the war, which she must have .known more indirectly/



.than direetlys could not -have debased her to the extent of
: . detiraTlty whicli we now isee' iief': "Ine;;r Wen: the harrowing ex~ . ■ :
perience of her first marriag.e":to an .;o'bTiously cruel man. 
does not completely explain nor justify her fall. She is 
the creation of: Hemingway3 deliberately and calculatingly . ,
haade -for 'the: express purpose of creating the situations • :
.which are constantly occurring in the,book. She is directly 
, responsible for the flaring of tempers among the male fig
ures in the book. ■ One, is cohstantiy ..aware of the. strain, she 
places on iake; she accentuates the hereditary unhappiness ; 
of ‘O.ohn.' . She. is- the cause of the f ight between Jake; and. V -; '
:Gohn. She keeps Michael always in a constant state of 

. anxiety:since he neyer knows who her next favorite will be. ' 
Almost: every, time an unpleasant . scene develops„ it can be 
traced to Brett and her evident desirability and her equally \

• evident ;desire ■ to trade on: her; charm. , *' ■
- Henry S. Ganby has defended the Character of Brett

■' ' ' ■, ■   . ■■■■ ■ 15:' by explaining her’ as a "good girl who has lost her control. .
He suggests as an explanation of this loss an earlier life9

’""perhapsy the hospital experience: of the heroine Of A Hare- ■ ’:
' . •: vy’y/’:... 1:i' 16 : •

well to Arms minus its expiatory close." . But this appears

. ' ' 15 Hemingway , op. cit., p0 vi. .
-il >6:y 0;:ey .  :;: - : y: ly,;



to be wishful thinking3 a desire to find a justification, a 
question of reading more into.the s cript.than is there« In 
the first place there is not m u c h  justification to be found 
. for the hdspital: experience of Catherine ■, and there are many 
things in •;hdr short history which tend to destroy the idea 
of a beaut if hi love" in her case „ In both eases the reader 
■ is. asked, to spend considerable time and effort reading about 
these two and in the end is supposed, not to forgive, perhaps 
but at least to sympathize with them and to excuse;them on 
the grounds that; they are not responsible for their predica
ment ; it is the eyll society of the sentimentalist that is 
to blames

■ Lady Ashley comes off with a lighter sentence than V 
Catherine» She is in the end the old standard character of 
the sentimental drama who.lives a completely Immoral life 
and who in one: grand mbment Of renunciation, seeks absolu» 
tlon. The method here is the same 'methpd used by Cibber ;to . 
"find :forgivene|Sb̂ d̂ .;hoyeless,' in .the end„:■ Loveless has;left 
his young wife and gone abroad to live the kind of debauched 
life he desires. Having depleted his fortune;, he returns to 
his home: 'He.;falls wife, who
has managed to keep her virtue all these years, She recog
nizes him, and plots to get.him backs



• Good Heavens $ inspire my heart : ,
and hang upon my tongue the force of 
, tfmfh arid eto that X may Itire this .- _
wandering, faleoa hack to love and virtue, ?

/ hdveless does not:know;that she is his wife« But after she.
yields to'his love making she confesses? and now that he
knows she can give him.as much pleasure as any other unknown
woman might„ he gives in and asks for forgiveness: •'

,• 1fl have wronged you (Oh rise!) hasely ng 
wronged you,. And can I see your face?"

She is quick with her pardon and hastens to tell him so:
"One kind, one pityingilodk cancels those 

. mongs.for ever. And so forgive my fond - V.
: : ; 'vpresTMingvpass f oh f rioiii’my soul 1

pardon and forgive you all 0 , . s"19 '
' Overcome with the emotion of the moment and the .magnificence
of: the gesture$ loveless replies: . .

. - ; i90h thou hast rouz!d me from my deep lethargy
' 'V . of vice: for hitherto. my soul has: been

;; vi : enslav 'd to loose desires $: to vain deluding
v follies, .arid' shadows of suhstantial bliss: but

' : now I .wake with joy, to find my rapture r e a l o”20
.' How much ,:Eoy motivated by his sense of repentance and
how much by his "mean” condition (his money was all gone) are

V conjectures left to the imaginationo The same situation, in

^7 GOlly Gibber9 Love?s hast Shift a ¥„
hOCa Cite
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prlaqIgie / ̂ ezlbts i# tB.e.' ease .of- "Bretts : It might be said 'to ;’: 
her erehit that in one respect she M s  strohger than the. 
^reformed rake0n She knew her defect and admitted it a She ■. 
refuses an opportunity to go to the eduntry and live quietly 
with lake c But she knows, that that would not, he good for 
- hero Had lake heen in a different conditions it might have 
sufficed for a while =, ■. "It8 s the way X M  made>i? she tells v 
hlm» ' • . From this point on she goes from Michael, to Gohn to 
RomerOj the hull fighter<» She seems to have no particular 
"liking for :Gohng:,:"yet: she is willing to go to San Sebastian : 
for a short stay. She is concerned with him to some:eztent:
for she tells ; lake;', later» ! ̂ 1 .thought it would be rather good

' " .. 22 - .. ■ .
for him** : ■. At; the moment that is all she tells us, but ■ 
later lake gives us the rest of the reason„ He explains her 
v:aetlon:<fh'Blllr• , 1$Bhe: wanted to get out of town and she can’t 
go anywhere alone, She said she thought it would be good forI:"': - 231 ' ' V / '
.him*” ;; , So it is obvious that Brett8 s; affair with Gdhn was / 
motivated by both a personal need and the fact that to a 
certain extent she was stimulated by Cohn himself« Here is : 
'''the: essence of Brett’s sentimental nature„ She becomes 
obsessed with the need for an emotional thrill. She selects

Hemingwayi opo elt,! po '56, ■ •
, 22 Ibido s p0 85.
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am object whieh. will allow her the action necessary to arouse 
the emotion6 Once satisfaction has been achieved„ her in- . 
terest in the object cease's0- ' 'In discussing the proposed trip 
to Spain with lake, she discovers, that Oohn is going. Her ; ’
reaction is a question,, "Don't you think it will be a, bit •
' ' ' • ' 24- ■ .• • ; .
rough on him?"; ';,.->:';On,̂whî ,:,,'.3a0t;'X̂ns"-' or nme =1? .Brett has al
ready dismissed the, affair from her mind, but .the tragedy 
of Cohn is that he can't do it as easily, hater she shows
her complete chahge:! of Iteirt1 by her reinark, ri hate his 

; ... - 25 " -
damned suffering."

The final acf - inthe development ̂ f Brett' s senti
mental nature comes 'With her obsession with Eomero® if ter 
watching him perform, she is;seized with the desire to pos
sess him. She confesses to lake,'"I'm a goner. I'm mad '
: ;-v:. v v - :  >''./■'26.::yffabout the■ Homero boy. I’m in love with him, 1 think.”
Later she emphasizes the need for immediate action. "It9s
. . : : : : .;':27 ' V I ,  ■ .y: ■ ; ,■ y-./ 1.1,
tearing me up inside;^ . Even before the act, Brett ration^i ■
alizes the situation,'a habit that Tom Jones found easy to
acquire. I9! don * t say it’s right. It is right-for me. ■ '

,• •' ■ , 28 
,Cod 'knowŝ y I’ve never felt such a bifcli." Theri situations ■
develof ywhich: hwry; this f inal act of JBrett to its y

: :24:ibia^  Po 85 : '■ 26 itid.y p. 190.

25 Ibid.. p. 189.: 27 LOO', ©it. ■
' /V' 28 Loc. cit. y



conclusion o She makes here on quest of Romero and leaves 
: town with hims Aftermrds" comes ' the moment of great "moral

• sensitiveness5'” as Mr,'.Ganby calls it0 She sends Romero!
away; after a few days, and wires -take to come to herV In
explanation shesays, "You know 1 would have lived with him' '■

 ̂ -.-V '-t;! 29 •• - ■ :if I hadn't seen it .was had for him.^ Later she adds,
. ■■ ■frp’m thirty-»four, you know» Iem not going■ to be one of !

■ V . those bitches - who ruins childreiio1’ Than, "I f eel rather . » , .
.goods you know, . I feel.rather set up," . Then Brett pleads !

: : ■ .. with lake never to talk about it, "Please don’t let’s ever
tv' V; !; V! 32 .w':!: >'./ :■ v ̂ v , ■ ■: h;; -!.h

■ talk-about it," . She has savored.all the thrill to be had
.. from the act , and' now it could be forgotten, Romero along • '
, with it. But then she discovers something else from which '!: •

it is possible to elicit an emotion, a sort of sadistic: ..; ; ;
: gloating over Ŷ he pain that the renunciation has given her.
After ■'..''some time passes, she voluntarily returns to. the sub- ■

: jecb herself . In answer, to Jake’s'thinking that they were
y v not; going to talk about it , she replies .that she can not •: y

y.'.:, ./help: it. Relishing that feeling of sacrifice, she elevates
. y it.to such a high plane that she is able to say of It, "It’s
y ! sort of what we have instead of G-od," And with that ■ v y

!!' ;!:y'; ' 31 hoc = cit. ; :y;'-:; ! i:
^  Loci cit. 32 loo, cit« . . y\ 7
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statement tier eircle is completed in the same manner that ' k/ 
Loveless completes-hiso- ; ' :

On the surface$ this appears to.be harsh eriticismo ■ • 
One might say,that the judgment is too stringent« But there 
are other points in the case which ■ indicate the justice of . •
the decisiono Brettfs renunciation of Romero falls short 
of being the spiritual revolution that it should have been0, 
Eomero demands two things that no other man has deemed neces=* 
sary in Brett *s case, First she must change her hair and 
other things necessary to give her a more womanly appear^ . ' *
ance»' Seeing- her through the eyes of his countrymen. he is 
ashamed of bar«' ,fo Brett^.whose womanly charms have given ■ •
her conquests over any man she .wantedthis was a shock that
her vanity could not withstand. l̂t was rather a knock 'his '
being ashamed of me. He was ashamed of me for a while 9 you
'■ ' V’ ■ 3h ■ ■ , ' ■ - ' . . : . ' ■... .. ... ' 1k u o W i , T h e  other : thing which Romero demanded was marriage. ;

,sHe really wanted to marry me.; So 1 couldnit go 
;;away from .himS: .he said. : Hezwanted to make it sure I 
. could, never go away from him. .After I $d. gotten more 
womanly, of course o’?35 . . •

,Andof course^ there is the real reason for her ’’moment. of ’ /
moral sacrifice.She had already denied Jake his offer;
she. could not even marry Mike, as vshe tells Jake.' She can '

. 34 Ibid., p. 253,
35 ibid. i t; 25a.: -' t , . ; \  " '■'t- ; .:



not accept any kind of restraint upon her self-indulgence.
She must be free to indulge in these emotional searches 
; wherever her fancy takes her» " '■ Marriage ■ would be a block to • 
that/faucyV' t : ■■

,The last evidence offered in the case of Brett:as a 
modern version of• the sentimehtal; character 'lies in the 
mutual attraction she. and Jake have for each othera They ■ 
both know that this attraction can never reach satisfaction 
because of Jakef s condition= This attraction is a constant 
; source of pain for both of them; yet they are forever doing, 
things' which will arouse'the emotion they feel. They seek 
each other out - in bedrooms , the ’ natural habitat of sueh emp- 
tions; they touch each other when .walking together or riding' 
,,togeth#l :%.'% One ; of the
surest methods of aroUsing the emotion. There is nothing to 
be gained by these actions except the pain of' frustration„

, It must be the exquisite pain$ then, that they •are,seeking. 
Also, the author has managed a constant drain on the read
er’s emotion through this device Of denial, And in the 
Closing scenes of the book, they leave that impression 
grooved;in the mind of the reader, • . ' ' ;.
) Brett is leading, going back to Mike who is so 

’’damned nice and' eol;.:' awfulbut who. is her kinde She 
and Jake go for a last ride together. In the cab she moves

Jake, puts his arm around her. After a
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moment Brett .;Sa7s> vwOh,V:'̂ akey'' wê '’-0oiild’' liaTe had such; a damned 
good tdme together*" Jake's reply gives an insight into 
the whole world that Hemingway has ereated in the novel„ It • 
.is, at once a confession of that. world’s concentration on the : ; 
search for emotional pleasure and -its marveious'ability to 
relish the exquisite pain of the denial when pleasure is '' 
denied: . ' ■ ■ . ; '
... . • ■ "TeSj" I .'^akel..said* . "Isn’t it. pretty to think so?” ■

Hemingway in drawing his .picture of .-post-war society 
:begins;with the preeonceived idea of showing how emotionally 
destructive war is,*: , To achieve .hiS; purpose; he uses charac- ' 
ters . especially designed to illustrate his point = To show 
.the, instability of mind' through the effect, of war, he has • 
chosen characters who are within themselves unstable. In 
this' manner he is able to set up a plot in which the inci
dents and the people are used to express his own idea of a ■ 
•post-war society, in order to make his.story convincing, 
Hemingway arranges his characters and scenes in such.a way. 
that the'dominant appeal of .the story is through the emotions i 
in. this: "pat” situation^ the author - insists that wap brought ; 
about by an evil society, is responsible for the ' -

36 Ibid,, p* 2$8,-
37 Ibid,9 p, 2590



predicament; in which these people find themselves „ In. this 
distortion of fact;, Hemingway; has written a story which 
bears astriding resemblance to 'the early English dramas 
that Erofessor Befnbaum has called ,fsentimental' comedy and 

''■;'dOmê tie' trag©dy*n. V ■. : ■' v ; ■

■ A FAREWELL TQ ARMS. - ' '

■ A Farewell to Arms is Hemingway S s second published.y. 
novel« Actually in content and setting it precedes his 
first book, The Sim Also Rises. ■■■'Where/The Hun Also Rises \
gives the history of the post-war period, A Farewell to 
Arms is a story ofthe war itself, Hemingway?swar novel 
’is /essentially.a■ love;: story 0 ■ Frederic,Henry, - an- American 
volunteer serving in the Italian ambulance corps, meets 
Catherine Bar clay In the. middle, of the. German campaign in : 
Italy, - After Henry'has;been wounded and hospitalized, their 
relationship flowers into a fullblown passion. Upon his re
turn to the front,/'Henry is forced, through a series Of 
events„■ into a decision to desert. The eoilapse and retreat 
of -file Italian .army, the brutal treatment of the stragglers’ 
by the cabinineriy and hisown hear-death at the hands of a 
fifing ■ squad-”these events• force him to forego his loyalty ■
• to • the 'Italians., He escapes from the .front, f inds 'Catherine 
and the two 'fleeto safety in Switzerland^ Here s with i; 
safety’ seemingly close at hand^ death strikes suddenly to



end the love idylls, . Catherine dies during childbirth, leav- . :
" ing Senry alone. . .

The general theme of the book is exeellent„ Heming» :
: way is apparently strlTing"to show the devastating effects
of war on the human mind and the subsequent breaking down of .
' the .oonventionsXand'fihstitutionblitrhich.--had been established
by that mindV: 1 Hemingway suceeeds at times .in highlighting .
this debased attitude built up in a man’s mind under the

. stress of war e His story of the retreat of the Italian army
at Capofetto is among the best writing Hemingway has.achieved
up to now. , His desdription of the confusion, the animalism
tie fear, and the irrational thinking man is capable of in

: war often catches the very essence of the futility of war.
The general reaction to the. book among the" critics '

was divided into violent disapproval and loud acclaim.
t;: ; Henry ::Canby'(has': described";the. affair between Henry and - ' V 'v?

Catherine, as one Which "intensif ies to a love which is somei
■ thing to grip the imagination and risk life for," : In an
introduction to an edition of The Sun Also Rises, 1#. Canby

;;:V:;:.has:oaids : X . i-vi:.:.:.:x'
; It was a triumph for the author and an encouragement

to his friends when in ”A Farewell to Arms”: Hemingway 
: . took two broken and disillusioned drifters and lifted ;

. them into imaginative worth,39 , ; ■ :

Seidel Canby , "A Farewell to . Arms ," The
Saturday Review Of Literature, 71 (Oetobef 12, 1929), 231,

v 39 Hemingway^v: W ®  xcit ,.9 xpb dx, , -
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Mro. Biirgim also expresses elevation .over the positive atti
tude.; of the hook: tfIt shows that the healthy attitudes of • .

V peaee m y  survive the devastating attaeh ' that war - makes upon • >
i.:;; r ,̂ V;, . w  : > ■ .■ - vour moral standards o ... . - = ” Mr. Bur gum bases this obser

vation on the:. fa t? t "that'; In the : s t dry"-1 Oat her ine: die s by '
: ehanee rather than from a result of the war 6 "

i:; -':' - hh;h;:h.-It/:may ;Vreil-' be that Hemingway has in. mind some pur- .r;'
• pose for killing 'Gatherihe in this manner, but a eareful ; /,

• reading of the book does not indicate: that it is for Mr,. Bur- - 
';:;V-ĝ  reason.;' Therelsa; eontrad 1 et ion in his Observation i t ; ' 

If the.book was to illustrate the faef that the healthy atti
tudes of peace could survive the impact of war, then Seming-- 
way' must have attempted to project his people into a post- 

; : J war situation; or in this cases at least bring them to a ■
GOuhtfy not yet at war and.allow them•to function.for a time 
in a peaceful society.. Merely to say that the fact that 

■; Henry; and .'Gatherihe .were: tryihg: bray6iy; to; carry oh some of 
the normal functions. of society ihdicated:their 'willingness , •

; v to abide by the traditional and moral concept's of society . - 
i; is not enough. Their actions do..not bear out such reason- -

; ''̂-' Too often in Hemingway9s work the. major events of ■ .11;
his book are brought about through chance. Either one of

• k'O pidwln Bur gum 9 The Novel and the World8 s Bilemma,
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; ■ Ills characters just; ??ch.ancesf$ to; possess a. certain trait 8 or 
an action important t© the plot depends entirely on a chance 
Situation^' . It seems mora in line with the evidence of the. -; t i  
book that Hemingway chooses to kill Gatherins in this manner 
because -of,.the emotional value the Incident contains. After '
their many struggles to gain the comparative safety of 

■ Switzerland, just when the war and It s death and killing 
•" ' - seem;'f ar (hehihd.;' Hemingway’s hero: Is suddeniy plunged lnto'::' : . .

loneliness more deadly now than ever before, Since he had 
tknown the warmth of Catherine's companionship^ ■ Catherine's ' .
• death is not necessary to the plot of the story, and there- 

, ' fore;:the emotional appeal gained by this device is false,
'y ; There are other instances in which chance plays a 

major part, 'It is chance -that Catherine Barclay is in a £
state of frustration over the death of’ her lover, ' Bad she '; '£
not been, it could very well be that she would never have 

; v;y*ielded''16 'Henry ’s advances in the first place, - But the loss y£:
; of this first love, before she/had given herself to. him,
; i has somewhat unbalanced her emotionally, ’ It may be recalled ,
■; - that Hemingway has used this type of designed character in
the persons of Brett, Cohn, and others in The Sun Also Rises. £ "

•' :;t;,fhefe :is no reason to believe that , had she' not yielded to ■ £.£ 
v Henry, he would have wasted much time in her direction. One \
-of their first conversations revealed this, Catherine says: ; :

"I wanted to do something for him Qber dead lover| ,
You see I didn’t care about the other thing and he could •
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have had it all„ He could have had anything he wanted 
: if I would have known. I would have married him or any-
: ■'  ̂\ ' -things I know all about it noWo But then he Wanted to
■t'- vgo ; to ' w a f  gand ;i'''vd'idnit ‘h n o w v ^ ^ ^  ■ ''' ' h  i ' - ;: ' '

Thus' .Catherine tells Henry about her unrequited love in the .
past „ On their; second meeting, she illustrates • how • easily .1
swayed, shetnow 'ms in her emotions o Henry' puts his arm

■ around her and attempts to kiss her« She slaps him hard« ...
Immediately she is contrite„ ' '

t. '?l m̂ dreadfully sorry,* she said» "I just couldn't 
.1; ; ..\ v .:-Stand--the nurse.'s^evening^off aspect of it0 I didn't ^

' ' v ;iaean. 'tp:hurtyouoi :;1" did hurt you, didn't. I?" : :
; ■' She was looking at me in the dark, I was angry and

• yet certain, seeing it all ahead like the moves in a
: ; - :v;; chess.-game • ' : . . : ' ... ■'
' ;  ̂: "You did exactly right/"I.said, "I don't mind at

:' ;:::,h;''Hpor cm-n,''t v ' ■. • : ■■ . - -  ■. '

:- ' : "You see, I've been leading s sort Of funny life, h
And 1 never even talk English,,. And then you are so very

vy V beautifuls" 1 looked at her,
This very smooth approach used by Henry works nicely. In a
moment Catherine is able to laugh. '

"You are sweet," she s a i d , . ' .
• "No, I'm not."' ’ • • • , ' t:' - :i
"Yes,hyou are a dear. I'd be glad tO -kiss you if you don't mind."43 . ■ .

::41 ;irnesh Hemingway, A Yarewell to Arms, .p. 1 9.
' 42 PP- 26-27. f
4  ̂ibid.■, po 27.' ty: ;:.y '



The repuls'iveness of the evening"off aspect has. disappeared 
under the joirit appeal to her vanity and her sympathy,, It 
is all too easy;.,fdr her to transf er'her pent-up affeetion for. 
her dead lover to this stalwart man in-uniform who is faced 
-with the same fate. Gatherine®s first words'after the kiss 
.are, "You will he good to me, won’t you?” Henry is some
what at a loss for a moment, and then Catherine gives the 
keynote of the rest of ''the jStorŷ ,̂ .. y ''"v:',.'::./.. : ' .

”Tou will, won’t you?” She looked up at me» "Be- 
.cause we are going ..to have a strange life.

;::With s'p&e knowledge of .the: vagaries of -war ,the ‘uncertainties
of orders, how could she know so definitely that the next
morning or the next week would, not see her or Henry moved to ■
some,spot a great distance away? YrOm this moment, the
reader:/is aware- that this ”love” does not grow from the. mu- -

: tual environment in Which these people find themselvesy It
is not a love.conceived in the muck of war0 It is, rather,

■: an aff air which was.: conceived by Hemingway when he drafted
the plot because he was• convinced that it was necessary to
.the emotional appeal of the story. For this reason, the
love is not convlncingy •

.... Further discussion of this ,love will bring out the
reasons for this statement«, On leaving Catherine after the
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first; kiss and her ■ strange cry, Henry revealed his own atti- '■'
tndes : JtT knew 1 did not love Catherine Barclay nor had any
idea of loving her*^ Immediately after this the two are 3 \
,separatedo In the' ihterim$ Henry ;ls wounded and sent, to '.
Milan to the American hospital there* Catherine is trans- ■
ferped to the same hospital, where she nurses Henry0- Their ■ ; ,
first greeting after this separation, reveals a complete ' .
about,»face in ;their; feelingsx,- ' ' ,7-" ' ■ ".v:

1 She came in the room and over to the bed* "Hello3n '
■. she said» She looked fresh and young and. very b e a u t ^  .
;7: ful* ;;7I :■thonght':T. hadvnever .:'seen anyone so beautiful* /-p

"HellOg" T Said*. %hen i saw her I was in love with 
her* . Everything turned over inside Of me* She looked 

7, towards;the. door9 sawthere was no ones then she sat on 77,:; i
x . the side: of the bed and leahed over and kissed me*^7 ■ x 7;;

After the blood and pain and fright he had experienced, if 
would, seem normal for Henry to react•;,sb; toward someone, who x ■ ;
appeared so cool and f resh.as Catherine did* ; But this reac
tion does not justify his immediate pleading, with Gatherine. x ' 
for her to get; into bed with; him*; - ' 7 -''.7.

frIou mustn91 *n she said * : "You are not well enough*'” 7 7
"■■'"Yes, I am* : Come on*” ' ’ -

7 #o* You’re' not strong enought”' 7 7; , . - - ■
7 ' 7;'' . , ”Yes 9.1 am. ; :Yes» - - .Please *''7x ■,, ,7:,. ; ' - 7; ■ ' ' i 7.'7:

- ■ ^  Ibid*7 ,p*i32* ;7w :; ' ' ■_ 7,;;.. : '7,:.- ' ,  ... 77.7
 ̂ • ' t W
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"You really love me?” , ' f.:: ' /V-;"
f "I really love you.' I W  orazy about you-b■ Gome on9
■ pleaae-"4® ■/ , -
;OatMrlne: yields -to his: iHSisteat» piecing,,: u , :: ;v

GatherIne sat in a chair by the bed® The door was 
:': - opeh''.ihto' the hall. The wildness was gone and I felt

finer than I had ever felt, . ' . •
ghe asked, "How. do yon believe 1 love you?”

.y... OT0h<, you're lovely^" I said, "You've got. to stay,
They can’t send you away, 'I'm orazy in love with you,"

*JWe®ll have to he awfully careful,. That was just mad
ness, .'We ean't do that," -:y .

' : : ■■■ ; '  ■ 49 't ; y ..y...\ 1 ^ v--
: ean:at /hight̂y.:..:;:;; i ■ : ; >:

4fter Gatherlue had gone•for the•nights Henry is left alone 
with his thoughts: ."God knows I had not wanted to fall in.
love r with: her, 1 • had not wanted, to . fall In love with any T •

"TV- . '/t:/:'' •/: : t ' - y , 50 ' .:-T; •'.: ;one. But God knows I had , , ,
. .. Thefe :is no reasonable justification for: this abrupt T
■ hhange of mind on the part of either Catherine■or ;Henry, .
.Henry has not yet been presented as- being so degraded that ,:
- his .idea of love is ■ all,•mired ̂ up 'ih, his physlcal drives,,: v He ’■ ;'
has eonfessed to having affairs- with other girls, but he
never was confused With the#. War- can not be said to have

: debased him so mmc he would entirely forget the danger I

T T  99. . - y T ' T - i f t y - T x
. 4 9 ibia.,;ppV99-100. : ■ ‘ . ■ v,.

. ■ 1 0 0. , '. . : , ■' . •
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of pregnancy to Catherine/ merely to satisfy himself physl- 
Gaily, Add to this the fact that he is In the hospital with •

, what is supposed to he a severe knee woundand the scenes %: 
and the love.statG#6hts be cdme all the:more unreal, The 
fact that Catherine is willing' to satisfy his desires might 
eoneeivahiy 'make him think he '-was in love with ' her.; but this : 
certainly would not give birth to the kind of love Ihu Canby 
has in mindo . If would seem to be more in the nature of that r ; 
described by Mr ? Herriek; ^Another lustful indulgence like 
so many that occur between man and woman , e- „ , Has no sig« 
nificanbe, no more than what goes on in a brothel •« „ « 1"
In the same volume of The Bookman in which W, Herrick's 
article appeared, a statement taken from "Chronicle and Com-' 
ment„" a feature Of the periodicals describes the love affair 
bln A Farewell' to, Arms 'as- heing^ : ';:"A. daydream of extr©me 
erotic indulgence divorced'from the normal human emotions 
and untouched by the normal difficulties and retributions,," ■
• It is this lack of the’ test of normal diffieulties:and ret~: 
ributions that Hemingway fails to emphasise the .seriousness - - 
of his heroes' feeling, : For a book to have a f heme: le not : V':;:.' 
- enougho The people and the incidents relevant to that •

51 Robert 'Herrick, "?i/hat is Dirt?"9 The Bookman,
■ m t  : (November19291»- 261, ■ , ; ' , • -

'5%: Chronicle: :and Comment^" Ibid. , p0 643, : .
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theme must have validity„ In order for their story to be ■
genuine in its -appeal$ the people must in themselves be gen-
■ nine„ Hemingway, blinded by his own preoccupation with emo
tion, fails to make his people and their aotlotis re'alo ;

. Oonoehning this<f ai^^ Wilson writes; ■ . . ' ,/
: But in nA; Farewell to Arms, as soon as we are brought 

into r e a l  iutimaoy with the lovers, as soon as the au- ;;
; y- thor is obliged to see ,them through a searehing personal :

: experiences we find merely an idealized relationship, : 
the abstractions of a lyric emotion>53 ■ '

fhis fault in an author would, of course,•place.him in the
' same, position as the earlier sentimentalists' who drafted
' their characters primarily for their emotional appeal, and
whose plots often sacrifleed realism for .the sake of emotion.
1=; Donafd Adams, discussing the possible: trends of future
books, stated:. .

Even in A Farewell, to Arms it had been difficult to 
find any basis for the love between Meutenant Henry and 
'Gatherine Barclay other than their'mutual pleasure in : : 
sleeping together.: ■ hike most Hemingway characters.we 
know amazingly little about them; we- are made sharply 
v conscious of their moods, of their sensory satisfac- h

■ : t i o n s . > « : . They are abstractions to whom certain
: things happen; they have neither,physical identity nor; traits of character.54 • : .
In ah'early conversation, Catherine makes a remark which Up
holds Mrv Adams V charge that -no basis for their ■ love can be 
found. She .Is speaking of their pretending to be in love.

53 Edmund Wilson, The Wound and the Bow, p. 222. 
: 54 j0 Donald Adams, The Shape of.Books to Come,
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She looked, dom at: the :grass ® ;
is. a rotten game we plays isn?t it?”

.'; :; - , ^What 'game?̂  ' ; - :' , .
' ' ■ ^ o n $t be dull0tf' , . " :

: -Bsr; this;: time there: has been so. mueh said and unsaid s so many
attitudes revealed and then changed, that the reader is at .
a loss to find anything to which tooling. One thing does
stand out: Catherine resents the evening-off aspeotof
Henry? s advancesa but in the name•of love she can give her-

' self to him. The implication here is that as long as it is.
: done;. i^ hame. - of ^love ̂^.then 'it̂ is: -all righto This im-: ■
plication of course destroys the sense of any morality con-
nected with the love.affair« Mr0 Beach is convinced of the
mofai :a8pects of tthis stpfy he w r i t e s r " '

; The amazing thing lss with their start from scratchs
v that these people (î  The ■ Sun: Also Rises) go. so far on

•: the track of morality-ithat they recover so much of what 
: :: is traditional in the.civilized code. The case is even
■ . ' more striking in A farewell to Arms (1929)» For here '
: ; there is a ..positive^eactroh agaihst something conceived :

as bad (the ,war) in f avor of something eoneeived as i
t:.: . good, the life together of a man and a woman who love ’: ■ . each other = 5g . ;
" This positive reaotiOn might ha.ve been what Hemingway was

striving for but, as the evidence, already presented has
showng it is not what he achieved* For the life of a man

55 Ernest Hemingway»' A Farewell t©:;Arms9. p0' 32.
56 Joseph lh Beach) American Fiction 1920-1940».



and a woiiiaii who love each other to he eonoelved as good s 
that life together mush he lived oh: a plane of values which ; 
can he acceptede The love they have for each other, which 
is the blending force, must be presented as that which goes 
on between men and women in a real give-and-take world«

/ has changed his mind about the sentimental
aspects of Hemingway’s story, having convinced himself that 
the ending was not an artificial one: "On present reading

:: 1" find ■ not Sent imentalism: in' the. conclusion that is not pres= 
ent in the whole« 1 am not much Inclined to call it Senti~.
mental0" ; Mr ̂' ,Beach :had, at first decided that, the ending 
was artificial, that it was "attached to the story by Heming 
v way .in- order to give it an emotional weight which it did not 
■v naturally/.carry^^that ' it had in short, a Strain of the sehti

 ̂ C-' ■■■■. ■; 58 'mental or the melodramatico" -But he changed his mind on "
; . '  ■■ : ' t-'" ' 59 it- .'-i:7'
the basis that this love is a "religious passioho" Once
this assumption is made, Itc c Beach insisted, then the final
'chapters become right and natural/ But how is one to place
this "love,*' as it'/has been illustrated here to be, on the
Sa# level as that to say

, with;Brett that that was what "they had inst ead of G o d a n d
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that vis not enough,̂  ; Love 'is something natural and iinforoed;
in it there is nothing strange ,.exoept the spiritual uplift» ;;
Sow then ' can: one, visualize this. that Henry and Gatherine - •: :
have as "love" when we know from Catherine that their life •
-is going tp he very strange? .A strange lif e would he a; life
which is out of the ordinarye There is nothing extraordinary
about an illio it love affair <, an affair earrled on without .
the fear of retribution« This type of thing is commonplace 9
and has .been for a great many years, if one is to, believe
historyo ' ' ' ' ' '

In ; a real love there exists no doubt about the moral .
aspects of the relatIdnship. There may be doubts about the
ability of the two people tp’get along with each other, but
no one questions their marital act's „ In this love affair be-
tween Henry-and, Catherine there are bits of conversation
j'whiph tend, to, confuse the reader as to the exact feelings
involved. Catherine speaks of ’’being married1* to Henry, that
- he is her ’husbando ” Later,- ■ when, he is returning to the
front,• they.Watch'another couple kissing in the dark while
standing up> . Apparently they have. no place to go, Henry, y :, :
remarked, . ’’They are like us, ” Catherine replied, "Hobpdy
is like, -us ,’’ and ,we:''.%  of Henry to in- ' ,
dicate that it -Is not a proudly Spoken "statement, that ’’she '

- ... >h ■ : . ,
did not mean it, happily,” , Afterwards'in a room in the y :

6° ‘Ernest Hemingway,,A Earewell. to Arms j n, 157,
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hotel across from the stations, ; she explains something of her 
unhappy feelings to Henry; "I never felt like a whore be«= 
fore.,": Henry is puick to deny .the fact that she- is. ■ But
if this love between them is on:such an exalted plane as 
Hemingway and .Mr. Beach apparently want the reader to think3 
why do.such doubts keep coming to herf

In connection with these doubt's there is another item 
which carries a significance0 Catherine waits three months, 
to tell Henry, that she is expecting a baby. This is a long 
time to wait to reveal such news, even in the middle of the' 
war . It might .be said that Henry was; •going back to war and 
she didn’t want to upset him; but the point has been made • 
by how that, they, were a. strange couple^ set off ■from anyone 
else s so that anything' which happens to them should all the 
more eagerly be shared between the: two. . If this is the :i,re^ 
liglous passioht that they,have instead of real love, then 
the generation Is indeed a host one«— but the tragedy is ah 
indiyidual One,rather than One with universal connotations.

'Manyc'people' have gone to war and returned to face : 
domestic tragedy; Mthout-:: iosihg their values. The point is 
made that;these, twopeople cah not ngo back, " that they halre 
"cut the ties of family0" Ihy not/in this sense, Miss Gage 
Miss Fergus on, Van Campen, and' ot hers in the book? ; There..':

: ^  163, o  g: .' ... : : :
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' is no reason ■why: either can. not go home. ,So,, the story 
.breaks down to that of one man and one woman brought to
gether by the :GOindidenee of be ing stat ioned at the same 
:place in war-torn Italy. Between them there is a driving 
need!: :for self-expression,; Catherine because of her denial : 
of first love by death, and Henry simply because he is a man 
in a war,., ' It is no longer the story of universal courage in . 
the face of evil, but merely: the story of these two who ■ 
have apparently lost their faith in the destiny of mankind 
: and are clutching at straws in order to salvage what enjoy
ment they can while tbere is still life. The pose of perse
cution is an aid to bo.th author and characters in sustaining 
the illusion of necessity. Catherine gives expression to
this Teeling of just the two; "Because there's only two of

'-' v "ill' ■. .62 :
us and In the world there’s all the rest of them."

' - ■ :In,the complete ■story/% Beach has found evidence to 
support what he chooses to call "a view of love as essenti- 
’ally romantic -as any of his'predecessors in the long line of 
Bnglish hbvelists.C He. prefers to use the term "romantic1* 
rathef> than sentimental = - But the: evidence of the book does 
•not permit this Interchange of terms. Hemingway has been

9% Ibid., n0 149, i v
63 Beach, 0£0 cit., p6 88.
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making definite appeals for emotional reaction to the predica
ments of his characters as they act out the story of their 
^tragic" love, Ee has attempted to say that in the midst .of ::
• the despair of warV in, spite, of the death and destruction of 
wafsomething heantifnl can be hado That something beauti
ful „ according to Hemingway, is ^love e n He :has portrayed ; 
:the'struggles of these tTO: people:, as they, try to keep, this ' ' ’ : 
spark of love glowing* Then, 'just when his hero is in a 
; proper",ffame./>f mihd; to embrace a positive attitude 5 just 
When it seems they are going to escape with their love, Hem- 
ingway destroys forever for Henry the hope that life can be 
good in any' respect» He .does this by killing Catherine in .
childbirth„ :.It.is obvious that this ending is used to ; 
heighten the emotional appeal of Frederic Henry's storya 
But Heaiingway has ..failed to make the over-all eff ect con- :
vincing. oh the'.plane' of v^ality - : .1. : .; V :v ‘ ' ' I-1.'

. ..In;the first place, there is*no hint, of the fact, that 
:Oatherihe is; not cpnStrueted physically in such a way as to' h 
make childbirth safe for her until long after the affair has 
begun * hhd Gyen then this fact is hot revealed until long 
after,the'baby has been conceived, when Catherine tells 
Henry.that the doctor has-emphasized the need for keeping 
the bahy small because of her hips. As it turns outthis 
fact; is responsible for Catherine's death. The manner in . 
which these facts are worked into the plot gives rise to the
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tbdUght .that Hemingway might have -written this part Into, the 
: story: as ah afterthGught«, ' ■V'v:xy:x;;,.v  ̂ : : ■

. $hen there is the final picture of Henry and his 4©“
viatloh from character to-be: explained» Henry learns that 
the tiahy is 4eai= ‘This causes little emotional display on 
.his. part;9- but there is. enough surprise element in the ah«: -'''' x'-' :
nouncemeht to cause a feeling of shock and then a ;sympathetic ■
reaction in the : reader .y A little ' later Eenry calmly but - ■ - y >x :'.
hungrily consumes several orders of ham and eggss and sev-
::eral̂ beers0 :Iie;?:rea4s :;the hack ..of: the newspaper of the man h
across the table, li/hen the man folds his papers Henry 
thinks- of - gettlh'g p b^  ̂ f inds' he can ̂ t.: xcohcentrate*. .
After'carefully noting every detail in the room from the .
people[s , conversat ion:to the act ion r of one man in putt ing - f:
his glasses-away, Henry suddenly;realizes that he has to get
back to; the hospital. Then comes, from the standpoint of .5'
Henry? s . character , one of the most sentimental scenes in the . , .
book. The nurse informs him that Catherine has had another y 
hemorrhage'. Premonition strikes,

X Mew she was going to die .and I prayed that she:
I ■ . would not o Don’t let her die , Oh, G-Od , : please don rt V-

let her die. Pleaseplease, please, dear God, don't . ' :
-let her die. Bear Ood, don't let her die, Please,

please, please, don't let hef die,: God, please make her 
' ,; not ;die ,: 1 '11 do anything; you say if you don 't let her

: A y  ; v V ' - : ' , /

Ernest Hemingway, a Farewell to Arms, p, 353, ■ : I ’■



; Ho.w ean this man be so cold:, in the face of one death' and so 
emotional in the knowledge of another? Why does Hemingway ; 
deviate here from his usual pungent and eeonomie style? Why 
does he consider it necessary to.repeat the phrasing of this 
-: "prayer" of Henry $s? Is"he seriously concerned with.the im
plications involved;/ or: is he Goncerned for the moment only 
with the, emotional flare-up he has managed to create in this 
. man to whom life has been so cruel?!. :One remembers the cold,.
- calm and definite conclusions about.life which Henry has 
been wont, to' voice, • as for example the night after he and : 
Oafherihe had been exposed to the denunciation of Miss Her- 

';lguson»- . ■■ • ' ' '' y;
If people bring so much courage to this world the 

world has to kill them to break them, so of course it 
/..! ; y. kilisythem0 ■. / fhe world breaks every one and afterwards ' y 

' many are stronger at the broken places.• But those that 
wMll not break it kills. It kills the' very good, 
and the very gentle, and the very brave impartially.. If 

■.: / I'./yod W  ef theseyyou..canfhe..surey!i|: will/kiri ,
too but there will be no special h u r r y

If Henry really meant that he was convinced of this inevit
ableness of death,;'then how- tdexplain this. emotional out
burst at the end when he realizes that Catherine must be 
Skilled?/ . If yhe' did not- really/ .believe; "itthen Hemingway is' 
guilty Of imparting to his hero.a-pose. In one or the other 

■'-of the scenes.; Henry definitely steps out of character.
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There are ,two possible answers here6 .Hemingway has used, the ■
v - Litoipejat in spite of . what has gone before, to whip up a last": ;

minute outburst of emotion in his reader; or Henry has been :
' visualized through a haze of self-pity garased by the reali- 

zation that if Catherine dies he will be alone $. terribly 
. .: alonee-^ In/ 'eithan̂ ê  has been emo™ i-/ \
tionalj and sentimentalism is the result*

. ; "A. summary of what has been said; about A far ewe 11 to if :u;
Arms might begin .with the statements eoneerning the plot * ,

■ - Hemingway takes too many liberties with 'his situations^ "
bringing; some, of the major' ones about''almost entirely through : 
ohanoe.' While there are reasons to believe that chance,, or ■
something similar^ does enter into life at •'■times',, still the 
Use of - it in a major novel.removes that book too far from- :: . 
reality*:. A serious weakness' Ooeurs, as in the case of Cath" ;:;'i 
erine ̂ S ;;Ueath,■ .^eh the:;author' uses a chance situation to L-ui /' 

: build a '.stronger .emotional appeal than he might otherwise 
• . be able to achieve* Another serious defect in Hemingway’s •
' story obeUrs when he uses love and war as oonflidting forces =
V; The war he is able to make ■eOnvincing, but what he has de
scribed as a "growing" love does hot stand up under the 

. 1 . searching :light of reality* Eis motivating force is false = . 
l iri this; respecty He has used Ulovef as a driving forde . . . • . -

which makes :Henry and Catherine take certain steps that lead 
them into predicaments. which are fatal* It is the loss of • ' '



tMs "love" through the death of Catherine which places Henry 
in his heartrehdlng posit ion-at the end of the story. But 
then, the entire appeal falls flat hecause the "love" is not 
valid love from the very beginning. There are two possible 
explanations for this failure. Hither Hemingway is unable 
: to visualiw;heal; loye: in a normal emotional .manner , or he 
simply .writes as he that the reader will over
look: the, lack of bahis in responding to the action'of the 
story. In1 either ease,■he is guilty of striving for an emo
tional reaction ::Whl(#'ds?not:'warranted by the truth of his 
material. ■' ' " "  ■ . . ^  .

. HEATH .IHiTte :

Death in, the:: Afternoon,' Hemingway8 s third attempt at 
novel-length writing, 'presents an unexpected and disturbing 
:: pl Gtu're of Hemingway t he man; unex^ be cause one is
not prepared for such subjective writing after his seemingly 
objective studies, and disturbing because the work gives a 
clear insight into . the complex emotional depths of the man 
himself Hemingway has- often, used the f irst person in tell
ing. his stories, but in his study of the bullfight he not 
only uses the first person,, but also assumes his own charac
ter as Hemingway., This fact gives the book great value in 
a study of Hemingway as a writer, although the work is con- ;: 
sidered by critics to be one of his worst and most



. disappointing Books0 . ■
:y ^he' o%er-all effect, of the book is. to illuminate the ' :
eztreffie sensitivity of the man, Hemingway, in his earlier 

;>' books.apparently was interested .in seriously depicting the ■ • iv- ’ 
society of- his time, How he is devoting his time to what he,
.the recognized master, considers of value, This assumption 
on his part eould■not be criticized were it not for the fact 
that;Hemingway®s personal desire for emotional stimuli re-' ' i; 
suits in blinding"him to the real Values contained in many ■

-iof ; his btudieS o;;.' ' ' ' - ■ y;--' ' -ij/: '
•His stated purpose in making the study contrasts ; '

'' with:'Wbat': '  aGtuaiiy/d about: this contrast pro
vides the. basis for the charge of extreme emotionalism. Hem- ;,

. ingwaŷ iias; in this'work fallen into;the trap that Dr, Neilsen . 
warned against that of seeking emotional reaction without . ; ' 
regard for the true value of the action, and" thus making of ' 
the emotion the real goal, Hemingway.states his.intended 
purpose very early in' theibookiii \i : i

But the real thing,, the sequence of motion and fact - 
' which made the emotion and which would be as valid, in a .

year or in ten years or, with luck and if you stated it 
. - : purely enough, always, was beyond me and I was working '
' f very hard to get it . The, only place where you could see :
" ' life•and death, 1,e,, violent death, now that the wars. ■ ■ i

were over, . was in .the bull-ring and I wanted Very much 
to go" to.Spain’where I could study it,66

, - 66 Ernest Hemingway,. Death’ in the Afternoon, p„ 2,



He was learning to write, he said, "beginning with the simplest 
things g and he considers violent death as one of the most 
fundamental, things <, ̂. Hemingway was vevy mueh displeased with 
all the previous attempts by other Writers to describe death 
or to explain it. They have only "produced a b l u r : be”. . 
eause they are unable to keep thelr'.'eyes open, either men
tally or physically0 His own trip to Spain was for the defi- . 
nite purpose .of seeing' "certain definite action which would 
.give4'me:the.:feeling of life and death that I was working ■

f O T - " 6 8  . .  .. ,
Certainly life and.death are fundamental things% . know

ledge of which is essential to all men and to every society. ■ 
That Hemingway should;;devote himselfsuch a task 'is com- . ; 
mendable., And on the strength of this purpose, one reads 
heavily ■ on into the book seeking for the, author8 s• f indings 
in his study of "life and death.” The discovery is soon 
made that Hemingway- is nof concerned, with the state of death f 
but rather with the giving of death. His greatest concern 
Seems to .be with.the acts that lead up to the moment of '
death, but once death has arrived, there is no longer any
thing of Interest*: His concentration .is bh the brutal, dan- •
gerous, cruel, dramatic, and melodramatic acts which set the



stage f03? the' appearance of death9 Death enters the picture 
only be cause; its nearness heightens the tenseness of the 
moment. It is a well^souree from which a steady flow of emo
tion can be had 0 Hemingway has sought out the scenes .of 
yiolent death, not to study the problem of life and death a 
, but Only hecause his own emotionalism, blunted by the saw • 
agery of'war, will respond only to violent stimuli. The 

/"book, itself is ̂eyldenoe of, hhs,%needi ' • t:
;' After only a few pages, in which he. states his pur=

pose 9; Hemingway liBjnediatelŷ  r^ the study of violent
death from the letel of universal connotations to one of in« 
diyidual range b .. It is then no longer a question of What ebn« : 
. ee3?ns the -world 'inithe .matter of life and death, but one of / 
what inte3?,ests .Hemingway the man. As he had earlier, in The 
, Sun Also ./ElseSi generalized: a small group of psychopathic' • 
people into what he considered a typical society, he now 
sorts out all the details and facts about his subject which 
• appeal to him, and' gives them first place in his scale of .
.'importance. This sorting and selecting on the basis of per- 
’ sonal likes.and dislikes is not necessarily a defective pro
cess. In fact it is, and must be, a commonly used method of: 
'Writing. But the process does, reveal facets of the writer is: 
personality. These quirks are reflected in the nature of 
the detail selected, dr in the fact expounded.
:" ; ■ ■ In 'Hemingway’S study .of' life' and death, the first ■ ■



personal note is struck when the author, discussing the moral, 
.aspect of bullfighting^ defends it on the grounds of his own : 
personal code: "So far s about morals, I know only that what
is adrsl is what you feel good after and what is immoral is . 
what ■ you feel bad after 0 , « Hemingway apparently .
felt the unreiiability of’such amoral code, for he immedi
ately inserts the statemeht that) while using the code him
self in judging the bullfight, he does not f?defend11 the code. 
It is then that one realizes that here is a complete paradox: 
a man with the reputation of being a major writer spends ten 
years' of his life studying a ritual which he has judged to - 
be moraliby a code of morals Which he does not defend. '

Judgeh W  W  mhral: standards, which i do hot de^ 
defend, It is yery. %ora to me because I feel

■ Tery..fine while., it, is going On and have a feeling- of 
. Ilfd and death and.mortality, and after it is over I 

. \ 7 %eei very sad. but Teryfine.vO ’ ..;
An example of: the def ectiTe basis of Hemingway,''s 

emotional:reasoning is. contained in the discussion of the • 
role mnd fate of the horse in the bullfight. The horse is an 
unfortunate participant iK theibullfight, and in addition to 

: his bther miseries, death is his '’occupational hazard.n 
' Hemingway; Is quick to clear up his stand on the tragedy of 
the.horse., According to the author, one of the main reasons 
for the disfaror into which bullfighting has fallen is the



brutal andinhuman treatment of.the defenseless horse. Be- ' 
cause of his moral code and of the fact that the horse is 
hee^ssarr th performance,
Hemingway discoyers that, he-does not mind the fate of the 
horse at all. The gallant man.'who, by his own account, "ban 
not resist risking his own neck, to help'' a fallen horse to 
its-; feet or a slippery -icy street, can completely ignore the 
slashing, tearing. hohns-;of v.the:; bull as. they;, rip' the - bowels 
of the horse ih 'the ring. Vlh!.this latter situation, the . 
author can eyen find something; of the comic in the antics of 
:.thev horse i ; But-"the'vfhndamehtal .- reason ' may- "be. that' the - :;
death of tke horse tends to be comic while that of the bull 
is tragic.t- .-:' Hemingway., points up some of the comic .aspects 
of the death Of the horse for his readersj : •

v: Iheh the; Cajnyases;'are stretehed oyer the horses the 
long legs,, and n e c k s, the strange-shaped heads and the 
canvas coyering the body to make a sort of wing, they - 

,. 'are more like birds than ever. '- .
This description comes from the same writer who, a moment
before, is interested only in.being:able to discuss and de-
■ scribe ■ death without leaving a blur s0 that death can be
seed' ;Gleorly and distinctly. Hemingway defends his stand on
the horse by virtue of the argument that the tragedy of the
horse had•come, foff-stage at an earlier time when he was ,
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' ̂  : : : . ; --vv'v': .: \ '.' ' ' 73 i:: iDGUght by the horse contractor for ia.se in the bull ring,,” 
v The author is concerned only with the ”tragedy eeritered. in •
.. the bull and the man =1? But is not the original concern with .
■ " death, and is not what^ happens to the horse a form of death, ' : 

.which ean be- called., without much imagination3 violent death?
The f ates of 'the bulliarid the horse closely resemble'each ' .

I, : other . The tragedyf of the horse occurs when he is bought s :
and that .of the bull when he' is conceived. The death of the

: ' bull 1 s the only absolutely certain thing contained in the • : : 
ritual; if he escapes death at the hands Of the matadors he 

: ../I ' is killed -in the pen .later, for his experience in the ring ■
- makes-him too clever ever to be allowed to'fight againc Hem-
:: ingway has-definitely fallen into another trap of which , ; •

. Dr. Neilsen warned the emotionalists he reaches the • point 
; . where he. blinds himself to the factitious nature of his ma- ; ;i ■

m ; - , IVtr i Hemingway further reveal shims elf to be the com- , .'oh:
plete sentimentalist described by Dr. Neilsen. He has . :: :

, ' reached the point where he : is no. longer ,interested in' the \ \  ' 
. object of'.his study after the act ;is completed. The real : 

v-.-oinfluence which guided the hand .and mind of the author in ' Ovfv 
i making his study and selecting his material is revealed to 
o. the reader in a single paragraphs . ' . . . i. ; v'. i lo



7:: v v':: Ttosr ^he dead hors-■look' a little as a dead pelican 
:: : dsas«,:.. & live jpeliean. is an interesting/ amusing and V: .:

, .sympathetle bird, though if you 'handle him,.he will give .
. : ; ■ you liee; but a dead pelican . looks very silly./n-

By the same token, a liye bull is very amusing but a dead :
bull is no longer interesting; a man alive is an entertaining
subiectj but a man dead ls boring*' Only the acts or series 1
of events leading up to the moment,of death, then, are of

v : importanceo This importance seems to be in direct proportion ■
■ to their eapaoity to stimulate emotion. After, the experi- '

eneing ofthe emotion, the object is valueless. This con-
‘ elusion is supported by the fact that nowhere does Hemingway ■ :

attempt to study either the bull or the matador after death ’•

% These obvious contradictions between purpose and re- . :
■ : .■ suit have led to many severe .criticisms of this particular : •:

worko Max Eastman writes as follows: . ■ "■ _ ■
nevertheless, there is an .unconscionable quant it y of :

::: ■ ■ • ̂ bull o o .o, ppured end plastered all over what he writes '
about bullfights. By bull I mean juvenile romantic ." :

. . gushing and sentimentalizing of simple fact s. 75 ' ,

■ : As an example of Hemingway's ability to romanticize at the ■: '
expense of truth, Mr» ’Eastman cites the authorfs picturiza=-

: i ■'/v i f ; ,̂ v.. ii,;
-; ■ tion of a wounded bull so brave thaf he would keep his mouth

■ : 7^ :#ax Bastman, "Bull in the Afternoon,M Art and the
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shut to ■ held, the blood in0̂  The critic points {out 
that this ^shut^mouth^ oohdition results, from the fact that 

; the bull) because of his great weighty .becomes tired in his;
muscles before he becomes winded,/ Other bulls, ; W 6 Eastman ■

. agrees, do; pant and gasp, allowing 'blood to f low out; but 7
it is because they are winded and not because of a differehoe 
in courage«, : Ef = 'Eastman 9s argument is based on such an ob
vious: fact of physiology that one Is forced .to agfee with 

..;;, him*;: ■ Bravery i S ' a necessary. • element in Hemingway9 s:. Charac - ;
terlzations, and because of his emotional thesis he must em- 
phasi^e something which is not' necessarily true „ . ;.

This disregard of Hemingway for the truth of some of
j - his facts is further revealed in several inconsistencies 0
■ The author has described the aficionado, or lover of the

. : w w i g h y  , ̂  :V: :
One who has this sehse of the tragedy and ritual of the 
fight so that the minor aspects are not important, ex- : •

. r cept as they relate to the .whole
• This tragedy and ritual Mr =. Hemingway has already referred

,■'L ■ 'a.ii' *t,'o..-. ; ' ;;s.̂̂,i.c:i . " ^ 5̂̂1' to .a; mant -;
. listening; to a musical compos it ion; as the li st ener can not
separate' the ..part s of the ■ compos it ion, ■ the aficionado can .. ;
not separate the whole into its parts» But where is the , '
'eonsistency;■in this comparison/of life and death with music?'

^6 Ernest Hemingway, Death in -the Afternoon, p„ 9. ;i;



A little;later Hemingway compares the art of bullfighting to
the :art of witie dr inMhg». ' . / -

The oomparison with wine •drinking is not so far
fetched as it might seem 0 » : and it ^inQ offers a

. greater range for enjoyment and appreciation thans pos- , 
sihlyj. any other purely sensory thing whieh may be pur
chased.77 : . . : v-r'/ ' W ‘:-- i

Certainly,, the edueation of ■ one's palate to the enjoyment of 
wine drinking is not comparable in importance to one’s edu
cation in the matter of life and; death0 It is only too ob
vious, however, that in each matter there is a certain stim- 
'ulation ̂ pf, the emotion. This emotional aspect is the only 
element held in common by these widely separated matters, 
wihe, :drinkihg-and deatho. : : 1 . V  ; m ;  v  V . ' ' -

In this work Hemingway continues to contradict him- 
self,v and 'his' , c ontradi etions . expose; the sbnt imentallty con
tained In his emotionai.;; concept of life. Mri-''Eastman writes 
'concerning thls: matter of; contradiction and preoccupation:

A man writes about--and travels over the earth to 
'see— what he likes to;dwell on. Moreover, it is not ' ■ 
death Hemingway write0 : 0^ travelŝ  -to; see, but

. k i l l i n g , 7 3  ■ ■ ; v : ■ . „ ; ■■■■■

Hemingway: provides1' a: basis'fpr;, this charge in''the following
paragraph; t py • : ' : .
. \ • : Killing cleanly and in a way which gives you esthetic
) pride and pleasure has always been one of the greatest

' 77 Ibid. , p. 10. m i , / ' V i ; ■

' .1 l}7o Eastman, PP̂  \95-96=;r / ' i t . .ii;'.'



enjoyments of a‘ part of the human race.' One of Its 
' greatest pleasures., aside from the purely aesthetic ones, ’ 

& o o is the feeling:of rebellion against death which .
.• comes from its administering.. . Once:you accept the rulS .
; of death Thou Shalt not Kill is an easily; and a naturally 

obeyed commandmento But when a man is still in rebellion 
against death he has pleasure.in taking to himself one 
of the godlike attributesthat of giving it. . This is, 
one of the most profound feelings in those men who en- . joy killings 79 v:. .;; ; . . .1

These :matadors - thenare men who 'enjoy the act of killing.
■ This same enjoyment must be felt by the spectator in order ,
to- complete the artistic picture: Of the bullf ight. This pass=
lUg of the feeling:from the actor to the watcher; must be ac-
'complisheds as Hemingway has Stated earlier in the books !
: : v >■ Now the essence of the ' greatest emotional appeal of 
'1 ii; - hullf ighting :ha : the: f eeling 'of immortality that the bull

fighter feels in the middle of a great faena and that he . 
gives to the. spectators. He is performing a work of •,

: art and he is playing with death . . . . He gives the
1 : vfeCllng of his immortality, and as you watch, it be

comes yours. Then when it.belongs to both of .you, he 
proves it with the sword. ; : 1

So it 'becomes, obvious that in order to enjoy this spectacle
one mst enjoy the pleasure of killing. This conclusion
proves the soundness of JW» Eastmanv s.statement that a man •
does not travel to see and write. about what he does not like;
. Hemingway has gone through the. shattering eff ect of war, a
war in which he. has seen death emerge as .the only possible
victor. He has experienced the excruciating pain of a bullet

^  Ernest Hemingway, Death in the AfternponL pe 233 6



wound« This tremendous impact on an already sensitive nature 
(Mek MaiiSz the author,; in boyhood 9 is ah extremely sensi- : 
tive lad) has crystallized hiscomoept of life into a phil
osophy whiuh has emotion as its nueleus» Hemingway ’ s travels 
from the Michigan woods to the hospital wards in Italy:de
veloped in him a kind of despair„ Man fought a losing bat
tle with death, and his fate was.inevitable» Only a foolish 
man would entertain hopes for:the future. The only thing 
to do in, such/a world was.to find a system which would af
ford. pleasure while awaiting the. end®: '.Even ; the. 1,brave?? 
people, the highest, in Hemingway’s scale, lose in the. end, . • 
Fredehlo Henhy bitterly remarkst : - w ‘ ; : ;
• ■ Y o u  did not knowwhat it/was all about . You never : r

. had time to learni ''They threw you in and told you the ,i 
rules and the first time they caught you off base they 

. k i l l v d  y o u . <51 . , .. ■ ' -

Then if the ultimate fate is death, the only sensible way to 
meet it is in thrilling, courageous battle. This'tends to 
set up the vanity-pleasing illusion of rebelling against 
death. In this sense, Hemingway found an important value ih 
the witnessing of a;bullfight, especially one in which the 
bull is killed.easily, swiftly , and - dangerously, Man?s ego„ 
personified in.'the spectator, receives a tremendous satis
faction from the momentary delusion that, though he may.-lose

^  Ernest Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms, pe 350,



the war in the .end., ' he demonstrates the ability to win some :
' .of the battlesand thus prolongs the struggle „ ' . ' .

;V:v-: v ' Perhaps the overfall effect of this escape through
ahtlon might' not have proved to be the weakness in EemingW 

v,; v wayfs literary;: conception of life if he had pot been the ;. 
eztremely sensitive man by nature that' he undoubtedly was.' , - :
But in seeking the action which 'brought escape / he began to h V • 
enjoy.more and more the emotion which was a part of the act 

•':.’ 1 itself o .•;lfhis shift In. emphasih;5yas noted by Alfred Kazin 
after he had built up a case which explained Hemingway’s 

.' need for an ideal express ion, one whichwould enable him to 
; vireld the emotion into the facto  ̂But the very intensity of.
V Hemingway ? s nihilistle; attitude;towards everything previ
ously done only caused him to display the ’’mark of a passion- 
ate romanticist who had been profoundly disappointed. ” .■

... The driving; need.: of the man to replace that which his nihil«:.; i;
ism denied led him into symbolism. But even this was' ruined
by .his. intense: emotional ism. IVEpKazin says: , V . v: ' ;

; . • The symbols Hemingway empioyed to convey his sense
I ■: ;of the world9 s futility and horror were always more sig~
r ' riff leant than the. characters who personified them, and
. they so often seemed personified emotions that the emo-

tions became all. 83 \ '
• GonCerning Hemingway and his metamorphosis through warV Mhx ;

' ; 82 AlfredKazin, On Native Grounds, p® 33k°
’;;1; 1 ^  Ibcg, clt®. .,-!;' ̂ -  ;• -' V: t -
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'f''? %3#an:wrltesi .. :
Tife took this young man with" M s  genius for experi= .

■ enee, '■> o o and .we shoved him. into our pit of slaughter, ,
■ and told him to he eourageous ahoTit killing. And we
thought he would come but weeping, and jittering. Well,

' he came out roaring for .bloods shouting to, the skies for i
killings, the "religious eestacy” of killing-~and most ’ 
pathetic, most pitiahle, killing as a protest against

. ; ;!Aeath.84 , ''■ ■ ■ .  ̂ :v :
In discussing this same, pattern of thought , W , Geismar de- l
velops ■ the idea of the trinity of death In Hemingway: . "All t ■:
of Hemingway’s mature work hear witness to the same central . '
trinity of the hunter ,. the 'hianted3 and death," Âfter much : :
trial and effort, tar,, Geismar Gontinues, Hemingway has fi«

• nally Accepted . his :^ ; .. 1 - v ■
' We have seen that in effect, Hemingway ’ s ■; life is merely

:;. Ithe hrief. 'prelude: to his death,. And now that; the -warS . . -
': are over, seeking this death of his own wish, affirming^, :

it from his own convictions, he makes it truly his own,
:: Though Hemingway is obsessed with the idea of death and is 

const ant lywr it ing about it, he is unahle to comprehend for 
, ’ himself dr his readers the facts.about death, ."For thus,"

■ ■says Mr ,- Geismar, "always seeking ' the patterns of death in 
life ̂ Hemingway has very seldom given us their full nature," 
ilxceptffor. \the short story., "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," the ; -

! 'Eastman, op, oit,, p 101,
/ .,̂5 Geismar, 0£, oit,. p. ;58.,-. 

86 Hoc, cit, i.: 1 'h" .
$7 ibid,, a, bo,



ctfitie notes', "there is no sustained and whole attempt to
' - ' : :' : / - : : :: < \ \ - V V- ; . 88':roaoh:;.i,nt0;;-.the, annihilation which he has embraced as his own„"
: In Gonnection with Hemingway?s failure to comprehend

' the faGts, of.'Tthe ,deatĥ .̂ŵ  seekings Geis- >
mar has developed an interesting point concerning One of the
ma jor themes in;Hemihgway-»--the emphasis on virile and violent
a c tion t: is an act ion; so. hitt erly s elf -engros s e d : so '
heedless, of consequences as to suggest that it is a confession
rather-thpn an/Affirmation this : heedless, self »■ :; u

. centered need for action and the emotional.drug which it
carries within itself that ledvHemingway to Spain to make his
study of the bullfight„ The irrational and frenzied nature
Of this emotion tends to make of it a drug^-a kind of opium
to quench the fear of life and'death.,, - This thought is the
essence Of Geismar'8 Gonclusion:. >: ll 'V

The emphasis on frenzied action which characterized' 
his {[Hemingway51| work is merely the maseuline counter"
:partf of .theipassive: emphasis on opiates, until all forms 
Of life are seen as themselves drugs to soothe us rather 
than any sort of stimulant towards knowledge,; or in»
teUlgent ,9°. s  ̂ ; :;V.-V y . : :

It might be helpful to begin a summary of what has , 
been said about Death in the Afternoon with a quotation from
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Edmmd Wilson? ’ ' -
Hemingway is able to use the subject of bullfighting 

.; as a text for an explicit stateirient 'of bis conception of 
.man eternally' pitting himseif against animal force and 
the odds of; death,, But this book is partly infected by 
a quedr kind of maudlin emotion which sounds at once 
' neurotic and drunkenc

Under the impact of war, Hemingway has projetted the tem
porary environment Of; S' well-designed pattern for
the whole of life>• The inevitable fate of man*==death=-<~
:frightens him, and as.adefensivemeasure he ceases to think: 
thinking, only .leads .him to the. same despairing conclusion.,,

: WI was hot made to think/’ cried Henry9 was made 
v ■; to eat 6 o. o to eat and sleep'with Catherine „ "92
TO: prevent''this pt^ $ Hemingway adopts a policy of vio-
; lent action. The more violent this action is, the better the 
drugging effect; and'what could be better than an action 
which could provide the tremendously pleasing emotional 11- 
•.lusion■ of.:aetually defeating this arch enemys VDeath? This.
• on the basis of the evidence, is the real meaning of Death 
in - the Afternoon,, revealing it to be one of emotional rather 
than of philosophical nature, Hemingway could find this ac
tion which would give the illuslorary effect only in the 
bull ring of Spain, Throughout the book5 Hemingwayes details 
indicate that his real interest lies in> the emotion which

Wilson, op, cit0:9 p, 223,
; ̂ %’Hrnest • Hemingway* :A'Harewe 11; to Arms., p,



loa, ■

aceompanies the fact: of a&ath,'and not in the nature of death
itself o. These details range in . imporiance for Hemingway from
the, ins ignifi can.t. death of a horse to - the death-defying
■ tactics of the matadore, '"W6M0 Frohock is in accord with this.
criticism' of .the; emotional emphasis: in Death in the After-
noon; v • v
i In the first two flooks Death' in the .Afternoon and i ’
' ': . Green Hills of Africgi: he is contemplating Violence in ;

the most striking forms he can find at a time whens as 
• ' ; he says somewhat regretfully^ war is not available; and ■ 

’.he, is striving to report 3 still with the greatest;.pos- : 1 
sible accuracyj the emotions this violence.inspires in

■' In a writer8s attempt to portray a pattern of life, it' 
is hot. enough vjust to record a series of acts and the re-- ■. % v;; 
sulfant emotions. Those emotions must be given a meaning 
moresighifleant than the fact that Man is capable Of ezperiV 
enci^g them. In :this book perhaps. more than anywhere else, 
•Hemingway has come very close to that characteristic of the '

•: ;senfimentalist' as defined 'by; Bonamy Dobree? he has given 
more Importance to the feeling than he has to the fact, and 
as a result of this over-emphasis his emotion exists, as it 
, were,V.aside, from-his:f a c t . v ; : ; ^

93 IfoM, Froho.ck, "Ernest Hemingway; Violence and 
. Discipline,n II , The Southwest Review, SSII (Spring, ig#) !
186o ■ ■■■ ; ■



. ' GREEN HIKES; OF .AFRICA

Green Hills-of Africa is the result of a hunting trip0 
■:The phrpdse in writing:-it-•is given by the author in his f ore
word to the book; ■ . i, - ■ ■ i . :
. • The writer has attempted to write an absolutely true 
book to see whether the shape of-a country and the pat
tern of a month5s action can, if truly presented, compete 

. with a work .ofthe imagination094
The book offers another interesting picture of the man Hem- \
.ingwaye:vThe picture is hot an attractive one. With a grahd
gesture he sweeps the American world of literature behind
him and goes elsewherei .Where he ,::a'; real ■writer, can write
and get his work done;.' . % t. -' • .. rv-

; But I would come back to where it pleased me to live; 
to really live .. . . Our people went to. America be- 

. • cause that was the .place to go then. It had, been a good 
V couhtry and. we had made a bloody mess of it and I would 
go, now, somewhere else as we had always had the right to 
go somewhere else and as. we had always gone. You could 

-yi; always' come back, let the others come to .America who
did not knoW;they: had come too late./ Our people had seen 
it at its best and fought for it.When it was well worth 
fighting for.. ' ' How I would go somewhere else«95

There is in this sweeping eondemnation;the strong suggestion 
of a;pose--a pose created and kept alive by the egotism of■ , ' 
the man. By the time Hemingway had. come to writing this pas
sage , he had enjoyed some acclaim among American erlties and 
a fair amount of popularity among American readers. It is

94 Ernest Hemihgway, Green Hills of Africa, loreword.
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true;.that he had been sharply criticized, bj some critics fOr , 
liis concise and violent type of dialogue and for other ele- 

. ments in his stories» ' But; an irritability provoked by this 
sort of thing: could only indicate an emotional state of mind 
which had made him thin-skinned® That Hemingway could not 

r 'Withstand severe' criticism is a' fact Illustrated by his, â *̂ /
: tack bh Max. lastman and his insulting letter'. in reply to a 
/-rreview by 'Lahpetiee'' Leighton» In this respect 3 Green Hiils 
of Africa is:important for its picture of Hemingway himself ®

:. If Hemingway, had been able to keep to his purpose, 
he could have achieved something0 But the author’s emotion
alism, which distortshis understanding of what is important, 
will hot allow him to keep: to his theme o. He uses his script ■ 
to project his own thoughts about any subject from litera- ':

- ture t o hunting; in example - of his digression • occurs at the :: 
very beginning of the book6 By some odd chance.he meets a 
German traveller who would like to discuss the intelligentsia 
of literature® Hemingway proceeds to diagnose the ills of 

. all writers:
: t / 18This is very. strange /" the man in the Tyroler hat .
■ • Said® UTell me, what do you think of Ringelnatz?”

nHe is splendid." . • • ; i
"So® You like RingelnatZo Good. What do you think 

of; Heinrich Bann?18 ' •.. > ; ; : - . ■••••
"He is no' good®" . . ■

V ■ it?"; -. v . ; ■: :: . . VV'i;.;
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■ V:,' v - - -  '' ; - :■; • 96 .' . "All I know is that I cannot read him. " ■
'' later5 Hemingway': describes the 'ills of1 American writers for ■
his companion: in the %yroler hat: „:v . ."i - ;

■ . We destroy them in many ways <, Tirst , economically,
They make moneycT writers « »= increase their
standard of living and they are caught „ They have to :
.vra’itez to' keep. up: their :%stablishinerits ,■ =, , 0 and they - '"
write slop A, o. V o; Or else they read the critics 0 « a «

. The critics have made them impotent=97
There is here 'the boastfhlness and swaggering attitude that ..
is not altogether new.to Hemingway/'but he, has not before
bothered to make it quite so plain« These ills have rem-

; dered other writers impotents but he hastens to reassure his : V,
companion,that he has entirely different ideas«
• • ' “And your* - . ' ,'

' - "lam interested in other things. I have a gOod life
, but■ 1 must, write Jbecause if I do not write a .certain' : ,

, .. amount I do not end by-;'the rest of my life » ,f° : ' i
Then he offers what amounts to a defense for. his kind of

. writingo . ' ' " .
"Do you think your writing is vrorth doing— as an end 1 
itself^ t:. '" ' 'i -t .'l-v-:

^  :
1 > v:'_%;J. are suref"ty:v "'1' ■ : ■ ; v ' -/'h- 1

' #yery sure." :, ', V;/. - . / ' - ''y t; • ''t'ti

. 9 6 ^ ,  ■■ ; \  v

97 i m ., pp. 23-24. "  ; 
r ; . 98 Ibid.. P. 25. . . . . .
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"That must "be pleasant : . ' . ;v;
"It is s n I salde "It is the one altogether pleasant ' 

thing about it »"99 v t. y
Mr» Wmihgway on to ezplain exaotly what his kind of
writing eonsists of> and what its purpose Is0 "The kind of • 
writing that can be done„ How far'prose can be carried if 
any one is serious enough and has any luckB There is a fourth 
and fifth dimension that.can be,gottenof ; ' ,

, At this 'point this reader.must agree with-Malcolm 
Cowley when that critic confesses"How I don’t know exactly 
what Hemingway means by prose with fourth and fifth dimen- 
Sions o V The: exact teahing Wmlhgi^y^ M  mind here is 
not clear , , but the meaning is not so. important as the pic
ture of Hemingway’s completely Individualistic'attitude„ ' "
Just what value to the world at large— the world which will 
buy Mr, Hemingway’s: writings-”thlS. fourth and f ifth dimen- 
: sionai writing would have- is a matter which seems to be not 
quite ' clear to Hemingway ;'himself.  ̂He has already ' said what :■ • 
he; wants,from life: _ -

"fO' write as well as 1 can arid learn as I go along.
iAt the same time I have my life which I enjoy and which
is a damned good life." ; - ; .

"Hunting Hudu# V;;

■■ .1 i.:;'.
■ ; > Malcolm Gowley, Editor, Hemingway, p. xvili. '



■ v; "Yes, Hunting Kudu and many other thingSo" ; y?-! '
. "You neally like to do this, what you do now, sil.lî

: ; S t t d u ? « : : :'v ■ ;:V;: a;v - 1

"dust as muoh as I like to "be in the Prado," . .
- K:'. 'y; v, "One is not better ’ than the other?" ; ■ ■ " : t"

"One is as necessary as the other,,"
This passage gives some indication as to what Hemingway con
siders important in, life* IVhat a witer considers of impor
tance will naturally furnish the material lor his writings* '
: The ;el:eTation, of . kudu»=>hunting , or any other kind of big-game 
hunting, to such a serious plane is, another indication of 
his penchant for raising. :;Mtters, of ■ relatively little im~ ■ 
portanee to a high place in the universal scheme of things„. 
.It 'Is an 'example::’of: Hemingway9 s desire, for personal exploita
tion, , To the average man, knowledge of big-game, hunting in 
Africa will hardly illumihate the problems of everyday life*
: It might .furnish, him.; with some entertainment, but .merely to 
provide entertainment should not be the aim of a major nov- 
elist. ' . - "

Ther̂ ^̂  is some doubt that Hemingwayswas striving to 
give anything of value to his reader, ' y

.: f Then:;you. are\'happy?";: ,y' ■.g - ; yI:;1'.;7:';y:',:' ■ :
' f ' y ."Ilxcep I. think of other people *"

■ 102' grnest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa, pe 2.5» "



: • ”Then you think of other people?”
>;r:: ; .: v/.-:
v "But you do nothing for them?”

. : ■ %6thiiig?" : v . : ' , ' , . ' ‘ , :
. ■ . V '  103 • ■ . ,  V  -. x  ;  : V : / ' :.̂ Ifeybe: a llttleî t1,: -̂v-;
This passage indicates again tlie egotistical attitude Heming-
ŵay - hisVmanaged ^  : \ : V.v ' d '
. '' , The most revealing thing in the book up to this point

: ls\. the ;fabi : tha$ the German traveller has come into what was::v it:i ''
supposed to be a .book about Africa and the action Of a month’s ;
huntinĝ ' Sb^fary the author seems to be arguing with , some- ’ v i :
one about the.seriousness of his temporary■occupation. What V
: started out to be a true book filled' bhly with real actions ■ ; ;
has developed a dubbed-in character whose only function is.
to give HeMngway a sounding-board for his own ideas. \
'.lEr.■ Geismar has remarked: . .
': i , Hemin^ay protesfs too constantly (as he was to do ; i 

• again in Green Hills of Africa) the signif icance , of his
own achievement, and has own pleasure, and the: ignorance , . .
of those who would doubt his importance and pleasure.104

;Kir. Edmund 'Wilson has done perhaps the best job of summariz
ing the we&ne thie par11 eular book when he writes:'V ;

- : . 1Q4 Geismar ̂ op. cit.y p.> 54. : ■ ■■ ,.



Grega Hills of Afgio.a (1935) .owes its failure to fall
ing betwee# the two genres,of personal exhibitionism and. 
fiction . „ . . o The monologues by the false, the pub
licity, Hemingway:with which the narrative is inter
spersed are almost .as bad; as' the trash he.has been writ- 
ing for tbe.magatinesa He inveighs with scorn against h 
the literary life and against the professional literary 
man of the oitles; and then manages to give the impres- 

■■ sioh that he, himself is ,a professiohal literary man of 
the touchiest and most 'self-conscious kindot05

The book certainly is- indicatlyeiof Hemingway ?s exaggerated 
opinion of himself. > His; use of his space to bring in digres
sions with 'almost :no connection:, with the theme of his book 
and his desire to hold the stage alone are both, indications 
-of:/this.;faultThe. book, also serves /another . purpose— one/: Z: / 
which is still an individuai one with" Hemingway. His en
thusiasm for relentlessly hunting/iown; the Wild; animals and 

• the cold-blooded•method of killing them are evidence that ■ 
Hemingway'1 is again using his manuscript as a medium for pro
jecting his, own morbid f aeGlnation with death--a peculiar 
preoccupation which has colored all of his work. , What was. 
begun as a "true book^ about the shape of a country and the 
■ pattern of a month’s action turns out to be simply a story 
' of one ..mahis .utf er fascination with the ‘art of stalking big 
game--with n®rer an attempt! to explain how the knowledge of 
his Insatiable' desire to/ kill wild animals could be of any: 
possible value to an ordinary person, • Hemingway has simply 
writteh -a,bdok: Whieh/is an indelible chart of his own extreme

105 Wilson, opa cit. , p, 227<> ':/";: • ' ■ ■• :;/ //'f://, '.
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v , : ; : ; :;TO W  ' ' '' ' • ' '

.Tliis novel has a dual significance in the general 
paltefn :pf Hemingway9 s development „ The story is laid be- ./% 
tween Key West, Klorida, and Cuba, and marks the■ author’s 
first return to his native country since 1926 for material 
in his longer books6 Also,'in the final eonelusion of Harry 
Morgah, the hero of the book, that-one man can hot stand 
alone, is to be found, the end of .Hemingway* s social exile, 
which provides the theme of his last book, For Whom- the Bell

; To Have and Have Hot is the simple story of a many 
Harry .Morgan, whols forced by a::;ser ies .of- circumstance s to 
lead a violent life in his attempt to make a living for him-

'i:.:,:'': - I- : A' , : vself and his family. This struggle takes place in and 
around Key"Tfest which.‘ according, to Alfred Kazin, becomes a 
■ working' ashobdl- of Ataerica fdr 'Hemingwayi;. - ; ' H ''.

A erosssectiont;the noisy, shappy, deeply moving: 
rancor and tumult of all those human wrecks, the fisher- 

■ men and the Cuban revolutionaries', the veterans and the 
. - alcoholics the great white, stretches of beach pro

mising everything and leading nowhere0IQ6 y- .
into this chaotic scene Hemingway projects his typical hero,
the man who, in the words of I.. Donald Adams, "is here the
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mam to v&om thimgs aone^ Semingwa^ presents M m  as a 
■ victim of circumstances, one who believes himself strong
v': .. 107 ■-/--.i;.-.-:-, enough to meet the world singlehandedo.tf To elaborate
somewhat Oh W 6 Marne8 statement,, one could say that Harry

. ■ Morgan is what Frederic Henry might;.develop, into after
Catherine Barclay's death in A Farewell to Arms, When Henry

- - deserts and ; makes' hisseparate ye ace y'' he- is turning his •
hack on society and settling for a life of passive isolation
with Gatherine, Catherine1s death brings him up- short; he ■

' realizes there.is no escape, to be had even in isolation, ,
\ ' There is now only abitter fighting back. And in the form •

of Harry Morgan, he wages that single-handed struggle right
. up to the bitter end. At this point Morgan discovers, too
. : late s. that .escapeIs • not possible; even in fighting,, when
' that- fighting is done alone. "No man alone ain't got. No
, man alone now, , No matter' how a man; alone ain't got ■ no ' . .

' 108. bloody ■=■>=- - - chance," -These, are Morgan's last words,
; • --and'the . author insists that it had,takenVhim: a long time to 

get it. out;, It is a lesson, that has taken Morgan all of his 
t life to learn,

Morgan still has the sort;of personality which, has 
Hemingway heroes, but with one' : .

- ot/olt., P. 36.' ■■
. 1 Ernest Hemingway V To -Have arid . Have; Not y p, 225 ,
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difference; he is no longer; the passive escapee; he is now 
engaged In a titanle strmggle with the world. In his strug
gle and his.dying conclusion, Morgan becomes for Hemingway ’a 
sort of. transitional character. As Morgan changes from pas
sive escapism to indivldiial aggressiveness and then to so
cial consciousness^ he 'Ist^phesehtlj^ia' parallel change in. 
Hemingway''s own thinking„ Bernard HeVoto, discussing what. 
he calls "the literary •fallacy" in American literature, makes 
the observation that- "criticism 'has decided that the ' progress . 
. of world disorder finally led him |jHemingway| . to a great af-
•firmationo." " ; "' ' " " ' ..... '

• This change in Hemingway e's attitude and the' subsequent 
attempt to. represent this change in his eharaeters can better 
be seen through two criticisms, one'offered of his earlier 
works and one written after To Have and Have Hot had been 
published, John Beale ;Bishopdcserlbes' Hetiiingway$s attitude \ 
in an early stage of his development thus:

There . ar e act ions, no . leek; of them, - but s;. as. when; the 
American lieutenant shoots the sergeant in A Far.ewe 11 to 
Arms, they have only- the- signif icance of chanceT^Eeir 
Violence does not make up for their futility,110 • .

The other passage from' WeM0 Frohock indicates what Heming
way is now trying to: do9 Frohock ;^ites:/ ;

i'pn 109.Bernard BeVoto, The literary Fallacy, pol06„ ,
• 110 John-Beale Bishop , "Homage to Hemingway ," The

New Bepubiic (November dl, 1936}, 41« ■ t- h



Hemingway's like; so many others of the middle:.thirties., 
•had seen the Gommimist version: To Have and Have Not ■

’ ■ marks his emergence from the let?the=other-people-save™ V,
■ the-world mood into one of class -consciousness o-*--*--1-

That HemingwayVs mood has changed to one similar to that 
indicated by Ms?0 Fr'ohook the book certainly bears ' evidence. - 

:;;V" But the gap between what Hemingway now' wants to do and: what 
he actually does do in the story is a large one i His pre** 
v sentat ion of Harry: Morgan’s transformation is an emotional- : 
ized one which for lack of. meaning too "often sinks, into the 

: mediocrity:, of sentimehtallsfflp Hemingway has presented the 
' story of Morgan as a tragedy for which society is directly .
' .respohsible 0 ■ His purpose is to gain genuine sympathy for 
■ this man who is forced to live outside the law of that so
ciety in a position which leads him to his death„ If Harry 

:v v::' Morgan ®.s , situation outside the /law' had been . explained as ‘, 
being the result of some action by that society, or if his 
battle had at any time :been directed towards the regaining 
of his position in that society, then his story would have 
gained the significant meaning that it needs „ Even though 
. Hemingway is doubtless changing in his outlook and now is 
willing to accept a social concept, his too-long preoccupa
tion with the amoral prevents him from transferring that 

- change to his work in a convincing manner„ ; Mro Adams has

111 Erohoek, Op» oit,* p. 189«
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poiiited out this inability of Hemingway to ehange rapidly or 
eonvineingly: ■ _ .-V ..i /• i ;

This conception of life ^hat described by Bishop 
has betrayed Hemingway completely and made his story To . 
Have and Have Hot seem childish in the weakness of his

i-'; -'.'r = ■;.
Mpo Kassln, in a penetrating essay on Hemingwayy has written:

The HeAingway of To Have and Have Not was not a new 
Hemingway; he was an angry and confused writer who had 

■ been too profoundly disturbed by the social and eco- . . 
nbmic crisis to be indifferent » » 0 but he could find 
no clue in his education by which to understand it„ ' 1„
Inevitablyg he lapsed into melodrama and sick violence"T -

It is this inability to understand his material which pre
vents. Hemingwayifrom making his story convincinge. In spite 
of his desire to change, there, seems to be.much of the old- 
type hero >left in ■ the. make-up Of «: irV Eazin describes

i him thus: ' ; , - ' ’ - '■ :;
. ■: ' The pirate of To Have' and /Have: Hot and the . interna- ,

;. tional secret agent of "The Fifth ColumnTt: the two men 
left in the world from Black Friday to Munich who could 

. .. r emain, casual about annihilat ion f ir4
Mr, Eazin then sums up this, hero as "a murdering gangster
who killed only"because Hemingway wanted to.kill something
■; . ■■ . 11$ , ; :: ■ . ; ; ■ 
at the moment," - This very. Close identification of Hem- ...
ingway with his hero during this period seems to be the
normal result of Hemingway/s/having written two. other books
just prior to thisDeath in the Afternoon and Green. Hills

Adams, ô , cit„, p, 106» 
^13 :Eazin.s' ,2^,* s . P <> • 33&'*

Ibido, po 337o 
115 Loca cito
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of Afrlea, In. whlob. EeMingWay 10' aotuallf'tho imin oharao-
- ter3 or hero„ Concerning this identity of author and hero,
'' frohock witesi /.  ̂ h : f .- • ; /z'::.

' vfi .In/ail' thf00 of these books of the retirement period, ;
' l the central character is Hemingway , » « He appears 

: as himself 'in Death in the .Afternoon- and .Green Hills of. 
h-i'-. ' - Africa j and . ln"Tp~~5aye an^ Have ,ffot->as Earry'-Eorgan, -̂ Ee i

' man who does everything CFreud "would have said includ
ing die) that Hemingway would like to do0116

if iSij perhapsS ; this too-close identif ication of Hemingway ‘ :
■.:-;.with his chafae.ter that, hlinds him to much that is factitious
in his stofy of Harry Morgan 0 ; He has attempted to write a. -
sort of. sociai novel ’containing: moral conflict,.but he fails •
to provide an aeeeptabie hasis for; that conflicts There is

:, ho. plausible reason given for Morgan's way of life,' no ex- ’,
, planation of the injustice done him by society, Ooneerning -

.̂::thisAlack of moral basis9 Mr, Adams has written:
•  ̂ Morgan » „ ». has never, made an eff ort to live, within

. , ; . the. law. He has killed without compunctiony in cold •
■ : blood; he has never .made up his. mind to evade the1 way’of

life which has made likely the end to which he has comeiH7
.: - Because of thi S lack-of - effort' onAfhe. part of AEforgan; to re

main within a moral code or, once outside, to reenter, there 
: A v: can be no question of a moral conflict.' ' Mrb' Adams goes on / A 
. : to say: i f  'if 'Ah : A -.A A . v ; v ’A. ' . .

:A .nf Trohock,; 'oji.- oit., :p.'186, : 
:117. Adams, ox, ait., p, 107,
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There is no tragedy here, no meanings merely a suo"
. eessioh of /hr# al:;apt.! Becahse: -Eerry Morgan ' s story
- is empty of moral . conflict; it becomes equally empty of -v 
' signifieanee»118 '

■ ; v' Jit' is ,this lack of meaning which causes Hemingway’s .
entire appeal,; for Morgan'to.- degenerate- into 'falseness. .His -
appeal for sympathy is hased on a 'series of happenings 1which
haye brought suffering to his hero, but he fails to present-
these happenigs as being caused by an acceptable motivating
force. I#. Frohock, though favorable towards Hemingway in. >.
many ways, arriyes at the same;conclusion:

“ ■ ‘ His '•femingway ̂ - ;• wilfully placing of himself; in the,
. way of violence in Death in the Afternoon and Green ■
Hills of Africa will turn out. later to be the chief
. reason^^among a rmmber-”for the failure of To Have and ,.: v

' Have Not, because it is related to the feeling that one - 
has, in reading this novel, that none of its happenigs ,

. is . in any way inevitable ,119 ". ;■ - ': ■ ■' ,; ■. ■.
At this point it becomes •'obvious that Hemingway; is guilty
of arousing emotional reactions.' toward his Chafactefs when' •
they have done nothing to deserve, fhsm. The reader sympathy
that he-is striving for-is hased-onmwhat is.false. The
st at emeht. made by - Georgê 'Dush Rodman in anot heft'Connection
is applicable: here: ::,. \
v;." It is not Lillo^s attempt to arouse the pity of the 

audienee that makes.The London .Merchant sentimental; » :
", . rather, it is the lack ofcorrespondence between the ; 
, feeling, of pity .that - Lillo. tries to create and, the char- 

. acter who is intended to arouse this feeling, 120

11®. Loc o ■ cit , ... 119 Frohook, op,’ oit. p, 186
I20 George B, -Rodman, "Sentimentallsm in Lillo6s The ' 

London Merchant.n StH, A ' Journal• of English Literary History, XEI (March, 1945) s 59. “ - ------ ;7
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 ̂ ' This ref erence -to Lillo ’s Barnwe 11 in The - London Merchant is1
pertinent, here/ for-there ere several similarities to be.
.f onnd • in the. oharaoterizations of these two men, Barnwell 

' . ■ oommits murder at the instigation of Millwoods 1/hen he re- ;
turns to her after the bloody deed, she asks: "Did you se-

; dure : the keys tohis O-he dead uncle8 sji treasury— those ho 1'
... 1 1;.' :'i V \ i' ̂ I21.d:i ; i-iy ' '"'y " / - ' d.
doubt were about h i m « B a r n w e l l  * s answer is an indignant

'.•v:.;.--:: 1 i 1 : ;  :: v : ' 122 . /.I ' -
. ' shout: ■,t}Thlnk jrou. 1 added. saerilege to murder?” in his i
, mind there seems to be some confusion about, the comparative
• weight of crimeSo There is:a similar case in'Morgan's

' ■ ' storyo .- After he.-has broken 1 the neck of a Mr „ Sing on the
stern of his boaty ^  for- something to

- weight the body with: - iv'y : il-i. : ' :
I took some snapper line and made a couple of good" ••

: : big pieces fast to Mr.„ Sing's ankles« Then » „ . I slid
.him over. He slid'over smooth off the,roller. 1 never

i; ■ even leokedoin his -poekets i- 1 fooling
i--".i,;;:;' ''tc;'

Morgan repeated this: peeullar choice in crimes Several . . 
times. In the opening scene of the book he is offered a job 

. to help some revolutionists escape to the .United States, ' .:
i .This job he refusess and his refusal sounds, good for a mo

ment „ Then he explains his reason: "I don’t carry anything

; 121 Lille, op. cit., IT, , Xo '
122 LOO. oit. ■ :

; .. . .. 12.3 Ernest Hemingway, To Have and. Have Hot,. p„ 54„ .
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■ to the States that can talkV" Then he admit;s that he Is 
open to offers to carry those things which can not talk--and : 
therefore could not; betray him,, ^Sacked ■ liquor can ’t talk 0:

■ Demijohns can^ttalk*.There’s other things can’t talk0 ■" Men ■: ■ 125 a : ; ; Va^V.. ■ ' vcan talk*” The objection, here/apparently is based on a 
> 4 ^  not bn the fact that the act const!- . ,

tut es: an infraction. of the social code* a ' . .: ' a
: It is not long after this Incident.that Morgan,does a

■ take a gob to smuggle aliens to the .United States * But this 
time the author seems to attempt to justify.Morgan®s accep- 

a.' tahee. Morgan finds himself in a tight spot financially* .
A man virho chartered his boat for ' fishing has : run off without 
paying Morgan*; In addition, the tourist is responsible for 

' a  losing ana expensive:- piece of ' f ishing tackle * . It is' a sig- a a 
; nifleant fact that the jVob. Morgan, takes is the same type he 
■ ■had refused before* ■ Morgan is how being driven by outside 

.. .a nircumstanees. to take on a very dangerous job* But the ■. ■ .a 
weakness of the case is obvious * Johnson, the tourist , can 

:: ''■: - not be '''■said logically to represent the'whole of society*
This stroke of bad luck would be more in line with coinci- :

■■ ■ denoe, or chances as suggested by Mr* Bishop* Also, the
a: eyent diluetrates again. that strange way of deciding between- %
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crimes* The Cuban revolutionists he had refused earlier 
waited only' a temporary refuge. The. Chinese cop lies he is 
now going to smuggle are going to stay in the:United States, 
injuring by just that much the economic status of the coun- 
try6 Morally, the job he accepts represents a greater crime 
than the one he • refuses'. But it is soon evident that there 
is something even worse than smuggling in, Morgan's mind.* In 

. ̂  ,discnsslng. 'Sing, the man who ihlres. him for the job ,i; ■ iv;
,, Morgan remarks to Frankie, a friend, "Somebody,will kill

' ", ' . . ■ 126 . ■ ; ■ ■ t, . r' ; -..y ;:Mr. S i n g , " t o o . ‘ '
- , There is nothing before this, 1 to 'Indicate'

, why murder and smuggling come, so easy for Morgan„ There is
:'fy..'nOthlngrtpyreyeni ihe'' bltl necessary to commit such v;
. - Grimes..That Mrs ; Singis another .criminal is not reason
I • enough for murder» Morgan reveals'' himself here- as a man •

whb''apparently, iives outside the law .because he wants:to.
.'Mr. Adams, .after reading the story, comes to the same don™
. elusion: "But Morgan, so far as we can discover from the

' .dm"' :'d ■ ; ' 127• : story, has never made an effort to live within the law. ”
joseph Warren Beach disagrees with this criticism that the

v book: lacks justification for what happens ■ to 'Morgan': "Harry
' Morgan̂ : is - a rnotor-boat bootlegger of Key West who has been •

127 Adams, op. clt., p. 107=



.: driven:into criminal life by a rich fisherman and a mean -
123 v:/. ' ^revenue man̂ .̂  - Mr* Beach apparently has found a reason 

sufficiehtly moral for Morgan?s actionso ""And so we find
ourselves up to the neck in moral, problems and implicit

129: ; '' . ; ' ' ■: ■evaluations." ' But the evidence in the book does not s-us-.
tain Mr» ; Beach#s' stand. The incident with the rich fisher- . 
man-,has;already, been #ehtioned here, and the, fact insisted 
on that Johnson is not the whole of society. Even if he 
were, the situation in which Morgan finds himself financi
ally. calls only for some desperate effort to get some money.

: That he could have got without murder. And. certainly the ,• 
colds calculating■ manner in which: Morgan goes about planning'• 
the murder of Mr;o Sing and then; concealing. the body indi
cates that Morgan is no amateur at the game of crime. The 
. "mean revenue man" mentioned by ]#f' Beach must have been '
. the Frederick BarrIson who is responsible for Morgan!s boat ;
;being picked up by the authorities. But it is not a mean 
,; t rt ' ̂ha t Barr i s on, is: gui 11 y of - j' if ■ alIowan ce s c bn be- made . 
for the man’s responsibility' to the- government that, hires 
him. - It may be said, judging from Hemingway’s description 

;.v Of him,, ■ that;, he might have been somewhat Over zealous in dis
charging that .responsibility.: It'Is evident from the scene
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that Harrison had Morgan dead to rights as far as the law
is concerned. The charge of smuggling against Morgan is• ;
certainly not a trumped-up one, From the words of.Willie,
Morgan'sLhelper on this trip, it is obvious that the govern-
ment men on the other boat could see that there was liquor
:aboard Morgan®s boat« He admonishes Morgan, "Bout time you 

V ; :■'/ hi:- 130coyer me up,/ They couldn' t help but see that liquor.
The loss of his boat through this misfortune can hot be said 
to be..the:causeiof Morgan® S .breaking the law Th the'first ■ 
place. This same incident does cost Morgan his arm, A 
wound received in a ruhhing fight with the patrol the night 
'bef ore makes it necessary to amputate - the arm, ■ This :loss ■ 
possibly serves to' heighten Morgan's . desperation ■later , but 
one does not have genuine' pity ‘'f or.-.Morgan over .this; loss , ' v 
It is, the direct .result of his own action in placing himself 
in: the way of danger o.' - g ; :: ■ " ; i " 'z' - ■'

:... The only real attempt to justify Morgan's attitude, 
is made in a conversation he has with Albert, a friend whom 
he wants ::to:;,gQ./on a' ’ job with him,}. Albert is Working on re- . 
 ̂lief'from .the goveâ nment,: a ; j ob that Morgan will not do even. 
;before he loses . his arm. In Morgan's ' words is found, per
hapŝ ' the 'real reason; ;.why he has resorted to rum-running and 
worse to make a living: ■ .

130 Ernest Hemingway, To Have and Have Not, p, 77, :
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: . ,?Look atr me „ I used to make thirty-five dollars a
■ ■ day.right through..the season taking people out fishing.
. Now I get shot and lose an arm, and my boat, running a - 

lousy load of liquor thats s worth hardly as much as my 
: . "boat.; But let me tell you, my kids ain’t going to have

: thelr -"bellies hurt and ■ I ain’t gping to dig sewers for 
the government for, less money than will feed them . . 0 

,1 don’t know who made the laws hut 1 know there ain’t 
; no law that says you got to go hungry. ”131 X.' . ■
.. The picture of Morgan’s mind, begins to clear up, a little

:̂ at Aleast $;vf or the, reader . ■ Thel depression which had struck
• at; the very foundation of society had in large part stopped

- , i , that tourist trade by which he had livedAnd he had turned
XX' to lawless, ways to replace that’ money which he had lost in ' '

... the' 'fishing business'. But the depression, or economic col- /
lapse, had not singled Morg^ to Vent its evil effects

X on. There were millions of other' .people in the Same situa-
. tion; but. those people did not turn v t o  crime to .earn their

■■•XX.X'"XWT3̂ “*'U“;f;©w,' perhaps, to whom it was an occasion rather
: than a cause, The effect of the depression on Morgan can be.

X'h ■ seen in Chapter Eight . of the bo ok. He and ¥i 11 ie have ' '
finished dumping the iiq.U0r and Morgan starts the two en= \

X.V<h:- glues in the boat. .. ..:X. ;i : .• ̂ t X -’X'-' ' ^
Harry pressed the self-starters and started the two

.engines. He’d put a second engine in her when.he went
V'g X: : ''Xback to running liquor when the depression had put X: ', • charter fishing on the bum.132

131 Ibid., p. 96. 
13$ Ibid., pX 8̂ .
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Lat6rŝ̂ W  vpeeuilar attltmde beeomes plain, lA/hen he
is trylng to persuade Albert to help him9 Albert replies: : ' ;V V
; ■ 18Tou know 1 don51 want to get In any' real trouble $ ,

;■■ ■ - Harry." . .■r-.;- ;:;y: ", : : "X
, ;1 : ’̂ Jhatworse trouble you going to get in than you * re

in now?” he said* "What the hell worse trouble is there 
,-tton r t a m n g w

; "I’m not starving * ” I said, " "Vftiat the hell you al- 
. . . ways, talking about starving for?"133 v ;V :1 : . ' y:'■'
Morgan has allowed his emotions to force him into an atti
tude in.whichhe regards the world as being against him®
,Se' has'Oounted up-; in his mind tha series of misf o r t u n e s v 1 
withont realizing' that he himself has been responsible for 
. thê si and has seen them as evidence that he has been singled 
out for a vicious attack, Morgan has allowed the fact that . 
he lias less money build up in his mind' the • f ear of starving jv 
to a point where he is willing to do anything.to stave off
that illusory fear. It is apparent from Hemingway's sym=

I' -' ::"''  ̂ .>1. r''’'. ■'"'/■ i'/v. ■■■.'’ ■■■■. ';.vpathetic treatment:of';'this character .that he too has al-
- lowed the disillusionment and shock of war and the bitter :
effects of the economic crisis to upsets
librium, : Mr, Hemingway also is guilty of rationalization,
: hs1 ’ Me-', Ehzin suggests s he could f ind no key to the puzzle of
life he. saw enacted about him,: •. So he supplies an answer
from his own reasoning, That•,the answer is the -product of

::"r̂ h U 3i S M v ,  - - J r vl:; : r ■■ i 1
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M S  emotion^MS emotion rather than his logic,-the character of Morgan ; 
' testif ieŝ  ■ ■■ TMs . hero5 s . story.might; have been acceptable as . 
  ; a legitimate: tragedy caused by social forces if Hemingway 
had been able.to -imbue'the story with a meaning both sig
nificant and logical „ But' in ...this • effort Hemingway fails.
Mr0 Adams has arrived at the same conclusion

It is quite evident that he Hemingway’ intended his
novel to have social implications? Morgants dying words 
are a bitter ̂ criticism of society, but it is a criticism 
' Which' has ho point because Hemingway failed to, provide 

■ any basis for justifiable sympathy towards Morgan„
: ' LThere 'is no reciprocal obligation between society and
- the individual; Harry Morgan recognizes only society.f s ‘ •: .

obligation toward' him0134 ’ ; _■ ■ /:; 1
' -' - Maioolm,00 the'whole one of the steadfast admirers • ; ;
i'.’-; of Hemingway, has described Morgan as followss /Hi ■ -
•; Yet Harry in one sense is a development out of /

Frederic Henry and Jake Barnes,, If you carry their dis- , 
;» 'i ; trust of soelety to its logical extreme, you finally . r
•, • reach a Man .like Harry Morgan? who lives by instinct, : .,
: 1 ' vd; hunts-alone, f eels ho, loyalty even to his shipmates, and

. the individual which prevent one ;frdm believing, the great

nas no virtues ezcepn serr-aiscrpJLine ana animal fortitude.131 . . ; ; ;  ', . ■
This descriptioh is excellentfor its over-all picture of 
•the.̂ developmohtvQf, HeMhgvmy,.S';-:herpeis;:.'up' to the time' of . 
Harry Morgan, But it is exactly this constant, lifelong pre 
occupation with an obsessloh, the ever-present distrust;, the 
recognition and response only to that.discipline wielded by.

135 Cowley 3 . op, . cito, p, 317
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affirmation of Harry Morgan„ There.is a parallel between 
Morgan5s dying words which place as much blame on society 
as on himself and the last scene of The London Merchant in 
which Barnwell, like Morgan9 admits his guilts but hastens 
to point out Millwood as the real cause of his downfall0 
There is in both a tendency to ^assume" the blame = After 
Milwood has called for an officer and reveals Barnwell, he 
cries:

I’ll not accuse her: y d »
Be warned, ye youths who see my sad despair,
Avoid lewd women, false as they; are fair . . ,

In both stories the fallacy lies in the fact that the audi= 
ence is expected to be moved by the tragedy of the hero who 
is a weakling rather than the victim of society0 In the dis
crepancy- between his facts and his emotion, Hemingway has 
come very close to the type of plot and character used so 
extensively by writers of sentimental comedy and domestic 
tragedy as discussed earlier in this study«

In To Have and Have Not, Hemingway has presented the 
story of a man who has been wronged unjustly by society* 
Therefore, society can be blamed for the tragic end of this 
man* In presenting his story, Hemingway urges his audience 
to feel sympathy and pity for this unfortunate man. But 
Morgan’s story does not warrant genuine sympathy. The

136 Milo, O£o cit., TV, xiii.
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evidence of the book indicates.that most of the things :which
hap;pen to ' him have been caused’ W  bis wilful placing of
himself in their way, Morgan’s death can be attributed al
most directly to a ratienalined process of"thinking during ' 
which he visualizes himself as a victim, never realizing '
; that he is almost solely responsible for his desperate : • 
straits, He is even guilty of seeing this Mspot” he is in , 
as being, a great deal more' critical than it actually is *

: r The evidence of this type of thinking on .Morganfs
i part. is.'to be found in a soliloquy in Chapter Seventeen, He .
has just accepted a danger'ous job to help some revolution
aries escape, and h@ has borrowed his friendes boat without 
telling him how. dangerous the job:Is. ,He also suspects that: 
the Oubans are planning to, rob the bank close to the docks 
on their way out Of the country. Morgan is in an uhoertain 

. state of mind over what: he should do:
'''pl̂ v̂ shH'inî il̂ hei.ithotightV̂ cif̂ 'tailing-it: to Freddy - 

- that, he realized how bad it was y » „ • I could stay 
. - r ''herev and have 'a. f e# d r ^  and '1'' r' : ; ;

wouldn’t be in' ,lt> ; > . •> But what the hell would they :
eat on? , Where;’ S, the money coming from' to keep Marie and :

■ . the girls?;"li;ye' got no boat, no cash, I’ve got no edUr 3;
cationo What can a one-armed man work at? All I’ve1 got 
is my: ’’eo jonest to peddle0i37. . '  ̂ ■' •

Up to thls:;:pb:iht'V'^rgaB^:ban see' only his desperate need of.
money as :a .reason to ' should take the- job. He is , now, ■■

, 3-37 Ernest Hemihgway, To Have and Have Not, p0 1470
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in hla pHti mini, 'incapable of panning, a living - for .iris family: - 
in any. of he r way« ... Apparently he ha s re j eeted the poss ibili- 
ties'of a one-armed man?s earning a- living without even'' ;V, 
"bothering to, check on them0 Also, he has already shifted; the 
blame for the loss; of his arm ani the boat from himself« : - Se.. 
can •not" ie.arn a less on;*. ̂ • He ■ eliminate s everything, that he ‘ •; 
might have in the way of talent imtil he has only his cour- ,, 
.age left'* . This :proces:svli an■ /interesting one because,: when ■ ' : 
the process is complete, the hero stands as all other Hem»
;ingway heroes have stood, armed only with a stark, naked cour-; 
;age0: • If" courage is all he has left „ then, Morgan seems to ; ̂ 
:reason, he must accept a job which calls for that courage« 
,;$his'.point, highlight s.' ah; interesting; ;f act about • Hemingway *3 
type-of courage. Always it must be the violent,.virileand , 
ehtirely phys ical kirid oi.: There is ' no room in Hemingway * s 
world for the type of humble, courage that for just a moment 
Albert, perhaps, showsy Albert is on relief, a Condition 
Which- he does not like, but apparently he is going ahead ■'
•with a .slow,.blind acceptance of his fate, trying to work 
his; way; out y. ;M a moment displayed any l
humility or a kind of.spiritual courage'in the face of adver- 
; sity, his story might:, have been more ■ heart -warming- and real „::; 
But he doesn't. He continues with his thinking: ; . ;
: ' I could sell the house and we could rent until I got

. .. . some kind of work o What kind of work? Ho kind of work,
, y.: :,1 ;.eould:. go d<mte;hO:::;ths bank to tell of. the. robbery, and .
;; '. what'"' would h geti;: > Thanks •, Sure . Thanks« One bunch ; .
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, of Cuban goverimeht. : cost me ray arm shooting at
me with a load when' they ■ had no need to and another buhcti-V

. • of.UoSo ones took my boat » „ » . The hell with it, tie
/_ thought, I got no choice in it.13° ;

It will be nemeBibened,:ttiat ■ ttie loss of the arm came from a 
: wouhd suffered in a battle with the coastal patrol when Mor- 

. v.'gan had been surprised running contraband liquor „" It might v
be said that the patrol had no "need^ to shoot, but certainly 

: : 'it had a'right to do so as Morgan was breaking the law. The 
/ loss of the boat came :through a similar situation,, ■ But the n 

fact that Morgan oyerlodfcs-'these factors in his thinking 
1 . gives emphasis to Mro Adams1 statement that Morgan recog

nizes only, soeietyi s • otligntion 'to ’ him0't In his decision.' t V .;
: against; reporting the planned robbery of the bank,, ..Morgan , 

.•■ stiedS tils social responsibilities as easily as IrederiC Henry 
did his by simply diving into the muddy river in Italy! But ' 
these thoughts do not enter,Morgan’s mind as he continues: :•

He' wanted to tell Hr eddy so there would be somebody ;
. . knew::wtiat he was doing. Hut he Gouldti't tell him because 

V  Freddy wouldn’t stand f1 or it ’ using his boat' for the' ■
job o He was making. good moneŷ  now = Freddy wasn’t 

; in a jam « . e .I have to do it alone, he. thought, with o;
: : that poor bloody - Alberto Christ, he 'looked hungrier; than

ever down at the dock. There were Conotis that would ; starve to death before they8d steal all rightsi39
This is the manner of Morgane s reasoning by which he decides
to do the job,, ttie job which eventually costs/him his life „

Ibido ,: p, ;ihS0 
loo« cit. ;



The defects in the argument are obviouso It is indicative. '
of pemngway9s emotionalised concept of life and his evident.
sympathy for Morgan that he is also:blind to these defeets>v

;; ..Through these weaknesses - Harry Morgan9 s s t or y de sc ends
to a level' where it it a simple matter of rationalization—  :
ah explanation of his predicament in terms of what he wanted
to think rather than what he should have felt from the facts
Involved<,: This ■criticism is given weight when Morgan „ '
wounded to the point of death. Cries out.:

I 'guebs we would all have gotten along«; •' I: guess- it ; 
was nuts all right, 1 guess I bit off too much more ', ' 
than I could chew, I shouldn’t have tried iteI40 .

Morgan has now stobped to second-guessing himself 0:
There remains a comparison of Morgan and his friend,

.Freddy 1 At one time . they, had been partners = ■; Yet 'Freddy" has;;.
been able to find other work and to make money. He’ has had
the' saflie‘ fear, of . starving that':'iE)rgan has had , but he does
not turn his: back on society. ; Morgan has done; so. He 'has . .
ignored what others have been able to do. And the knowledge
one'has of that :indifferenee to early "lessons causes one to
doubtto a serious .extent«, that- he has learned; the lesson
heis supposed to have learned when death strikes him, -

; .'- Hemingway has presented the story of a man,who has '
been forced by circumstances to live.a violent life alone.
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This man is driven in the end to his death. As he dies, 
he is ih the vaet' of renounoing his soiltary way; of life 0 ;'::
Hemingway has: presented a ,,typen ’ eharaater, one common to the 
early seiitimentalistSo He has urged pity and sympathetic 
understanding for this, character as he reacts "tragically" 
to situations for which he himself was, in the final anal
ysis, solely responsihleo .

■ For Ihom the Bell Tolls , • Hemingway:? s last published 
noyel, ..brought on such, a tremendously varied reaction among 
the critics that one is left in.something'of a bewildered 
maze in the attempt to evaluate the book in terms of 'its

To Have and Have Notfrepresents; what most critics '' ■
agree is. the turning, point 'in: Hemingway' s, personal attitude 
toward, society in parti oular and. life in general,. The failure 
of. 'Harry Morgan t b. win'%isf :vlotory single -handed' marks ' the '■ f 
end' of Hemingway6 s philosophy of isolation,.; The . novel of Ti 
the Spanish war , then, can be expected to express this new ; 
attitude,' Most critics have f agreed that the book, in , gen» -T..' '' 
eral theme, and purpose, does do this. Mr, - G-eismar has writ-

■ It fepresents neveftheles s"a trahsitipnal step. beyond 
that of "To Have and Have. Not" and the embryonic "Fifth 
Column," And this third step on the path of .



I' ' ■ Hemingway9s. return to humanity expresses the posslMli” ' •;:v '
ties inherent in HemingwayAU , v- 1  ̂ ...."V;';" ;

, ;in. .aeeord fyî hv:|8r0 ̂ eisBiFr .Is.- Joseph. Beaeh? ’ ' 18In his novel .
■ of the Spanish war , the transcendental values of courage- and '

■ v ■ : ..: ,, :> ■ ■ t : : : , ■ . 142. :'' of love are presented more at length and 'more e x p l i c i t l y .
.. BalcOlia- Cowley9 witing the introduction to a selection; frdm: ;
; . :-tthe '•hQ6ks." Ms: s a i d ; :  i

Rohert; Jordan [[the; hero of hhe novejj is involved in , :
■ / t m a n k i n d - H e  is the f irst of Hemingway8 s 'herdes .with. a. ' . ..

: social purpose, 88a feeling .cOhsecration to a duty toward
all the oppressea of_ the. worl#."H3 /

' -. Mr6■Kazin has reaehehttheifollowihg. eonclusion as to the de-
velopment of HeMingwhyi■ tEemiugway had ,apparently .gained a .. ; t
hew respect for humanity in Spain,' an appreciation of the . c , •

: -C . p: ■ , 144. . '
; collectivity that -hihds--aliitiiehvt p Ray West, : Jr'e '
,:compares,'the;eituetiontin For Ihcm. the Bell Foils to- that' in .; ip:' '
.A Farewell to Arms „ Jordan is ih much the same situation '

. : -i that•' Frederie ■ Henry found himself in Italye But the reac- ri'-.
. ; tions of the two men are in opposite directions. Mr. West
■ finds the reason for. this to be a fundamental change In : . ' : ,.

, v;; philosophy : i-'; ' 'p- ' ,
P • If the situation is identical, but, the resultant. ■ ■ ,

; :.:'::;1,.P " action dissimilar, .then, -there -.'must: have been some p v r

141 Geismar, op* cit„, p0 820 . • '
. ; ^  Beaeh, og. clt., p. 38 V  : - - V :-,V .-.

; \ P ; :; i'ip: p p



fundament. ptii 1 o s ophi e al. ciiang e • t aking plaee in the 
' minds of the ehataoters of the two novelSal̂ f)

Yet in the minds of some of these same critics there
were '...certain def inite weaknesses in the novel which all but ;
,destroyed, its value Mr-*' Eazin has found that because of some
' of;t hes e if laws j,:;; he ■ was. f breed to view the book as a failure: •

f or Whom the;Bell‘ Tolls Is thus an unsatisfactory 
.novel j' .« 0 V”bec*ause rFTs' a strained and• involuntary 
applica.tion' of his essentially anarchial individualisti, 
his brilliant.half“Vision of lifes to: a new world of • 

i struggle too big for Hemingway ’ s. sense of scale: and
one.that can make that halfIvisibn seem significantiy ! 
sentimental o.lw ' :

Mr,- Prohock is impressed with the fact that the author 5s
last book is 15short of his best workeft Hr0 Taughn$ writ- :
ing in Phe Commonweal, agrees with Pr oho ok when he write si,

. ■ ■■■■:. ■ . -: -• - . -' , ' ■ . ■•.■ ■ ■■ ■ It8; ̂ Itils infinitelyinferior to Hemingway's prior workc,?
At this'points then, it becomes evident that the 

point of intersst for this study lies not in what Hemingway - I; 
wants to ;do, but in what he actually does do with his material 
That he wanted to write a novel confirming his return to so
ciety can be ac.eeptedo That he failed to write a convincing 
story can be attributed directly to his sentimentalism^

145 Ray. WestJr = p. "Brnest::Eemingway-: Death in the 
; "Evening s ” The Ant ipch Re view,, IP (1944} ? 576« ■ it
■ 146 fazin, opa cit6, ,p0 339V

147, Frohock, op0 cit., p, 189.
.; : 146 . Vaughn, ’for VJhom the ; Bell Tolls, t.'-The Com*

momeal, A (DecBmber: 13;» :.'194G), 210* ■ \



: This contention'that the book is a failure can: be justified.
. by an examination of the jmaterial of the bookc

•'v - Tor dan' ■iiab''î;":3p:̂inV'l̂ b@3Q.:''th6 ireypiu.’bi'on ''.'breakŝ
oxrfc«, His natural convictions cause him to side with the
iioyaiist f orces in the struggle 0 '' ' ' ' ■ • : ’ ^
bt/; .  .He fought now in this war because it had started in 
: : v a country that heloved'and he believed in the Republic'

• and that if it were destroyed life would be unbearable 
for all those bedpie who beiieved in it 0,̂ 49

It is in this same- conviction that Jordan is the exact op
posite: of , dll prevloW-• Hemngway protagonists, . rHe : is ithe; ; 
''human" Hemingway showing through, Jordan' is sent behind the 
enemy lines with a vefyvdangerous mission to perform^ the ;■' 
destruction of a bridge. The ,success of a big loyalist, drive, 
depends on the success of this missions which must be ear* ' 
ried ott at a given hour, Robert Jordan is forced to work./
. outhis pr oblem agains t a ba ckgrdund: of a s.,sort ed pe ople who 
contribute greatly to the chaos and inefficiency of the.en
tire war., t He db: beset, with ■ misgivings from time to time,,but 
all in all he moves steadily forward to the end where he pays 
!the supreme price for his belief in thevRepublic, His' sacri
fice is;given greater.emphasis by the fact that his danger 
is constantly increased; by the stupidity and ineff iciency of 
his own people. His ,idealism.is strengthened by the. discov
ery that dove,; in the person of Maria, could be much; richer

, :; :y • .'. % i b W  Bell Tolls:, p, I63,



' and spiritually warmer than he. had ever thought„ Although 
hhla' bund. lo?e. hervas:; :to; h#g%eA' ' hit, Imat e sens e of
loss..It also serves to emphasize the hold his belief now had 

■ oh: his mind. A’ personal loss; ^0' -sAtteh: how great s was v - 
worth while if it gave help to others. "You can do nothing 

'/Ybr yourself but perhaps you can do something for anotheron/
" - T/fhen' Jordan voices thishthought ̂ he is wounded and, faces
: certain debth. He has refused to escape with the others be-
. .eausê:̂ ^̂'w have been a hindrance to their.
escape, .This attitude is quite unlike anything else in Hem- 

. b'ihgwaY’s hndxf or: a moment it turns Jordan ' s struggle into ;
what ITo Beaoh has called nthe agelong struggle of humanity

: • : : .. 1511', ' ,■ :: If--. - '-./I % , : -
' . against inhumanity,» ' , f - f  ■''V' f  i - - -hf;1 - y
f ■ ' ; The. weakness of the book. lies in the fact that Hein-.

f : ingway; has Contrived a plot which forces his character y. .
-- through a series- of events which, ,regardless of complexity,
lead him to a preconceived end, f This .device, would not In

■' itself condemn the book, for 9.n artist has. the right to ex-', .
amine the course of.life lived by his character according to
the artist individual viewpoint . But falsity enters into :.
the. picture when the events do hot have a logical correla- •
tion to their purported meanings f or when the mot ivating



forces■which direct the characters•are not acceptable on the 
• plane of realityo ;This/tinkerlng with the plot to gain; the 
desired emotional reaotion was, it: will be remembered, a 
farOritelplan .aiiong:-thevsentimentalists^ Hemingway' was. faced 
with the necessity/of haying;his protagonist move through 
. the' war 'and3 despite - all temptations., remain true, to his . 
Idealtof the EepubliC o,' then in .For- Mtom the :, f ■
Bell'Tolls is hot so much the conflict between warring ide~ 
ologies :of societies or hatibns as it is the personal con- ' 
f iict ̂ which W  between his idealism on . one '.
hand and; his misgiyings about the value of personal sacri= . 
,1 î e:.en1'the;::otter>;:: ' - y - f  \:.V;'t/y 

... Iordan antsrs the war •stripped of all except his ’ - '. 
burning belief in the Republic. His experience with the 
people.:'onhis side him •realize : that there : is as •much ::
chaos and evil among-them as there is among the.enemy. This 
knowledge adds to his misgivings. This chaos is handled by 
Hemingway in such a; way' that by the time Jo r dan me ets : filar la h 
the suspense is almost to the. breaking point. Maria, repre
senting the highest point on the scale of warm, rich, spir
itual love, adds to the•:mounting total of the sacrifice that 
Jordan would have-to make if,he remains true to: the Republic. 
: He' nOW;. possesses' .a great personal love;, something which he 
-hadyheretofore: believed m  But;,: • in' the St ory>
“Jordan moves;on to the final great sacrifice, loyal to his



■belief to • the. very end0 The only difference between Jordan 
ht the beginning' of the story and at the end is that with the' ; 
knowledge of the, corruption on his own side and the advent 
of Maria9 he is giving.up more than just his life— and for 
a, oause whioh has not' / proved- that. his complete loyalty to
it is.'justifiede ■: • ; : "

It is a beautiful theme, and bhe worthy of a major 
writero It would have been moving; had',W 6 Hemingway been 
able to- make it convincing■ But In his attempt to /portray / 
the struggle of 'Robert Jordan, Hemingway permitted, his own 
personality to influence the events of ythe, book^ - Concern
ing this interference^ has.written; • "The fact
of the- -matter , seems to be that over the years - Hemingway o 
-T o has given way to the romantic need for confession." '
, According to Mr, Frohock, this-has-: been: a. serious defect in ,
- 'Hemingway1 s- work for some time: "Hemingway* s personality,

\ ,-:y ' t /h ■' ■ V'-, ' ■"•■■'.■.h 153his has I c exhibit ioni sin} f oils his'; intent as artist 0 H
Mr e Hr oho ok is convinced of this; intrusion- of the author in ;■
• his work when he'views with alarm the amount of "extraneous
material" found in Hemingway8s work since The Sun Also Risesv.
The . critic cites, sex as an outstanding example of. -emphasis ' ,
on material alien to the needs of the books; "By the time we

152 - ' ' i , :: f : '' ’ : ■ . ' ; '-; - -.; - - Hrohoc ky - eity y Po 193» . - - ■- " ' y y -y-;;.-::.



get to To Have and. Have Hot, however, the bed passages come 
in; beeaiise the author want s them rather than from any neces**

, :sit:ŷ ;ch“' his art0 - - Mr, Frohock concludes that For iJhom ,
the Bell Tolls does not give any relief from this interfere • 
en.ce. by:Hemingway :with his . material„ "Here again, Heming=- 
TOy^s hehsonai interests intrude upon the story.* : : ■
Mro Kazin also has arrived at the conclusion that Robert 
'lordaii isfthe)proiectidn>;df ■ Heitiihĝ y*si own personality: ■ . .
■ :' ;4hd- the . great . things in it . Bor Whom; the
■ like. the battle scenes or the pTTTage of the fascist 
town; flow with a •.carefully contrived viblence and bru~

■ ; . ;.taiity from;him.; But the Spanish, war is essentially ; •
:■ •/fonlŷ :Rpbert;;lordah;?;:s:: educatiohkl6;,; ;6' T h e  Hemihgway ■

"1" is still the cehter of ekiatehce,. as only he could 
; alternate-:between■ the . war and Marla'.in the sleeping bag
■ - so easily.;15;S ; v-; ' • -■ : -
. It is this self “Centered world..that. Hemingway has constantly
maintained which has developed in him that concept of life
;.-whleh;lt:i; ■ Kazin has called "his 'brilliant half-vision „".; "'-"'I
- Mr-, Gelsmar has written: . ;; ; ,• '• :

' . I The. ;n0Vel attempts to be a constructive statement of . ■ 
•. human' life.. Yet Hemingway8s underlying sense of destruc. 

tion often contradicts this 0 > « 1. As the story pro™ 
gressesj in fact, the older Hemingway accents of fu
tility eeem, to increase « » Hemingway, is thus „ 
apparently caught ;between his-'p̂  f#ure: pur
poses. Intellectually, his affirmation of man and his 
life have become clear, but. his emotions have not

;155 Frohockg op>;:Oit..:,; .Po, 193»: ,
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1 altogether aooepted the mini's dictate0 : .
.■ Mro.-Tahghh/.le: more . caustic in. his comment on this needless

- influence of Hemingway on his material» Hemingway^ Mr6 Vaughn
'saysV. has, introduced so many independent episodes into, the 

: • book that attention is: constantly; drawn away from Jordan, so •
much so that one can not become'familiar with that world in 

 ̂W  lives, fti3o long as one feels alien to that
imagihary country of Hemingway, so long must one view Jordan 

: , as a., kind . of .vGharlie , McCarthy The book does bear evi™ v
■ dence that this, criticism'is justified„ , Hemingway began
i; with a/preconceived idea of what would happen to Jordan, ar=- ::

; ranged;his material sO that what would happen to him wduld ;
serve, to heighten the suspense and the sense of conflict, 

in': .and "f orced" the story to - its obvious end. He does this x ; ; /
without regard, at times, for. the logic of' the facts in- .

' • volvedi The major need of the story is: sympathy which will
; i . ■ ‘:jmke■ the rea himself ; with Robert Jordan and make •

the whole si or y oonyinc ing 0. ' That his arrangement of material .
' to provide this sympathy.and pity often lacks the correla-

■ f;; tion'of' fact to;feellhg is an 'Indication of his sentimental- 4

;:4 h y;:;
. ■ , For example, ' Jordan suspects -from the very first that

 ̂157 G e i s m a r .
1 ̂ ̂ Vaughn, op0 ■ cit =', pQ 1̂0,e*=̂FS”
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'hie' f i s  4'eath* This deaih will result directly from the 
greed and inefficiency of: the people on his side, ■:listening';; 
to General Golz give Jordan his ;instructions concerning the 
bridge, the reader knows that’ rs ■ a.' 1000to»1; ehahce that . ‘ ; 
Jordan is taking. The reader .knows-;ItGeneral Golz. knows 
it, and certainly Robert Jordan knows ■it, It is this fore- . 
casting of ' the inevitable ■ end of thestory which ' weakens, the ' ' 
ending and puts the entire cphflict:in an unconvincing' light „
: At the ' beginning, General Golz outlines the plan: . ;1 '
':. -' ,1 ̂Merely to biow :tdeghrldge';is, a failure =n ■ ■: h; 1;'?'

- "%ee, Gomrade Generali15 ' /.'. l - - ;h'
. ■ .nTo blow .the bridge at a stated-hour based , on the time

■ set for the attack is how it should: be done, You see . . ’
that naturally,. That is your right: and how it should be : G; 'ndonei1'!̂ '.! ; 'VV'h':; ' ; ■ r ,- ./' Vl ,;: / '

, Thus; -Golz: prepares, -the way for the ,5plattt ̂in;- the; plot of
Jordan5s story which will later prove to be. the contributing: V
f act or 'in-t death : of; , Generai Golz ' continues,:' ’
, \"You understand that is ..your right and how -It should

, That is how 1 should do It,':lThat/..iŝ ^̂ ''̂  what we cannot have," ' ■ • ;
' : -" , Gomrade. General?55 : "

, u i . "WhyY’5:: Golz .said,; angrily, f VHo# many attacks have
:: you .seen .andg.yon .'/aŝ :,ls to- guarantee that.
. My orders are not changed? -What is to .'guarant ee that •

the attack is not annulled? What is to guarantee that 
the attack '.is not postponed? What is to guarantee that 
it starts within six hours of when it should, start?

^^. Urnest Hemingway, For. 'Whom the Bell Tolls, pp.
•.■,4“5* ■ ' :' .. .t ': ' V y ,, ' %
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, . :■ ■ . 160 ' ■Has any attaok . ever, been as it should?n
■ Bb the reader.knows beforehand that Iordan has absolutely no 
_ guarantee thnt; h%,'ba.n poss ibly ' esoape ,from thi s dangerous:
.. mission with his Ilfe@ The plot of for Whom the Bell Tolls -
■V'; then breaks down into simply a ”pat situat ion e ” ' Oohcerning
: this matter, of plot „ ISf» Prohock has written: • . •

•  ̂Like Hemingway$s other novels, this story IlPor 'Whom :".;v 
the Bell Tolls)! grows out of an initial situation rather 

:. tHan out of' the: c'enf 1 ictl of characters^ Jordan has to%' ; ' 
: die from the .start, bedause the' stupid inefficiency.and 
political maundering of the' people' on his side have to 

. kill him:; 6::,. e;'thevlrreparable lack of cohesion, the 
. Insubordinate and loose-1ongued individualism, and the 
' treachery of ■comrades in arms must throttle the offen- ;

: ■..: ' sive as' surely as- Jordan must blow the bridge:, ; And. .if ' 
the offensive; fails, Jordan will die „ 161 ;

■ ,The 'attifudetof:'defeatism and.sadness '-of Pablo, the leader
of the group with which Jordan must work, serves to high
light the knowledge Jordan has'; concerning the people with 

; whom he fights> . a':; . .. - ' ■ f
PI Will take it (CJordan? s pack| Pablo told him, 

and in; his .sullenness there' was a sadness that was dis-
aa : turbing to Robert J o r d a n o l 6 2  '' ■; : - i-

. Later, reflecting on his impression of Pablo, Jordan con- 
eludes"That sadness is bad. That ’s the sadness they get 
before they;auif■;or before they betray» . That . is the sadness 
that.Gomes beforethe sell-out," , So Pablo, even before

160 Ibid., p. 54
161 prohock, op. clt0, p0 190, ■ :
162 gjpnest Hemingway, Por khom the Bell Tolls, ,pe 12.
163 xo.c o: d t  o,,
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he is seen as an individual, becomes a symbol of that same 
internal struggle among the people for whom Jordan is fight
ing, the struggle which eventually will cost him his life. • 

Hemingway uses several instances in which the action 
serves to keep the reader constantly aware of this incapacity 
for concerted action.on the part of the Loyalists, His be
lief that this element was necessary to the total effect of 
Jordan’s struggles against odds leads him at times to con
trive situations which are not in themselves convincing, 
even on the plane of action, to say nothing of logic. Such 
a situation is the one in which the runner, Andres, is sent 
back by Jordan through the lines with a message to G-olz,
The message is important, since it contains information 
which would influence'G-olz to call off the offensive if it 
reaches him in time. If.the drive had been called off and "

O '
Andres had returned to. the others with this knowledge, then 
perhaps Jordan could have postponed the blowing up of the 
bridge. By this time in the story the destruction of the 
bridge has become synonymous with Jordan’s death. Thus if 
the destruction of the bridge is delayed, so will Jordan’s 
death be delayed. But Jordan’s death has been certain from 
the start. He has to die, not only because the circum
stances seem to warrant it, but because his death seems to 
be, in Hemingway’s mind, a necessary factor .in making the 
story of Jordan convincing. Unfortunately, the evidence ap
pears to indicate that Hemingway needed more convincing



than anyone else c
The importance pf;'iuheir&s$ ̂ attempt to:; reach1 G-plz is 

: inhihateh:;hy-'the'-'Thct'# story of his trip through the ;
enemy lines and on to h!olz5 in alternate,
dhapters - with the,: story of Jordan’s./preparations f or the 
•.hlomng -tP: ;pfr the, hhidge-«, ■' :,:To-: i|emin^waye s credit , it must be 
.said :that his description of the confusion and turmoil which 
was supposed to be so typical of the ,Loyalist army is rather 
good/writing..; / But his tale of. the obstacles which .todres ■ ■ 3:/ 
encounters in his effort to reach G-olz has the effect of the 
typical: Western/-Story/or vmdeap'/adventure story common to ,' 
the so-called 'ifpulp” magazines« / lust when Andres has ap
parently dveredme -the dangerous suspicion of the front-line 
men. and officers, and/Is being safely conducted by an officer 
personally, at just the right moment up drives'the one 
officer ; in the:/wholearmywith: a■: crazed attitude towafd all 
things, Including the; cause for which.he. f ights. Marty, the 
officer in .question:, - is famous for his insane killing of all 
/susplclous■ peopleV ;■ ,SitMut a moment *s. hesitation he orders' / 
the/two men, Andres and his escort, held for questioning.
He places the papers ‘TffhichtAndres carries'and which are in 
perfect order in his pocket without deigning to examine' .//:. 
them. One question and one answer are sufficient.for/Marty*s
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. ;f,A.dlspatcli for General G-olz to be delivered at M s  . 
headquarters-, Comrade Marty«" ,

"Where is it from, Comrade?".' ' '
"From behind- the fascist lines," Gromez said, ■

' ' Andre Marty eztended' his hand for the dispatch and.
the- other papers„ He glanced at them and put them in .

' his pocket. , ^

■ ' "Arrest them both, *t he 'said . v’ =
'Although j^ndres'and Gomez finally escape from, Marty through 
the dhtervent ion':;Qf;...Eafhb̂  ;;a reporter, they - reach. Golz with . 
the message too late to stop the attack. The planes are in 
thê :aet oft:aking': o f W  afrivet After all this build
up of the blind stupidity that, has from the outset made tor- :' 
dan’d death' inevitable,Hemihgway then inserts the following 
statement: /vd'-' . . 4 ■ ■ :

It is dbubtful if the outcome of Andres.? mission 
would . have been, any dif f erent if, he and Gomez had been 

•• al 1 owed to proceed without Andre Marty’s hindrance016.5 .:
This statbment and its. place in the story raise a question
in the reader’s mind when it is realized that Andres was re-.
leased through the.efforts of,a Russian journalist, and not
a hoyaiist :off icar.. a. The question here is how-has the re- • ,
;sistahce been able to, last :this long if Marty is to . ■
be considered an .example' of:the usual stupidity of the army,

:̂ 5:i-bid,:,''Pc;;:423^
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To make his story valid3 Hemingway must raise M s .obstacles. 
to Andres ’ efforts to teâ oh G-olz but of ordinary routine ,
situations in the army red tape. If Martyfs actions can not. 
"be considered usual s then Hemingway has "forced" an unusual 
/ situation to; gain sympathy: for Robert Jordanf s plight by. 
increasing the suspense, of the moment through use of an ar
tificial 'device^-an exaggerated use of coincidence,

Appare:ntlyvHemingway thought-that: this kind. of build
up , emphasizing the stupidity of the Loyalistsj was a neces
sary factor in order to illuminate the strength and courage 
of Jordan in adhering to his conyiction that he will have to 
carry out his orders in spite of the fact, that conditions 
make it almost certain he will .die^; ' V ■.

_ There, won't be any calling. off« Because the way you . 
...y have just been supposing there for a minute ^Jordan has 1 

imagined the attack, . in spite Of the • odds, as being • sue- .. 
eessfulj is how the possibilities' of that attack look to 

d'r those who have ordered it . Yes.,. you will have to blow 
;: - the - bridge, he: .knew tnuly«, %atever happens to Andres •

doesn 't matter . 1°° ' ; h-.: . "
; t: • : The tragedy of Jordan lies in the reader' s', knowledge . 
that; .Jordan must; ahead - with, his:- orders, knowing that he ■ 
must die in the end. ; The emotional appeal lies in the fact 
that the:: death: will. be'̂ the result o f  cirCumstances beyond ' 
the heroes' controls of his blind obedience to an authority 
that he can:not completeiy trust. This is, to a certain ex
tent , what the':Greek: dramatists attempted in tragedy: man '

166 itido, pi 340.
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1 trying- lo . aYoll the doom which he and the audience knew , 
awaltel him; h6th.are aware of the futility of his struggle$

1 ̂  v :andVyet.: A f ight :t6 th^: very' end o tTordan hashis v • , ■ -
choice of going ahead with the plans or awaiting word and 
holding off his fate for a while,. But it is apparent from y 

■: the '"beginning what Jordan* s ehoicO will... he; . s o the s ituat ion -1 
V becomes one in which Jordan— and; 'Hemingway—-is only pretend" 

■yy y'''l'ng,;t.o:n.tiodseyhis;,abwse.:nf ■ a d t i o t i e ' ' ■ .
;.. ,A:.study;:vqf all that has gone before in building up 

: ' the general, atmosphere,: of 'the book would Indicate that most ■ 
of Jordanis musings over his course of action at .the final 

- ■ ' v: momentare interpolations chosen for’ the sake of. nmphasltihg. • 
: the . suspense of. the story at this point» : Also, at the same .

time; the .relationship between i&ria and Jordan IS brought 
, y eonstamtly tohthe: read

same purpose,. In sharp contrast.to the heedless.suspicions 
. that - were impeding;Andres, the sickening knowledge that 
' ,;, hews of the coming attack has trickled through to the enemy 

and that they are moving, troops in .force across the bridges ' - 
and the heartrending., knowledge of Habib8s' treachery in 

t ,:;,stealing;the detonators is ,I'/iaria.?s love&.. Ifcile all these 
. , other factors are increasing the;danger of his mission,

Maria is increasing his awareness :of a great personal loss '' ' 
■; ,1.: if.;he:;is .killed, ah the . ̂  position;Of these., ihci-b ';
, ' dents, appearing in alternate chapters just:prior to the



actual destruction of the bridge,■indicates"that Hemingway 
.considered them important and necessary elements to the mood 
and suspense of the hook:. Under the impact Of all this, • 
would -Iordan resort to the primitiye daw;of -seif^preseryatlon; 
and 'salvage what he could for himself?. The use of such a 
deyice isl without question, legitimate But it is neces- ' 
sary that .the hero's.choice should be made.on the basis of 
charactef) and not for the sake Of the plot. By giving the 
mood of the. story in the beginning , Beming^my would. seem to r' ■ 
haye destroyed any possibility.of irordanfs making a decision 
on the basis of conflict within.the story, especially such- 
a decision: as ore which .would cost :him. his life. In arrange 
ing his material to'-make a definite appeal emotionally for 
his. hero - eaught- ih;; suet ahtraphandyto: increase: that emot ion,-' . 
and sustain it by.virtue■of suspense through methods not 
: heoessarlly' yalid, Hemingway has again demonstrated’ the same 
type of plot building used by the sentimentalists,, . -

Another question arises which concerns the sincerity 
of Sordanys purpose and his determination to face certain: '
.death. It is safe,to say that.lordan is5 among other things, 
a symbol of courage. Hemingway has for a long time been 00=
■ cupled,with, the.subiect-;of - deathl :and: courage is one ’ of his•. 
answers to the question of death^-oourage to meet ft. gamely . 
and.br illiantly .' To be a man in Hemingway' s 'worldy ■ One has ;;
■ to. prove: his eenrage... Oddly enough,. there is this question :



of courage which seems to ,play over Jordan's mind. He .is '■ . ' ’ ■
: : : swajed always hy two memoriesy bravery of'- his grand-' ; '; ■ , '/
j 1 father and of the "cpwardly. suicide 'of his . fatherj Of course, :: :
V there is no criticism to be offered against a man's proving 

y.:: ' . his bourâ e-, of ovided' the circumstances warrant it. But one
p. : : 'wonders how;'.;this, factor, which,.always, appears:- when:•Jordan -
. ' is faced with the consequences of his mission,, can serve the
■; . .̂ general purpose Of the book, : : -; ■ "' I '

a' few words . Jordan gives his attitude toward his .
■1̂; l;';.father'i. I. ' ' ' : . ; y ’-; ' V '  ̂ - ' . ,

I'll never- forget how sick it .made me feel the first ;
time I knew he was a cobarde. Go on, say. it in English0- ■

: .1;'- \ i/}:: Oowafd ,.». i - Be';-was ' just. a,;',coward•: and:■:that was: the. : •- .-.y
, I: ̂  hny man could haveodo7: : •'•• ;:

- Harller, Jordan has indicated:,.the:; attitude he and his grand-
. father had toward his" father: ' ' ? :

Then, as he thought^ he-realized that if there was' ' , 1'::-
any such thing as ever meeting, both he,and; his. grand-- - , ; .

• father would .be acutely embarrassed by the presence of
. ■ his father e168 . / - f-;' i :: t : : ' - ' : /

:■ It is obvious from ihisv:thatr Jordah has, at :least./otie per- Vttiti
sonal reason for taking sides in the Spanish war'* Later, . ' ' '

; when.'-iablb- has stolen his fuses ' and detonator, and destroyed .
, :;;.vthsm? , Jor realizes that his task has been made doubly a .
' dangerousi ' But- e-van this does not deter him from his

^  :: ■ -  ̂ i"::'
168 Ibid6, ps 338. '



decisions VTonW&'' got to. you know you've got to blow it if 
you have to stand there and--cUt: that stuff, too*" AS he 
sorts out ithe;.grenades, all he has left to blow the: bridge.. 
.with now, the impossibility of the job comes home to him :

'; , We were as sunk when they attacked Sardo as Sardo was 
when the snow stopped c' It is that you can't accept it „ 
You have to go on and make a plan that, you -know is im-
:a saltle t0 r ,: :: V . ; . :

Sardo is the leader of a small - group of men on whom Jordan 
haa depended;:f or;;help> a;,In::. spite ;of; this, asserted pessimism ' 
and reopgnized futility, jordan- cqntinues .his plans’. • This 
■matter: of his father's cowardice and his grandfather' s ■: .1
bravery and Jordan's own strange determination to face this 
certain death does not suggest anything extraordinary until 
iqneyreflect lies wounded, Waiting f or
the 'Pnemyf jatrpl^ te appears'^I'd . like , to tell grandfather-.:
about this one;.. ' I'll "bet he never had to go over and find

/Ydr't.d ’ : : 1 7 1 .  in ,his peppie.;:and; do a dhow like this." ;Uten this moment of
.boasting . is; acceptable. / - But1 his: mood ; changes rapidly: ; "Oh,
let them: come, he:said. I don't want to do that business my
: • 172 • " V, :;!,'../. .V ■ . ■' '■ ■ ,
; fathpr :didvt . .he-is^against taking his own life, but ash ;
Vthe pain Inereaseshe is fearful lest he lose his control.



•The■pain had■started suddenly -with the swelling after 
' •; ihe ̂ ha^
■; ; « listen.-if' I do that now you wouldnit misunderstand,
' would you?1^  V ,1 , • 'vr

V’ /'l;; This battle between: Jordan * s desire bo kill himself and his
.■: . • wish to’ wait for death bravely rages on for some time. Then,

the argument beoomes almost fanaticalf
It will just be nothing., that’s all it -will bê ' lust

b y:' nothing, :Then do .it, .' Boilt-So it now, .It’s.all right
to doylt now, Go on and do it now,7 No. you have to wait, •

• • y .: :y , . .Ite all right. Then wait,174 y y- . ;
: At this point the matter is settled for him, for the enemy b

b ■: patrol appears , But for the reader the question still re- b ■
y .. mains. . Did Iordan, actually, carry-out his mission in the 1

bfaoe of y certain death solely because of his devotion to the.:
■ b . . :Republie; ahd his ebedience to authority? Or is he driven by 

this hidden desire to prove his courage to himself— and to 
: Hemingway1? It can bey assumed, on the ■evidence, here,! that, w

by•■ ., Nemingwaybsy emotionalism' could have caused him to mistake' y;. y
■ - histrionics for reality, Iordan, who is more the complete

• protagonist thanbany bther single character before him, cer-
!,. : tainly seems to be acting a part, more than, he seems to be '

performing actions which come' naturally, If Iordan’s death 
■b ; Is inevitable , why does he not die a quick, violent death

under the .bridge as Anselmo. does? Hemingway’s waiting to ■ ,y,y

-b;' ; y.: ̂ Tb-'ybyhb'v̂ ;̂ ^ ';-- ©It o ;vy: ' b y by-y ■ b-yy- y.yy .y .. ;. •: . y ' y.b yb.-,: ; , y . :'.:•'
: .y-y! 17k Ibid,, p, 470. \ , ■ lyy. :
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kill him later in a somewhat melodramatic manner is very 
■ sttggestiW:.of thelingering death which- Richardson saw f it,
:'hecanee vof reader reaction, to mete.outto Clarissa-- ;; 
illogical hut highly emotional in impact, : '' : ;. ;' r „

A parallel can he pointed out at this point to explain 
.-vth©. critic ism offered here; concerning plot -decis ions rather, %. .
than character-decisions„. George Lillo presents much.the ■

’ / saiae; effect in''-IhO ■ London Merchant when he attempts to treat ■;
: , sympathetically, the: ...downfall of Barnwell hy showing, the ’
downfall to he the result of external forces. The evil force ; 

pin this story is personified by Hillwood, the' schemihg; siren ' 
. .^o^ewi%:Q&es Rarnirell' .Bariiweilis.. story, ̂ like,; Jordan^ s:,,,
. grows out of an initial situation;set up by the author. Even 
. hefore the hero is introduceds the reader knows that Millwood11 
has planned, to seduce him and to use-, him to further her own f p1 
ends. She. relies:.on the fact that he is. young and: inexperi™
! ence'do' "Therefore we can take advantage only of the young

p and innoeent part of the sex who, having never injured:women, :'■p :,1:;' -.uPPt1 n ' PP P''p- ;175:P
.. apprehend no injury from,them,". . Millwood thus sets,1 the "u-'.: -v
pj'̂ pdpfor'';the- rest of the story in that her presence, evil in 
f nature, is forever hanging over ; Barnwe 11 ’ s: Phead, Pittiatever p - 

he does, whatever his intent, .she is there to block him, P'.., 

Thissituation is comparable to that created by HemingWay ; :

p  / h ; p ^ ' a h o r ^ S v ^ h ^ : P ' :iP  p  - p p ' t  ■ P P P 1
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• - with ;hls omihous .revestions concerning the tremendous lack : .
of cooperation and the greed and stupidity which forever
. haunt ■. all.,; plans of the Loyal 1st si Ther e is never a moment
when- Barnwell can actually call his mind his own, even when

• the facts involved clearly indicate the correct course of
i action. After allowances are made for his youth and lack of -
•. : experience,; there-i :is-:no: plausih!e;r.reason given f or his In^ , ; . ■ ;
I;: ahility to throw off his infatuation for Millwood after he.
,. has. seen her for what she really;is,• The wild, uncontroll- •

able sexual desire, which, caused Barnwell to commit himself .
in' the • beginning is not hustifieatign enough . to explain his
returning to Millwood after he has' compared her low nature .

- • to that of his friend, ThoroWgoodm r c . -■ • ;
v , ' - M y  pulse' he^ are in afhurfy, '• ;

and I am on the rack of wild desire„ ' Yet, for a moment’s 
, - . guilty pleasur e shall ;:L lose ''my-lhnoeehce , ':-my:;: peace ofd-- .mind, and hopes, of solid happiness?i7o , '

Even though inexperienced,, Barnwell reeOgnizes the danger to
-. himself before he: ■'commits 'himself „ . later, his guilty con- v :
. science causeS;:him much grief when he meets Thorowgood, so
h,, : much;that he can not stand being questioned. This guilty .

f eeling shouldvhave OOnf irmed his earlier sense of danger o. •
At any rate he immediately renounces .Millwood:..

Yillain, villaih,, villaihl basely to wrong so excel
lent a man! Should I again return to folly^-detested ; ,  
thought— but what of . Millwood then? #iy , I renounce



Iier;̂ ! give her up: “ the struggle! s ever and virtue 
has ;prevailedll?? % ' v. I;.;/.'.' :

pathy- is .all: that is neeessary
But a: single plea from Millwood designed to play on his.. sym
pathy is all that is necessary to tempt Barnwell again

hot. love3 and Barnwell immediatSl-y'' steals another bag of 
money to give'her. As Soon as she is gone, Barnwell becomes 
cdtitfite,. Again he regrets his act, In this mood rational
ization comeS easilyr: . . : - ' . ,: ■ ■  :y./ ' a -

Shat have I done I -Were my resolutions f ounded on

,,Sh'e pleads, poverty ora ..forced marriage' with a man she does 
not. love3 and Barnwell immediatSl-y'' steals another bag of

■ reason.;and . sincerely made.r-^snltienyhas Heaven - suffered;
me to fall? . Is virtue inconsistent with itself

; . or are yice and virtue', only empty names? Or do they , ■ v.y- 
'' depend on ' accidents , ’ beyond .our power 'to produce or to v 

1,;. prevent ..-Tfhereln we have' no part and yet must be det er-
' m i n f d by the event? 178 -y; ■ '  ,;H. "'i' v.f : ' v •

Apparently It.Is this determining force which Billocon- 
. ceived as the eause. of :«.Barnwell? S/ ddwtî  , At least he at-.
: tempted to present .it :'in. that light,; .But. in his;, eagerness .. 
to present his hero^s ..tragedy In'-a sympathetic, light , Billo 
failed; to recognize the lack of correlation between the 
facts involved and; the .actions of his hero. , «

v . Hemingway has,.committed the same serious error in his 
story of Robert'Iordan, ■ Where Xillo exercised control, over 
Barnwell to prevent him from acting- according to logic and 
throwing' off;the evil influence of Millwood, Hemingway keeps



• Jordan from making a logical decision concerning the futility 
of destroying the bridge in the • light of the circumstances 0;V 
In both dases to have done . otherwise would- have; necessitated* 
a complete change of plot 0 ; Where .Milo, to keep up the sus
pense of the story, uses the device of having Barnwell con- ' 
sthntly acceptand then renounce bitterly, Millwood8 s de- . ■
mend's, Hemingv/ay uses the message-to-G-olz type of delay and •
the long, interludes with Maria In the sleeping bag. Beea.use 
Of the demands' Of the plot, there is no doubt about the ■ . 
’inevitable downfall of Barnwell,: as there is no doubt con
cerning Jordan’s death through the inefficiency of the army 
and his blind obedience to duty. Both writers use tricks to 
delay-the f inal:- catasfrophe--trlcks which have no basis in
logic O ' Y V  g. -;. .’.'.fl -g ; . ' .. ' v  ̂ 'V' v

At the end,■ both chafactefs. voice thoughts which are' 
oddly similar■Barnwell, facing his execution, forgives his 
betrayer .ahd urges his audience to profit- by his example „ '

Since peace and comfort are denied her'Hjhllwoo^j ' 
here, may she find mercy where she least expects it, and 
this' be, allher' hell 1 MBrom' our' example may all be 

-. taught'to fly; the first approach of vice , * e e;l79 . ' .;
Jordan, ̂ wounded- and waiting for the :enemy feels something
akin to this: v; ' < . y ■. \ ■ ■ : '■ ■ . :

- And. who says it is not true? , Not you, i You don't say 
. it any more than you would:say the things didn't happen
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that happened„ , Stay with what you believe how® Bon6t 
h s n i i c a : ! ^ \ ;■ ; r;:. : j- :v

later he ijaplles; that the lesson learned eontains a value
, for all others: "1 wish there was some way to pass on what
/ - ■ : llye : learned, thoughl Christ1 vms learning fast there at . '

181 ; :- x / t : t  :
... ■; the end»!! The most - favorable; eomment: to be made here * ■
' 1 . perhaps, is that ohe wonld: readily aGoept. the iesspn learned
: if one eould accept the fact that the ending was necessary,

i discussing the •melancholy mood of Hemihg- •.
; : ;'vv:v. V t
. 1  But rf we are minded to analyze the cause of our mel

ancholy s ' we find that it is :not caused by Jordan?s. being 
: killed but by the. fact- that we; are uncertain about the
: i prof itablehess.1'of his sacrif ice'olô  :;t ;'.'
■ .The only profit found in Jordan’s death would be for one who •
, holds ■ with him the mystical- helief of John Donne 3 from whom ■;

the title -of the book is taken. Once the sacrifice is
ibfk^ht down to the plane 6f' iogical'^thought' and real action. ;

•; the: sense:,ofprof it! disappear S'»:i.Concerning _fhisyflfr».-Buf gum

1 He p"ordan| has not invoked his own powers to a n a l y z e  ; 
i :.; a situation and act independently in an emergency9 will- 1

ing to; accept; responsibility-for reversing the plan® ■ .; Instead he buttresses his: rigid.sense of duty with a
mystical '/theory that' any .sacrifice bf life that at all 
hinders the enemy, however ineffectually, must promote

■ ■ISO yrnest Hemingwayj V̂oie::'lliojin..the; Bell Tolls, pa '466® ' 
:181. Dbid,y..pi 467. C;.>; - ■ ■
iS2 Burgtun, op® eit.o j p® 1981 \ '



This lack of logic and IndependenGein-Jordan indicates the 
heavy influence of Heniingway: on his' character, Jordan’s ahil 
,ity and judgment should go unquestioned; else how- :could he 
. have•been entrusted with such an important mission? Yet in 
'the face of the need for independent thinking, Jordan re~ - 
fuses to make the logical decision. Another instance of 
inconslatency in'the nature,of Jordan, as Hemingway'pictures 
him, - can be- f ound in his deeision 'to, remaih behind and delay 
the enemy f or . thesake of - Pablo and his- band. Had these 
guerillas been typical fighters for the Republic, there would 
be no question« But they were not „ Ydien Jordan finds them, 
they were in isolation, content to let the war go by their p 
front door without interference ezoept for an occasional 
raid for "food' or horses c Jordan lias to win them over to 
:begln'with, - and there is in the end no guarantee that they 
■ .will;continue ■ tox fight; for the Republic« i'/hy,; then, accept 
Certain;, death for the sake of this handful -of questionable 
people instead of making a desperate attempt to escape with : 
his own life? His experience and talents are invaluable, to'-, 
the Republic; the:loyalist forces certainly do not stand to 
’-profit by:hiŝ  death, >lo be obnsistent with his original 
Ibyalty,- Jprdanmust have made at least an effort to escape 0



, • Oddly enough:, the facts as presented in the final \
scene indicate that escape for' londan was possible... His 
wound is a broken leg 3 but the nerve is wrenched in suchv aV 
manner as to deaden the.pain almost completely„ nit was 
' lucky the nerve was .crushed, though „ . I cannot even feel . 
that.there Is anything below the break.” The time ele
ment, though relatively short, stands in his favor« -■Borne : 
time has elapsed between the disappearance of Pablo and 
his party and the moment in. which 'Jordan estimates, the. time 
left before the enemy'will appear. "Half an hour, he . 
thoughti’l: .-;:This ;• estimate: would ■ indicate the total time . ;
Jordan would have .had to attempt an escape with the others 
to be something better than an hour. This would have been a 
long lead to have in the rocky hills that Pablo knew as well 

- .as 'neik paimVpf. his: hand; -- Then, % also, though Jordan- :
could -not be. certain of it, any troop, coming after them from 
the same: ' Sidet the scene
after a long, fast. and hard ride. The horses, of Jordan and 
his friend's were fresh. Their' trail would- have been plain 
up to the point where the gray horse Jordan had ridden lay 
deadd - From ihat ̂;pdiht; oh ithetrail would have grown; more 

''-difficult. This or it i c ism might be: consider ed.-,as being '

184 Ernest Hemingway^ For Whom^the Bell Tolls, p. 466
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. y 'in.- tlie: nature of second-guessing the author . But in the. ' , - 
v light of Jordan * s reputation-and the fact . that he /was some- ■/.; " 
i thing, of an expert planner, it. is/not- too much to expect '
' ' himtO:? consider: :these eleMentsih.':such:- a .grave situation. • ' , , .

d/'lt is true that Jordan in the course of the' escape might: '/■'■:' ■ ■■ ■;
/ 'have been forced by his broken leg to stop eventually^ In - "■
this' casey- there Was the possibility of hiding out. Pablo1 a ••
'band had lived in. a cave not so very far from the same spot 

. : for iiiohths without being discovered by the Fascists» The
fact- that Andres and others had been able to penetrate the ■ '

■ Fascists’ lines almost atwill bespoke their lack of alert
ness, : Besides, the danger.of the Loyalists * attack, which 
had at least been Started, would/keep, most of the enemy 
patrols, busy, . The point is ■ that, . when all the facts in the >. 

/'..case .are weighed, Jordan should have made an attempt to . .
' escape, / In. reflection,/the .reader finds that he is unwill- . .

. '. • ing to/aecepf dua logical the outcome of ; the story, beginning 
:. with Jordan’s knowledge that the destruction of the bridge ■• / ■.//.
- would be futile .and; continuing through his decision to re- /■/./:/

/.d main behind,/. . The reader, is as unwilling to accept the im
plied necessity here as he is unable to believe that Barn- : /:

- Well could':do nothing . about his f atal inf atuat ion . The . : ' ■/
/ entire criticism here hinges :on: the fact that, after all . -? . /■
• the emphasis'placed on :the''Idea that ; Jordan ' is doomed to a : •
/ certain death, ;Hemihgway.. in the end. chooses ta place him in " ■



the hands ofr the enejiî  ̂ y: a 100-to-l shot . Johdan, is wounded 
by a long-range shot while dashing aoross' the open road, the 
same road oyer: whleti Pablo and. the others.were /able to cross 
safely. ' . i j..;’ 1 . • ■ >'• . .I;;./
 ̂ A brief discussion of Maria'the little Spanish girl, '
and her love affair with Jordan will indicate the extreme 
to which he capable of going ■ in' his emo11 onal 1 zed
abstractions c: Maria is an .important^figure in the story of 
Robert Jordan, for she represents that ideal love which Jor-- 
dan:hadf'thqught impossibleW he meets hery Jordan has 
only a strong belief in the'Repnblio- for which-he is fight- 
ing,. If he.loses his life in that struggle, there will be 
no great persOna 1.'d.oss(:tô ■ him. other than his lifefor he 
has no roots elsewhere, no close friends, no loved ones„
But with the coming .off■Mafia', ; that changes» Now he ,has 
^homethlng 'which, he: is, reluctant. :to give up. She .is'very - : 
necessary,to: Hemingwaye a plot,:-fpr. she adds.' greatly to the ,y : 
conflicts which beset Jordan throughout the story. Her 
presence-,:-it' is"safe to assume, •■is added deliberately to ■ 
increase':thesnspense' as the Story unravels. ' If. Hemingway - 
had been .able to make: Maria convincing, or to impart to the 
love ’ stdry of.Jordan•and Maria a necessary sense Of reality, 
then his 'addition Of :: this , c ' :
terly stroke = . ButIin his failure to.draw Maria true to life, 
.Hemingway; so distorts the relationship between his- facts and



M s . emotions' he seriously •weakens what should ■ have been
M s  :§r eats s th work /̂i- h ' : " . v
' : • v Coneerning the character 9 lifarls., Margaret Marshall
has ‘written:r , ' : .■ ;■ \’va t/r-'h

, v;:' - Wrih has ho organic .relation to the .ma.in story; more
over in the course of ' a long book full of characters who 

t . grow as we read > ' v = into human beings with whose per- 
■ ;.■ som 1 ities.'iar<3i; fates ̂we become almost painfully involved3

there is absoiutely.no development in the character of ' 
Maria o She .is a: ready»made .pawn— symmetrical and 

:;. -;; stibmissivê ;rŵ  Eilar .pushes; into Jordan9 s sleeping bag
and whose function begins and ends .just there.<,1̂ 5

Of ' cOuf se,‘this: lack'nf growth could be charged against some 
of the other characters in the story, but in their :cases  ̂ '
development- of.this type is not so necessary. In.the case;
; of Maria?:.: such ;growth is' essential in order to make her real e 
She 'hhS; tOibe real;, in order for her relatiohShip with Jordan. 
to ' be:- ■ ac Cep table, 'oh the plane which Hemingway ■ wants . her • ac
cepted o' That'she is not reals even :Malcolm.0owley admits ■
when he writes, "It is true that Maria in For Whom the Bell
:■■■■: ' / ' . ' / h/:: - .x ; IS?"' K
•-Tolls: :.leMre ' of a dream -fhan hhe^ Is' :a Woman. ' , Fdmund , '
■Wilson .describe s her as. follows i , i - h'-

Like the docile native *wives1 of English officials: .
, in the :early s t ' o r i § ^ ' ; o f ; the ' pferi^ lives only 
ito-herye' her '' with his; ' ' ■'

; and this love affair;with a woman in a sleeping bag, .

' .  1^6 .Margaret Marshall y "Notes by the' Way," The ' 
WatioMi g m  '(December: 11, l%D3 ;‘%9t ■• ' ' ' ~  ' ‘
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•' : lacking completely the kind of give-and-take that goes ' /■=
• on between real,men and women; M s  the all-too-perfect :

■ 'Ji*elicity■ of;■ a'yonthful. enpti-o'?d|*eam.8-l:88: . ' V . ;;A
EWton.Rascoe, reviewing.■the/book5, •takes an even harsher
attitude toward the love affair of . Jordan-and Maria. He ' .

. , Qails;,lt .̂ this. most.Incredibly trite', fictitious, sex situa™ , ,
vV:;.,v::; "■ : V̂V- ; ■ ■v -t'r.: : >.•

tion0n ■ Although:l$r«■ Hascoe’s article as a whole is some- ' :. -
what'too dogmatic'and vicious;to be in good taste, there is

: ..,;;.:S;ome; eyMence., in the story itself to sustain to some extent ;.t'y
■' his charge that the s ex.' situat ion is Mf ict it ious«n In al- . : :

■ lowing Jordan to muse over his •past ozneriences with v/omen -
while he is iOohtemplating the.Pierson, • of 3mria, Hemingv/ay / . : ■

. places his hero in a peculiar ..light emotionally. Jordan
vOo^ares;:;her;.:;tp!'' other 'WOmen he hah.:: knowhs, especially the, •:i;t '-1

t:' : movie actresses« ■ He confesses that after seeing these women
on the sereen^ he has gone to sleep at night and has dreamed
of their coming to bed with him. \ Watching Maria askshe walks

' y. .An the sun.: Jordan thinks;
,. You do not run oh to something like that i Such V \ i h v

things don't happen » „ . . 'Maybe it is like the dreams : ;. 
y you. .have whehi someene , you. hav.e fae:eh( in the 'Cinema comes* ■ '1 y ■ 't. : : to your bed at night and is so kind and lovelyj He’d • " v:
‘slept: with them all that way when he was . asleep in . •

:y 168 wiigoĥ .?bp:a cith ,- fni. p6. 239» •
189• Burton hasGoe, "WolfepTarrell and Hemingway," 

The hmerlban .Mercury; LI •'(December ., 1940). A93«



' bed-, . He could remember Garbo still and Harlow; , , > ' , ■
; ; This sort ,/®f thinking is a first warning that :al:l'. is not nor-
: mal in Jordan’s emotionalism, Jordan continues„ in his ••

. thinking, - to reveal that, for a man of action,' he was quite
: capable of finding a great deal pf pleasure in • re-living in' :

' . his dreams the emotional satisfactions of past experiences: .
\ i ■ They |[all the girls . he had known or. se.enjj all came

:to:that robe [in his sleeping ba^j when he was asleep 
;V .and they were all. much nieef. than they had ever been ih- . '

life0i9i ;: ;■■■■ / :
This comparison of Maria with his other girls comes, of. ■;

: course, after his. first relationship with Maria„ It is quite.
- ' i.logical that a man as'emotional as his thinking indicates
: ■ :Jordan to; be in his attitude^toward women' could easily ra= .
I.- tionalize Maria into the physical embodiment 'of all the :•
. . f f wonderful^-girls'he-had known. In view of this evidence,
v,' " there: seems to be little ground for accepting/ this love af-
• fair as a real relationship, Even the love-at-first-sight 1

device used by Hemingway is not convincing, ' Also, when al-,
:;:y: '■ lowanees have been made for the - extremely danger bus situation
. in which both are placed and for . the unhappiness which lies

' behind e.abh: of them, there still'"remains -a reluctance to '
:. . '; believe ®- In f act, in the bitter experiences of Maria at .

\ ■ 1^;,^nest;''Hemingway} For Whom the Bell foils, p, 137,
5 ; ^ ' 'f t'!' :
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the hands of the Fascists earlier in the war lies a major 
reason for not believing her willingness to accept the 
caresses of any man— »at least not on a first-sight basis.
If psychology enters into this story at any point for the 
sake of explanation of actions $ it certainly would play a 
major part in the actions of Maria, That Pilar could have, 
in such a short time9 acquired such a tremendous influence 
over the girl that she could make her accept a man by merely 
insisting on it is a rather incredible fact, ,

The facts of Jordan's and Maria’s great love as pre
sented by Hemingway do not stand up under examination*.
Jordan meets the girl first when he arrives at Pablo’s camp. 
Her presence thehe is explained as being the result of the 
blowing up of a train by Pablo’s band, Maria, a prisoner 
of the Fascists, is on the train. She is picked up by Pilar 
and brought back to camp, 'While in the hands of the enemy, 
she has received the worst treatment possible, including 
rape,. Jordan’s attraction at first glance seems to be a
mixture, of pity and physical allurement, ’’She’d be beauti-

' ' 192 '

ful if they hadn’t cropped her hair,” A few minutes 
later, this sympathy is mixed with something a little more 
powerful:

He looked back at her , , , , Her legs slanted long 
and clean from the open, cuffs of the trousers, as she sat

; . .Ibid,;,. p,v 22, : . -i ■ -



.■ • with . her hands across her knees and he could . sed the 
■; ; shape of her small up-tilted.breasts, under the. gray shirt

, Every.time Robert Jordan:looked at her he could feel a 
. \ .thiokness in his, throat «.193" : ■ ;
Then lor dan * s r ea c t ioh to the sight, of Max i a ' bee ome s so pro
nounced that even Pablo recognizes it for what it 'is: ...

Robert Jordan drahk : the cup nhhrlne'htit ':the thickness 
still came In his thfoat■ then he spoke, to the girl. ' . . ..

:; • . "How art thou called?f# he asked. . Pablo looked at'him
quickly when he heard the tohe of his voice. Then he 

.• . toablcy got . up-. quickly and walked away. 194 . . ’ ; .-
Without much more than this as an introduction^ Rilar,. short
ly after.greeting Jordan for the first time, draws from him 
;; a: ;promise. tobe very good to Mar la« Apparently Pilar s. wise y 
: in the .yray of men with women, recognizes what may happen.
Her question to Jordan is direct3 "And you will be careful; : ; V;;.. ' I ; y -y 195 . . ; x ■ ' v V
of her now if I trust you?11 ,. : Jordan .promises- to take': Maria
to safety ;if,.they; arev.still^alive after; the bridge is de- '. t 
stroyed. Thus; the stage is set for the development of the :: 

' great; love-between these two. - ' y , ' .
: ; - y - Then ’ocm.es . what is perhaps the most mystic scene Hem- 
, ingway has, ;written to 'date. iPilar •: reads Jordan ’ s ..palm and ■■ 
refuses to divulge what she sees. there.. -But from the general 
tone- of the: scene it- is obvious that she has simply seen y
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' : another proof 'that, Jordan 1 s doomed.« ; This employment of so .
/ artificial a device to in crease the suspense of. his- hook is
. an’-extreme to which Hemingway has not gone before. Perhaps ;
the:vatmpsphere in which he worked, gathering material and ■ .;
the dark, passionate, gypsy background he gave to Pilar have
led him to nse this method, "It may fit Pilar’s personality,
but it is a mistake from the standpoint of reality. This

I mystic knowledge might have been the cause which leads Pilar
. to;- send Maria- to Jordan's sleeping bag a few short hours
l after he had met her. Apparently, Pilar.prevails over ■

■: - Maria ?s ob jections, if there are any, by insisting that the
. • , same act performed under agreeable conditions with someone
'I '-Vshe like's very much/might eliminate horrible memories,
,, 'Maria*s answer to one of Jordan*s questions, after .she joins

. him In the bag would indicate ,this possible explanation, /I'
' Jordan asks her if she wishes for anything, E4aria answers:
V ■ . ' Everything,' ' Please. . And . if'we do everything to»

,11 . ^gether 9::the other';maybe''never ■ will, have been. ** ’ /' : .' '
■I-. ' ■ . -i ; ̂ ."Did yon thinklOf ' that#* i', - , ,- v.l'v

\''' ' ' i n t ' n d i i w  ,i .196 ■'Y...' ?*No«. I think it in myself but Pilar told me. ” ■' , ; .
;:Psychology^ of this.,'kind, probably could have been used under 
the circumstances.. Qertainly Maria was in need of it;. And 
. Pilar could have, been sincere, although•she did admit that 1
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. she '‘w&s]: infatuated .with the girl a l s o 6ut her ■ :v:- -''-’Vz-
intervention' only adds to the mounting disbelief in the .situ- .
. at ion o If this deoision .had opme fhom within Jordan and " C -
Marid unaided by outside foroOs, it could: have been made
honyincing.,.'. ■ Maria:;.'ins 1st d, that it is love she feels for .. Jor~ . ' ; :
dan from the very first moment«

y."'" "I spoke to her jSilar^ and told her that I loved .
, . you. : - 1 loved you when I saw; you today and .1- loved you
. ' . alv/ays but I never saw you before and I told Pilar and
r . she said - If I ever told you;anything about anything to -
• ■ tell you that l was not sick0ll97 . • v - , : ;
Apparently <, the only person ..who still, has' contact with re- .

; ality is. Pilar«; She knows the alchemy of the body too well
-- hot to; khow what; will' happen, vihen two young people are f ■ ,
‘thrown together in a lonely cave surrounded by constaht
dangero : yy.\.‘ '. . ' / 't -

;; ;' - - \ In .addit ion to -his ■ romanticized attitude toward his ■
lovers, Hemingway displays his .desire for sensual appeal in '
;many Instances in this .work.. ' The following passage is taken.. ;.. '
from the first love scene: ‘ V . .

' ; Now as they lay all thatibefore had .been shielded was
unshielded. Where there had been roughness of fabric - : '
all was smooth, with; a Smoothness and firm rounded press- 

- ing and ,a long warm coolhesS, o'ooh outside and warm
. within, long and light and'closely holding, closely ;.'...
. held,. Ipneiy, ̂ hollow-making, contours, happy-making^ : ; v. , ;'f'
young and loving .and now all warmly smooth with a hoi- .hit'
.lowing, chest-aching, tight-held loneliness that was . . ' ' ,

hoc. cit & -



suoh that Robert'Jordan felt"he'could riot stand it arid 
he saidg. nHast ;triou loved oth.ers?,?19S

: :0theri llries taken;:frio22i ■the; imsings. of Jordan indicate the
■ same purpose of the author I "The smooth tactile happiness 
of their two bodies touching ■ », i life he
■ would remember the curve of her throat"; "I suppose it is 
possible 'tô  i as . full a life in. 70 hours\ aŝ  in 70 years"; 
"his mind now as quiet, calm-empty and sharp-cold-^seeing as
' a: man- is. after he has, h intercourse with a woman he
does not love"; ."you have made -love t o the girl and' now your 
head is olear, properly clear0" That the lines sometimes 
seem to Goriflict with eaori other in meaning does not seem ■ 
to matter o . Hemingway , also... indicates' his. interest in emo^ 1 
tional reaction by repeating certain emotional scenes he has 
set up. An example, of this is. Pilar^ s in si st ing that Jordan, 
relate: 'tot.hert'what : h vbetweentJbrdar and l&.ri&', when -
they had been left alone. Hot ’.satisfied with having. al- . 
ready described for the reuder 'what had Occurred there, the 
huthor'- has', used̂  Pilart s: curios an .'instrument f or' re- :
viving the emotional reaction once again in the reader« The
emotion is amplified greatly through Jordan’s confession to -
t" bt-; , V"; t.t' 200 . - t t,.,. : t. -■ Pilar - that "the earth moved, " . - ' ' y -- '
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■ ; A re~emphasis of the points discussed; In the book
will be helpful in summarizing;what has been said about For 
Whom'the Bell Tolls. Three weaknesses in the general struc
ture of the story have /been examined, , and all have their .. 
parallels In an earlier type of literature generally called 
sentimental* Hemingway ha s , sa cr if iced: a logical-, plot for. g 
the,• sake : of introdueing. incidents which,.. though ifrelevant „ 
carry great emotional appeal. Also, he use s a mot ivat ing ■ . 
force; which ./supposedly 41 ives:.'his/ her0:/bef bre it into a '
,final- decision::#iich. costs him his lif e» - At the same time, 
this force is . used to sustain suspense throughoutthe story* 
Ihisffbroe':, a sort' of combination of the .stupidity, and inef
ficiency of the loyalists/And the' blind' devotion of Iordan 
to authority even if it involves.bad judgment, is comparable 
in many- ways to the type of ’'outside” force used by the i 
sentimentalists to drive their heroes, into tragic situations. 

: And,, like, the - "forces” of the sentimentalists, that of Hem
ingway does not retain its validity under examination.• The 

. third point discussed IS the character of Maria’. Maria's:
: importance to the story in- her relationship to Jordan is .
great» ' Consequently, :Hemingwaya f.allure to make her real 

: :.weakens his. story ,by:: lust; tbats :muoh. .Because:. Hemingway, has> ;
emotionalized her to such an extent' that she becomes more, of 

1 ,an ;abstractionfthap:-:Something-real,: and/then places her in 
an important position opposite Jordan,"he destroys much of r’
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: ̂' . 1 the : stfrengtti. of.. jor‘dstn'V';'.':;Margaj?etr%M . is in agreement,
i with {ttiis:/ eonoegt'.o Wien: s h ^ ' i  ̂ ihe' faot: that

Maria is a complete blank mars his book as a whole and in 
, ' particular underraines the characterization of Jordan
i; '■ It is-:' this , type of ' Weaknessin .'Hemingwayf s concept of his. ■' i•'

story and his characters'which Edmund-Wilson has in mind ; ■
?, vihen he states 'that the weaknesses of the ’book lie in its
i'':- dif fusemess p which he' explains', Inpart as ”a sort - of .ex- ; ' t

: plo it at i on of the material,.: an'infusion of the operatic,
■ 202'

= ■ ; that lends itself all too readily to the movies '
C : No argument has been offered here - against the general :
. ■ theme which Hetingway.,apparently. has attempted to work out .. 

against the backdrop of eiril war. This theme indicates 
t-;; ■ ■ that. Hemingway is at least making an - effort. to bring "his own ': 
: . thinking, back into the realm of reality, / ' The evidence of- . ;

fered here la based on the actual results achieved by the 
f: :̂ author' in :his :.noveli;;: These results.' are •limited, because of 
t . . 'Hemingway;,.s inability :fo throw off the attitudes that many ,

- years of preoccupation with the emotional aspects of life
■ had developed withiif him. He; apparently has felt the in-

, ' adequacy of pessimism; he has attempted to change to/a /
philosophy-with a more positive capacity for good, ...In his

201 Marshall, o&- cit,, p, 609. ■ "
/;' . ;, ; . ' ': 202 jfiison^ opa .cit,, p. 242, ' ; : / ■: t,''



that ehaage^ ■ he- creates the story of 
Robert «Tbrdaii„ ■: To bring within; Jordan'’ s' knowledge . this new 
feeling of good, Hemingway'creates the character pf Maria, '
, who symbolizes universal: love. In order, to- make his; - story 
■ convincing ? Hemingway apparently, feels that emphasized, emo- y-; 
tional appeal is necessary. In striving for this appeal, he 
bhdng'S Mahy /Scenes, and incident s and s ome char a ct er s lilt o 
his story which actually, have.; little Immediate bearing :on., . 
his •story. In his construction of a plot in which Jordan 
•canrealize,completely the full'MSaning:of this new vision, 
Hemingway, largely'because of his own nature, labors his ap^, 
peal to such an extent that his.story becomes an emotional 
/ orgy.: / His, characters' develop, into emotional 'abstractions 
which, prove- to be of little value on a- realistic plane.'. / 
Their ability to• appeal may not be questioned, but In their 
appeal: lies their only' value. ,,'t /■

:/ .;/ In ̂his' -attemptto relate the7story of Jordan to the \ 
philosophy Of John Donne, , Hemingway ’ s emotionalism has car
ried him closer, perhaps, to the earlier school of writers 
who wrote their dramas .'of'-:sensibility while under the influ>. 
ence of a strong belief in. the innate goodness of man. In' '

.>. the giving to Jordan the chanee . to; live a complete life in a 
few hours with his; /tins ought compensiatlon,' a beautiful love, 
there, is sbmething of the/belief/that the good and virtuous
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must berewardecL Inthe confusion and internal rottenness, 
in the - violeilt: :(ieatb and destruction of war, lie the evil -
■f oroes;;;dvervwhieh. this;; gdodness; m  : %

Vv



CONCLUSION:

: Ihe' p^pose^'Of;’ tfels -study: M s  been to examine the ■
works of Lrnest Hemingway to .find, to what'extent' sentiment 
tafism Has influenced him* Through the evidence of state- ' 
ments by the author 5, of his' material , and of statements by 
major criticss Hemingway has been elassifled■as a naturalisto■ 
HoweTens _ Hemingway has' departed 'Somewhat from the natural
istic school in that in his naturalistio world his people do 
not perform the: deterministlo:;:act 1 ons blindly; instead, . >;
knowing that life is futile in the end, they embrace.these 
actions for the pure pain or lustful pleasure' to be. derived 
from-.;theme. Nor them^-and Hemingway-tlife has; been reduced to ■' 
simple action, and that action is valued for its ability:to 
afou.se emotion., ' ;)v ‘' " V : ' : - :"" ' ' ' • . ;
.;:l d.j.v'Inthe .defining of sentimentalism, it • has been found. \. 

that this particular School;■of ...literature' .began with a 
rather high moral purpose: to improve man by teaching -him to
be gobd.=;.The •techriique' used/ to feaCh; him .is the representa
tion of evil in all of . its horrible aspects „ This purpose , 
eventually lost ground after it was discovered that the ' 
highly emotional t e o h h i d d © - t h e s e  .dramatists had a :; 
high degree of reader appe.ni •.: .The. drama of sens ibility gave' 
way/to;-the .literature: of; s:entimentality<,; ' .:
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In developing his literature of feeling, the senti
mentalist has deliberately sought an emotional reaction for 
the sake of the emotion itself» In striving for his appeal«, 
he has paid little or no attention to the fact which gives 
rise to his emotion, - He has designed certain types of char
acters, chosen for their value to his general theme, In 
constructing his plot, he selects at will, and without re
gard to relationship of scene or event to plot, those inci
dents or scenes which best serve his purpose.

In the study of Hemingway’s short stories, it has 
been substantiated that Hemingway was deeply engrossed with 
the emotion which various experiences in the war developed 
within him. It is also apparent from the evidence of his 
work that his war experiences developed in him an extreme - 
sense of the, futility of life. This evidence also indicates 
that he transferred this sense of futility to the whole of 
life, not just that part involved in war. For example, the 
brutality found in the Michigan woods was the same as that ■ 
experienced in war, Hemingway isolated many.of his emotions 
in intensive short sketches;. Later, out of these short 
studies he built his longer studies of life in its more com
plex patterns. In his story, ’’Soldier's Home," Hemingway 
constructed his first protagonist who illustrates his sense 
.of futility, Krebs is a man who, after his shattering ex
periences in war, can not find the will to re-embrace the
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society Me had known before the war. He has realized, it 
would 'seem, that his education had not been true nor real 
enc-ugh, to; prepare him for his ordeal „ He now can no, longer 
trust the soeiety"which; educated 'him. In the story, "The 
'Undefeated,” Hemingway created a typical member of his world 
; as/ he nonceilrns ite:; Manuel has . been defeated many times',, /■: 
but he can hot admit defeat. In the world to which he be
longs, courage is the one prime requisite. It must be dis- 
played at all times, and against all odds. "My Old Man”
■ illustrates Hemingway * s capacity for choos ing char act ere for '• 
their emotional appeal.. The little boy in this.story is•ap
pealing in many ways ̂ hut -Hemingway has used his appeal ■ ' ■ V 
largely,, it - seems, to,prpvide a spring-board for some of his 
indictments against society. .."The Killers,” grim and start
ling in its intense emotionalism,; is indiCatiTe of Hemirig- : ;: 

./ Wy'is .Ability, to achieve a single,-emotional. effect. . It is 
also a Vehicle for Hemingway’s, expression of his extreme 
sense of futility in the struggle, of man against death.

■tv/. /• y ^s/MC o-- Hi pointed out , these stories grew out
of the/period shortly after the end of the/war, the period:

, which was most important to Hemingway in his development as ■ 
a writer. ' ^ h h  //':':/ ,1 /
/ ,///. J. study of Hemingway8s first major novel, The Sun %
Also./Rises, reveals a close .resemblance of its teohnigues to 
those used by earlier writers of sentimental literature.
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Hemingway begins with, an objective in minds that of showing 
how emotionally destructive war is<, He achieves this object 
tive by showing a group of people wandering around at loose 
endss defeating themselves at every turn, and finding life 
livable only while committing acts which give emotional plea
sure 0 Sometimes this .pleasure is expressed in terms of ex
quisite pain«, To achieve this objective, Hemingway uses 
characters especially designed to illustrate his point, But 
an examination of these characters reveals the fact that 
they act the way they do because of factors which exist 
within themselves and not because of any effects' of the war = 
The plot is so constructed that the major appeal of the story 
is to the emotions; the sympathy and pity of the reader for 
these people are appealed to.

The second novel, A farewell to Arms, exhibits many 
of the same defects. Hemingway constructs a plot which de- • 
pends for its emqtlonhl appeal on situations which arise, 
almost entirely through chance„ /He uses love and war as 
conflicting forces' in this story, but he fails to make his 
representation of love real„ The emotional appeal is false 
because his motivating force is false. The use of a chance 
situation is illustrated by the death of Catherine„ This is 
an incident not necessarily called for by the plot. It does 
provide the author with a scene of great emotional value, 
and at the same time gives him a chance to convey Frederic



Henry’s sense of futility. But Henry’s sense of futility is 
not convincing because it deriv'es: directly; from his lOss ■ of , .: 
Bathenineand; his loye fon her' isfnof : c o n v i n c i n g : .

•: Death in the Afternoon^, the first of: Hemingway’s long ■ 
non-fiction works, illustrates the emotional nature of the 
author himself, According to Hemingway?s statement $ the book 
is supposed to be a serious book on. bullfighting« He has 
wfftten it' vbecause''■he is interested in the nature of death. :
,But an examination of'the book indicates that • it is only a; ■ • 
record of Hemingway's search for strong 'stimuli for his own 
emotionalism. He ■has developed the .concept of man forever ; 
pitting himself against animal force and the odds of death, 
and.the:bullfight in Bpaiik affords him something in the way . 
of’proof of this belief 0: The sentimental nature Of Hemingway 
is cl early .reyealed in. the things, he: chooses to f e.cofd .in his 
study of the bullf ight 3 and' in the,, last chapter of the book 
in which he cries out that all the good things and times en
joyed ill Spain are now over. Green Hills of Africa, the ' -P 
Other'noh-flGtion^ W  simply a. record of Hemingway ' s
' trip to .Africa: in search of big game„ The book, records Hem- ' 
ingways;''einptional: reaction to the thrill of Stalking the >'■ 
savage animals in this primitive country: . . A ■ .

To Have and ̂ Have Not, marking. Hemingway.' s return to 
this country - for: story materia. 1,. is - a continuation of his : 
efforts to indict society and to expound his own Concepts of



life. The book tells again the story of man battling forever 
against: %  'an# Wis-̂ ittie the odds against ■:
Morgan oome from societye At the end of the Storys there is . 
a ■def inite'Ihdidatloh^ of a ehange in Hemingway’s thinking^ : 
•bnt his., wofk -iS' again seriously weakened by hi s > too -evident 
desire to exploit his material emotionally,

{-{Hor :Whom the Bell Tolls, the last major work pub- 
lished by Hemingwaŷ : suffers from much' the same effects as 
those which oharaoterize fb' Have and 'Have Hot , By the time 
Hemingway 'comes to" write 'his story of the Spanish civil wap','' 
it .is e.yident that' he, has swung : completely away f rom his 
■ desire for exile, his'one-man-against-the-world attitude? as 
• werey ;and i striving to.illustrate the value of a united
"societyi,■■ ' One man can not overcome, the evil forces s but .a : : 
•whole society might be able toy/. .Bemingway:,:s .weakness:.here 
lies - not in what he wanted to do , but in what his ' own. emo-'
' :tlonal;,;natpre • permits- him:; to do. .. In his attempt to say that : 
life is good and that man can achieve that goodness, Heming- 

. w a y  has. come, eldser^ '-perhaps, . to. the^earl'iertsentimental k - '■■•.; 

literature than'elsewhere. He - has, - fike the sentimentalists „. 
V used;’a jplpt .which, depends for a .great'part of its emotional' ■: 
appeal on Incidents which are not necessarily pertinent to. 
''theistory, of .'a motivating force-'Which drives ■"
his hero into a .tragic situation, Hemingway has in certain 
::respeots .imitated'.the :type:: of force used by these earlier
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witers s His force 3 like theirs, does not stand up tinder ■. 
examination as a valid force.' Then Maria,, the little Spanish . 
girl 3 is another indication of the extent to which Heming- . -
way’s own extreme: emotidnalism has .influenced his thinking. :■
He creates the character of Maria- and gives her an important 
' po'sitloh' in the book opposite Jordan . Her Import are e in ''
' the book is indicated by the.fact.that it is Maria who brings 
home to Jordan the value of seryic.e to mankind. She is that 
unsought compensation;which comes ;t© Jordan in return for 
his loyalty and devotion-.to duty. But Hemingway has failed ' 
to make: Maria real. She 'hecomes inatead an emotional ah- ' : - , ■ 
straction, and as such she weakens the entire book, in ex« 7 ' 
‘ amihation of the love affair of Jordan and Maria does not 
. show it as a valid love ton the plane oh" which it: is presented,.'

On the basis. of evidehGe f ound in this study, the .in?? 
vestigator has reached, several conclusions. A naturalist -is . 
one who takes a situation as he finds it and treats -it' hon- ' 
e s t i y ., He doe s not permit himself to inf erf ere in any way 
; with the material he is using, simply recording it in exact 
detail as it exists i : He has .certain definite concepts of 
lifer man is a pawn in the hands of forces over which he - ' ■

; has, no control\wfhiS determinihg-.:fOroe is by far the most f  , - w 
important difference between realiSm and naturalism. Hem
ingway' is to some extent s a naturalist. He. has added some
thing which.ear11ef natural1sts had found'difficult to
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•.hslapply:';;P'i.n̂ escape from the futility of life. This escape 
consists simply in a life of action without thought„ , If life, 
is, made up of ihoident s through which man •passes to some 
futile 'end/ then man should stop considering the end towards 
whieh he %oveSo,He should concentrate solely on the inci- • .4 
dents, Op acts,. which hring to him, in varying .degrees9 the ' 
sensation of pleasure„ . /In this life of action, some degree 
of pieasure :can' he gained, even from painful acts /Thoym©*-yd 
t i vat ing for c e behind these: actions is the stimulation of the; .

; emotions, • d. -v dV ' ' -'V . d;'d' v'v • . ' ' '-'.d :
'id- \ , ;• '•' • In:-his WrkyHemlngwhy 'tends more and more to emphasize
• this emotional aspect of life0 This concentration,has led d ■ 
him to the point where he has frequently let reader interest 
and even to a greater extent his own emotional interest cause • 
him to create episodes that are used purely for the purpose' ' 
of emotional stimulation« An analysis of:his work has re» 
vealed that many of the devices and techniques' he has used to

• gain this emotional appeal are Similar to those-' used Vhy;:the •" •' 
eighteenth-century^sentimentalists„ The evidence presented 
here dppihts. no nhe conclusion that sentimentalism has played ■

y da ma jor part in; the literary work of Ernest HemingwayThis :
; ■ - conclus lo-n in part danswers'A question , which .-s ed
interest in this subject ? howvaluable has 'Hemlngway^s in- - 
fluenoe dbeeh:on the literature of his period? ' This question ' 

:d'.panynOty;he:dsaid to be answered fully here,' for there are > y- dd ;
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; many important literary groups over which he had little of, ;
•'no: influence« But he has. provided - inspiration and methods. : i ; 
: 'for a relatively large groups an influence which has given rise 
to many of the sensational novels appearing in America since 

. the end of the first 'World .7far« .There has heen, in the opin-.
, , ion of many, a def inite:' trend toward the . sentimental in Amer- : 
lean tastes in literature „ ' This emotionalism has been e.2£~

: pressed in fiction,, the radio, and the movies. It is safe to 
say that' Hemingway’s, popularity "and M s  influence on his f 01=

. lowers have done much to aid this trend. Certain: eyidences,, . ..:
, indicate that thisnfrend: is changing. But it may be said that 
; '. Hemingway ’s inf luene'e. on the literature ’of' his period has been _■ 

more harmful than good 1 since :sent im.entality has, never. been 
consideredda necessary or even a desirable element in litef- : .

■v . ature of lifed.^̂ Bentlmenf all sin'alone in the writings of an 
' . • author would not necessarily invalidate his work. ■ There are. 

many examples of. writers'- who were sentimental in ,some phases ' ' 
of . their .'work, but. in these cases the sentimentalism appears. ‘ '

. ...'as only a minor note in the composition of their complete 
philosophy. 'In Hemingway * s case, however,, the. evidence found 
in his work indicates that his' search for emotlohal reaction .
has led him Into a distinctive way of life which has ele- f-

-■;V vated the individual into a solitary role, free: of moral re- ;
: .Striction. ' This way of life, judged by a normal moral.-
'"standard̂  is certainly not one of universal meaning for man, '



who because of his nature has.developed into a social•entity9 
That Hemingway possihly added something to American letters 
in the- way of subject -matter and style is a matter with;
- which not- concerned» Vh ■;̂ ' h :
; : f•ihah-' con.cius:ipn is- 'tha-t Hemihgway. has' indicated' :; .•
his.desire for. changing to a more positive philosophy. There- 
are notices of a new book by Hemingway to be published soon,- 
That book should indicate whether -or not he, now in his fif-.'- 
ties, is capable of throwing off the effects of a lifetime - 
;; spent searching for emotional experiences
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